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Eiitof,

well as for Us employments, if we
would be happy there. It is not the walls of
the building in which we live that make our
earthly home, but the company of those we

heaven,

821 EXCHANGE STREET, BY

FOSTER

& GO.

20. :t
meni be

One
a

paid within six months; aiul $2.60,
delayed beyond six months.

A little boy about five years old, was returning from school one day. He bounded into
the house, exclaiming, as he hung his hat in
the eutry,—
“This is my home! this is my home!”
A lady on a visit to his mother, was sitting
in the parlor. She said to him,—
•‘Willie, the house next door is just the same
as this.
Suppose you go in there and haug
your hat up in the entry, wouldn’t that be your
as this ?”
much
home as
“No, ma’am,” said Willie very earnestly, “It
would not.”
“Why not f" asked the lady. “What makes
this house your home any more than that?”
Williie had not thouglitof this before. But
after a moment’s pause, he ran up to his mother, and throwing his anus around her neck, he

if pay-

Rates of Advertising.
inch of space, in length of column, constitute

“square.”

$1.50 per square daily first week: 75 cents per
week alter; three insertions, or less, $3.00; continuing every oilier day after first week, 50 cents.
Halt square, three insertions or leas, 75 cents; one
week, $1.00; 50 cents per week alter.
Under head of “Amusements,” $2.00 nor square
per week; three insertions or less, $1.50.
“Special Notices,” $2.00 per square first week,
St.00 per square
after; three insertions or less, $1.50;
nah a
square, three insertions, $1.00; one week,
^

“Because ray dear mother lives here.”
It is the presence and company of those we
love which make our earthly home; and it is
j list so with our heavenly home.
A little Sunday School boy lay
upon liis dying bed. His teacher sat at the bedside, holding the hand of his scholar.
“I’m going home to heaven,” said the little
fellow.
“Why do you call heaven your home?” asked the teacher.
“Because Jesus is there.'’
This dear child loved Je3us. He felt that it
was the presence and
company of Jesus that
would make heaven feel like home to him.
This would make him happy there. And if
we love Jesus as we ought, we shall feel so too.
When we think of him we shall be ready to
say,—
“’Tis where thou art is heaven to me,
Ainl heaven without Ihee cannot he.*'
[Mui uiwj Star.

inserted in the “Maine State
1 reus” (which has a
large circulation in every pai
ol the State) for
$1.00 per square for first insertion"
and 50 cents per square for each subsequent insor

Special Not7ci2s at the usual rates.
5L£f All Communications intended for tlie paper
should be directed to the
KPiToie of the Pkkhm,”
and those of a business character to the “PuuLlSHEKtt.**
JOB PRINTING, of every description, executed with dispatch; anil all business pertaining lo.

the Office or Paper promptly transacted
tion as above.

Thursday Morning,

on

NATHAN

applica-

Nov. 23, 1865.

Do TooqueviUe on the Duration of Imperial
Government in France.
The new volume of De Toequeyille’s letters,
just published in Paris, contains the follow-

Notice.

Copartnership
wouid

formed

copartnership

131 Middle

name

And have taken the Store No* 5 Dccring Block*

&

Where they propose to carry
retail

GOODS

DRY

on

the

EASTMAN BROTHERS,

Large and Well Selected Stock

BOOTS AND SHOES,
To which

Cutting Done for Other* to Make*
public are invited to CALL.
eo<12ra
Portland, Oct 20,1SC5.

Onssitoin

Are

Clothing

FOR

Consisting

GOODS,

81

Establishment

Middle

Full

Sark

Sold ia New York

a* are

or

PkU-

Dry Goods,

ing, dated February 27,18.13, and addressed to
Influence of Association.
M. de Beaumont:
Having fallen on the very day we were in (be market
There is a beautiful instance related in Dr,
fur our first Stock, wo are prepared to oiler
“I cannot tell you, my dear friend, how
much your hist letter lias interested me, and
Armstrong's lectures, hi which the cure of a
how entirely I agree with most of your obser- hopeless case depended on the combination of
vations, amongst others with that on the val- liojic and memory. He says:
ue of liberty.
Like you, I have never been
Rush, who has been called the American To purchasers and we have decided that notwithentirely convinced that liberty alone can give
mentions a very remarkable and
to human society in general, and to the indistanding prices are again advancing, we will
j Sydenham,
viduals which compose it in particular, all the j interesting case, showing the influence over
give our customers the advantage of
fever
which is produced by cheeribl
prosperity and all the greatness of which our-I typhus
on the mind.
ourgood luck. For Instance
race U capable.
When a youth he
Every day confirms me more impressions
was educated in the country, in a
in this belief; my own observations, the lapse
arc selling
very remote
oflite, the recollections of history, the events part of which he was in the habit of visiting,
1 in company with
a fanner’s
of the present day, foreign nations, our
various
daughter,
own,
Good yard wide Bra* Sheeting at
25c*
all combine to give to these opinions of our scenes of beauty and sublimity, and among
“
"
*
Bleached «
25c.
others, the nest oi an eagle in a romantic sityouth the three of absolute conviction.
“That liberty is the nine qua non to forfn a uation. For some time these visits were very
All war Beat Prims at
25c.
great and virile nation is to my mind evidence frequent. Rush afterwards left the school
and settled in Philadelphia, where he found
itself. On this point 1 have a faith which I
All our Beit DcLaiue.4,at
30 and 33c.
should lie glad to have on inaiiy others. But his former associate a married woman. Many
how difficult it is to establish liberty firmly in years afterwards she had an attack of typhus And we guarantee to sell our ENTIRE STOCK hi
nations which have lost the use and even the j fever, under which she lay in a complete state
the SAME PROPORTION.
true conception of it! llow powerless are in- I of Insensibility, apparently lost to all surrounding objects, in this state, Kush, then a physistitutions when tftey arg not fostered by the
I3T Please call and examine lor yourselves at
cian, was called to visit her. He took her by
ideas and habits of the people! i have
, the
hand, and said witli a strong and cheerful
thought that to make Fiance a free nation (m 1
“
No. S Deeding Block.
the true sense of the word)—that enterprise voice, The eagle's nest I” The words revived
an
of ideas comprehending the acassociation
to which we have devoted our lives to the extions of her youth. She immediately grasped
tent of our small abilities—I have always
BARTLETT &
his hand, opened her eyes, and from that hour
thought, I say, that this enterprise was a grand
recovered rapidly.
but a rash one. 1 think it every day more
Nov 17—dtf
rasli, but more grand also; and so much so,
that were 1 to be bom again, I should still preDon’t live in hope with your arms folded;
fer to risk everything in tliis hazardous underfortune smiles ou those who roll up their
taking rather than bow under a necessity to sleeves and put their shoulders to the wheel.
Will others be more fortunate than we i
serve.
have been? I know not; I tut I ask myself!
whether in our time we shall see In France a j
free nation, at least what you and I mean by
FRYEBURG
1
|
the word. That docs not mean that we shall I
THE
W
not see revolutions.
INTER
HAS REMOVED FROM
TEEM
of this Institution will commence on
“Nothing, believe me, is settled. An unforea
new
turn
to
seen circumstance,
154 Middle St. to 331 Congress St.,
given affairs,
Wednesday, Nov. 29th, 1805,
any accident whatsoever, may bring oil extraand
to
continue
ten
And to hi* complete stock of
weeks.
events
to
force
man
from
his
reevery
ordinaiy
treat. It was to that I alluded in my last let- CHARLES 1). BARROWS, A. B., Principal.
Music and Drawing by competent Teachers.
ter, and not to the establishment of regular
Board can be obtalnc 1 on reasonable terms. Also,
liberty. But what makes me fear that nothrooms
for Students wishing to Board themselves.
ing will for a long time make us tree, is that
*
*
Applications should be ma»lo by.lette(*j>r in pernot tlie desire to be so.
we
D
son, to the Principal, or to
Not
rod, that I am one of those who say
Rev. D* B. SEW ALL,
ADDED
!
a
and
nov2odlw
that .a are
decrepit
corrupt nation,
Secretary.
destined to perpetual servitude. Those who,
HOSIERY,
GLOVES,
with this notion, exhibit the vices of the Bo- I

of

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Embracing

Beaver

Overcoatings,
Broadcloatbs,

Both

a

UNDER VES TS and

great variety of

Patent

Which be will make up in the best manner, and
LATEST STYLE. His stock of Furnishing Goods
is large, embiucing the best styles in the mantel.

Double

and

en

ET.j ANNELS!

LOW
As

Buckled Boots and Shoes,

81 Middle Street*
DON’T FOEGET THE NUMBER.

be

can

RATES

found at any other Store !

EASTMAN BROTHERS.
I

B. M. EASTMAN,
E. D. EASTMAN.
Portland, Nov 10,18CS.

novlldlf

ALL MIGHT A GAIN!

Oxford Ties, Ac., Ac.

Oct 2“—oodGw

in

A complete line ol’3-4,7-S, 1-1, 5-t, and 0-1 ALL
WOOL and COTTON and WOOL.
A choice selection of BALMORALS and NUBIAS.
Our goods being purchased at greatly reduced
prices we are prepared to sell at as

Soles,

BALMORAL BOOTS,

10-4 all Wool
CHEAP ; Cotton and Linall varieties;Russia and Scotch Crash.
v«?ry

Good*

Leather

ShiBle

DRAWEES,

Gloves, Hosiery, and Woolen Yarn;

BOOTS AND SHOES,

Cassiineres,
Doeskins,
and Fancy,

Plain

and

Calf

Moscow Overcoatings,
Chinchilla Overcoatings,

Extra Inducements!

alao have

j

always

LEACH,

PARKER.

Over and Under
C L O T
And

L. B.

FOLLETTE,

A» CHEAP
Ami

GORHAM

SEMINARY I

empire, and complacently imagine that
to reproduce them on a smaller scale, j FIT HE Wiuter Term oi this School will commence
Nov. 29th, 1865.
For lull
people who seem to me to live in books j 1 on WEDNESDAY,
particulars apply to W. G. LORD, A. M.f Principal,
and not in the reality of Ihcfr age.
or to
“We are not a decrepit nation, but a nation |
J. A. WATERMAN,
Sec. oi Trustees.
We are wantworn and terrified by anarchy.
Nov.
17,18G5—dtw2w
Gorham,
ing in the sound and lofty conception of freedum; hut we are worth more than our presCasco Street Seminary.
ent destiny. We are not yet ripe for the defWINTER TERM ol this School for Young
inite and regular establishment of despotism;
rpiTE
L Ladies and Misses will commence MONDAY,
and the government will find this out if ever ! Nov. 20th. and continue
ten weeeks.
For terms,
it attains sufficient security to discourage con- ; &c.. enquire at No. 15 Prehic Street.
to
cause
to
MARY
C.
anarchical
Principal.
parties
drop
spiraeies,
HALL,
j

man
we are
are

Which

L. 13.

FOLLETTE,
IMPORTER,

WHOLESALE AND

HOOP

RETAIL

IN

SKIRTS,

Hosiery,

AF-

t

jVo. 113 Exchange St.

LOOK

A.T

AND WE SELL THEM AT THE

of all binds Cleansed and Repaired in
and at short notice. Second-hand Cloth
and sold.
sept20dtl

NEW STORE,

Oysters,

Fresh

Arrival!

BEAUTY.

LIFE,

ing invigorate, strengthen
lengthen
They
directly
hair, supplying
of
quired nourishment,

beauty

Grey
disapspots
falling,

ered,

growth

delight-

ful fragrance

glossy

rich,
impart-

hair,
fea/r
ing
skin, scalp,

of

elegant

Depot

LIBBY, LIOBACK & CO.,
Machinists,

ing;

people

different opin-

ion ; aud as we have a Queen’s party, and a
Prince’s party, who would lie glad to be a
Prince Regent’s party, the/auzpas was made
the most of.

«aZr**\*

A

At

To give brilliancy to the eyes, shut them
the
early at night and open them early in
morning; let the mind be constantly intent

the acquisition of benevolent feelings.—
This will scarcely ever fail to impart to the
au intelligent and amiable expression,

on

eyes

l»etter.

Address B, Box 1801, P. O.
Nov 18— dlw*
FINE ASSORTMENT of
UroHS f/loths,
A* D. REEVES’,Tailor.

Kov«-dtr_98 Exct/a‘“ s".

Notice.
person wishes to adopt an infant, where one
toun<* ma^
bnown by addressing Bo*

PORTLAND,

IP any

NovSl—dlw

MAINE.

Full

Advance,

NEW STORE!

are sure

CLASS

FIRST

a

THEIB

We Invite all who

Store, anil
buy.

CLOTHING

B. T.

LIBBY, j.
Oct 19—eod2m

A.

LIDBACK,

LARGE

A for sale by ASSORTMENT constantly

recently occupied by Messrs. McCARTH Y & BER
RY, where may bo found all the LATEST STYLES

II

which will lxt manufactured inti Garments which
cannot be surpassed for style and make in the city.
Also aFiue assortment of

Furnishing

Goods.

Portland, Nov. 9th, 1865.

nol5tt

]VIorrell

&.

S T O

TO ^XTIsT

SAMUEL

Co.,

price, at

Oct

353

TIME

M^|,

Whit t Lead.

Congress Street, near Green

St.

BELL.

Black & Colored Velv et
Black

of New Y

Lead,

Glass-m; ers’

Sept 4—d3ra

W.

R.

Also, LINSEED OIL, Rav, Eoilcd

to the
respectfully
WOULD
Portland that he will sell for the

generally,

Sc

No.

by

Congress Street,

OPPOSITE MECHANICS’

ROBERT COLGATE Sc Co.,
General

320
from

select

HALL,

fashionable stock oi
Ladies, Misses, Gents, Boys and aud Childrens
wear of every description.
Having for some years past boon in the employ of
Messrs. A. & S. Shurtleff & Co., Shoe Manufacturers
and Wholesale dealers in this
city, feel confident that

AND

Agents,

287 Pearl St., NEW YORK.

a new

and

1 can sell as low as the lowest; and
by strict attention and fair dealing, hope in a short time to
gain a
good share of public patronage.
Nov 9-d4w

Wait, Wait, Wait!
BEFORE

IOO to 300 Per Cent. JVef Profit.
Sucli opprotunilies arc seldom offered to the public. Anyone wishing to be so fortuuate as to secure
a chance to make money
Quickly, Easily and Surely,
by investing from ton dollars to three hundred as
capital, can do so by calling upon or addressing* the
subscriber IMMEMATLY.

W. N.

GOURLAY",
INVEXTOIt’S EXCHANGE, SO ErAhral

Colored

Fancy
AT
TO

St.

Portland.

Photographs

!

Locket to Lite Size, by tlio best of Artists.
All coloring done in my estabishment where I
keep constantly employed a number of colorists ('all
and examine specimens at my PhotogTaph Exhibition Rooms.
*
A. M.

FtOM

264 Congress St., opposite Preble House, Portland.

IS WINTER

OPENING
A.

a

t

ASSORTMENT

of

BONNETS, HATS, FEATHERS,
FLOWERS, RIBBONS, &c.
No. 4J Free St. Block, Up Stairs.
Nov. 7—eodtf

COST!
GOODS.

and Moen’s
prices to suit

Don’t forget the number, 166 Middle Street,
next above Uajr’s Drug Store.
W. R. HOWARD.
Nov 10—dtt

THOMAS F.

WALKER,

SHAW
At tlie

Family

!

ONE OF LAMB’S KNITTING MACHINES,
Knits lie whole of a pair of Socks in 1-2

Union 1 <u 1 t on

! i oi,.

an

hour.

Sfacliino !

FLORENCE MACHINE!
For doing the host of work.

Howe, Weed, Shaw & Clark’s
Second-hand Machines, in
at
|food order, for sale
Cot'on. Twist, Oil, and all kinds of Machine Trimmings. Machines repaired and to let.
1371 Middle Street, up one flight stairs.
Nov
14—eodlm.

CommissionMerchant,

Frame

A«Gnt,

N. B.—Any vessel coming consigned to this House
will be guaranteed a return cargo or Cotton. Present
rates of Freight are one and a half cents per pound
(on Cotton) to Boston. An experience of fifteen

years here in the businoss Justifies me in offering to
secure cargoes us above.
Correspondence solicited
and promptly answered.
novlSdlm
THOMAS F. WALKER.

{Save your Jt^uel!
BY

USING

Brudslrcct'* Improved Rubber Moulding
and VVeufthcr Strip.
realize the amount of fuel wasted in heat-

buildings

ol

kind.
The least
possible shrinkage of doors or windows in cold weather admits piercing drafts of cold air.
This valuable
article excludes the cold, wet, dust and noise eti'eetuapplied, allowing the w indows to
ally, when
be opened ireely at all limes, and far more desirable
than outside sashes and at one-quarter ol the cost,
and the saving of fuel is over one-half, in the winter,
in any room that requires to be constantly warmed.
The subscriber is prepared to receive orders, and
fit the Moulding and Weather strip on to Doors and
or

an/

properly

Windows.

OFFICE—353} Congress Street, lUp Stairs)
near the head of Green Street, Portland, Me.
uoviiOdlw*

YV. YV. KETCIXAM.

copart-

‘BROTHERS,

—

FUR

AND

Suceea

Inq^rirn

ato

urn

1'ba.e, fittlelieM & Co.,
Dealer* in nil kind, of

®f uutl

Hardware & Window Glass,
1<*» Middle and

Nov.

GOODS !

Decrini;,

Mill ikon & Co.,

Successors to O. L. Storcr
*

and Al-

I>ry Goods, Woolens,
And Gtnts’

Furnishing Goods

CLOTlUyC AND CLOAKS,
Ageut* (br KMPIKK NRWJMO MAUHJNKS

STORE FORMERLY OCCUPIED BY

Head of

WILLIAM H.

CUT

Patterns

DR. P.

MAINE.

WADSWORTH, JR.,

and

Physician

Surgeon.

Office, 353 1-2 Oengress Btreef.
Reiidrucr, Cor.

Oxford pud Odar Si*.

of

Nov 7—cmlti

Dr. Fred A. Prince,
No. 11 Clapp's Block, Congress St.,
PORTLAND, MB.
Sept 29—-codll

PAINE,

Teacher of Piano Forte
Ainl Musical Theory.
Ef" SLATE AT PAINE’S MUSIC STOEU,

WILLIAM A.

PEARCE,
P L U M 13 E 13!
MAKER

Force

Pumps

OF

and Water

Closets,

STREET,

ME.

Cold and Shower

Baths, Wash

OorrlH, Bra,, i •Hirer Ploicl CmIu.
of Water Fix: u res lor f>\u*lJ linj/ Houses, Hotels Public
Buildings. Shops,
»sc., ai-nm-ed and sot up in the best maimer, and all
orders in town or country
executed. All
faithfully
kinds ol‘.JOBBING
umImiIPfoViptly attended to,
ly on hand LEAD PIPES,9HKET LEAP an ! BEI It
l’UMPS ol all descriptions.
apr. iltJ

Ij^VEHY_description

CHASE, CRAW

Favorite Fear !

“Very large; similar

to the

k

STURTEVANH,

GENERAL

Bartlett In form,

in llavor; vinous, melting, butjuicy; fine texture; ranks best.”
Am. Promo. Society.
The tree is “of healthy and thrifty habit.”—Norfolk Ag. Soc.
The late Dr. Bnnckle said “It was of superior
quality, as weft as size.”
Mr. Barry, of Itochestrr, N. F, pronounced it
“quite worthy of ranking best.”
Mr. Horry, Prest. ofMass. Hort. Society, thought
“it was so hardy as io resist the cold which so
generally affected the Bartlett; and in quality it cer-

Commission Merchants,
TV I tl fj t’V y»»

TV lx

ocUOdt.

1^ i

tx x-

f

Portland, ,me.

—

tainly was Its superior.”
Hon. M. P. Wilder and lion. Joseph Breck, Ex-President of the same Society, say they “can endorse all
that has been ..aid in relation to its excellence.”
Price.—Trees of three years, generally having
fruit-buds, $3 each; $30 per doz. Smaller $12 to $21
Per doz.
J. W. ADAMS’ Nursery,
Oct 20—d&w5w
Morrill’s Turner.

«

li

CO.,
Salt,

<1

a ii

PORTLAND,

MAINE.

Ldtiier Dana,
Woodbury 3. Dana,
tluiiN A. S. Dana.
June ldtf

CHAS. J.

SCHUMACHER,

Fresco and Banner Painter,
NO. 144 MIDDLE STREET.

NOTK^E.

Portland, Maine*

HAVE this day admitted as partner, D. It.
RICKF.lt, and tor the future wldconliuein

I

LAW,

MEASURE,

CHARLES CUSTIS At CO.
May 3—dtl
Mobton Block.

Clapp’s

AT

Patentx,

of

POHTEAND,

Aug 2J—dtl

ESQ.,

Lous Wharf.

FROM

CLIFFORD,

COUNSELLOR

Warn,

BRADLEY, COOUDOE & ROGERS.
d2m
Portland, Oct. 2, 1805.

Shirt

FORTH ISO-

St.,

PORTLAND,

CHASE.

r

State of Maine.
GS nrl’f r,0 Middle
Sent 7—dtf

liavc this day removed to

T.

!

and Dealers in

Manufacturers ol

NO. 124 EXCHANGE

Removal.

I>.

Co.,

JOllCEJlS OF

JOHN P. SHAW,
EKED E. SHAW.
novadtf

1,1SC&

1 1h i'Vderal Sis.

2—d3m

October

103 Middle Street*
Oct 23—e«xl3m#

tered.

Portland,

Id XT K It,

J )

<3r- JR.

—

iSTFars Exchaagrd, Repaired

and Produce

Work executed iu every part ol the State.

Juneldtt

HASStock ol

Got up in the Beet Possible
At
Anil

II. A. IIALL
on consignment

Short

N.
Mattress Tacks.
Nov 4—dtf

style, under the charge of Mr. JAMES TOLD, who
has hou torty years experience.
Square Frames of
all kinds made t# order, in a neat
manner,by the best
ol workmen. A large assortment constantly on hand
for wholesale ana retail trade.
oc3eod&eow3m

BRADFORD

COMMISSION

Si RENICK,
MERCHANTS, 71 Broadway

New

York, execute orders tor Southern Timber of any
required dimension with despatch, and on the most
favorable terms. Shipments made directly to all domestic and foreign ports. They are also prepared to
or
b
furnl

and Thibets,

down and to be sold at bargains.
C. K. BABB.
novll Ulstf
No. 9 Clapp’s Block,

Oak and Northern Pine Timber, hewn
sawn to order.
oclTd3m

a*V II you are In want of any kind ol PRINTING
rail at the Dally Preee Office.

OF

CARRIAGES AND SLEIGHS,

Bankiupt

PORTLAND, ME.

RUBBER OVERCOATS which bo is

Sale (looms, 110 and 112 Sudbury St., Boston, Mas*,

juucltf

1 IT Middle St.

i:ii.l!>rtrKY <1 SWEAT,

best ok french,
AMERICAN

English

The

P A N T
At

O O

’A. D.

Nor 4—dtl'

and

Attorneys

ODS,

REEVES’. Tailor.
No. 38 Exchange St.

and Counsellors at

Ofllec 111

Elegant Antique Reception anil
Hall Chairs and Fancy Carved
Brackets,
RECEIVED and tir sal,' bv
BURROUGHS X HUDSON,
4 Free Street Block.
novl3dtf

JUST

LT».Uswea£.V’ }

PORTLAND,

Received,
#1,00

SKIN ON IONS at
per bushel.
RED
do
at
,88
No.
2
At
Central Whan’, cargo schooner Clyde,
novll diw
F. o. THOMES.

SILVER
A

FINE ASSORTMENT
C A SSI MERE, and

fancy

of VELVET, SILH.
U

Importers

P.

DAVIB,

it. Utsisitv*,
L.P. IIAsKI LL.
E. CH APMAN.

YI38TINGS,

_No^—dtl__38
,
^ ENTLEMEN, get your

OVERCOATS
A. D. REEVES’. Tnilor,
38 Exchang- St.

At

4—dtl

i “i

Freight for Norfolk. Vft.
The SCHOONER CARRIEMET.VIN,

jjf U

Robert G.

dtf

French Fluting!

CALL and see Samples at Mrs. S. SHEPPARD’S,
Preble Street.
Notice one door below Oxford Street.
Sept at —d3m*

V/40

Shipping

Lumber.

THOUSAND dry Shippino
0
Lumber, on Merrill’s Wharf, for sale by
McGILVERY, RYAN X DAVIS,
161 Commercial St,
Nov ,,
17—dlw

SEVENTY-NINE

Free

Woolens,

|

Street,

PORTLAND, ME.

j
I

H6Vftl8dlf

TRUE &

CO.,

I s,

54 and 5G

Middle Street.
Needle* and Trimming* always on band,
marlstf

WARREN’S IMPROVED
FIRE AND WATER-PROOF FELT

COMPOSITION,
—

Gravel

_83 Commercial St.

French Fluting /

Jobbers qf

and

A^en
Nos.

Watt, 1»2 tons bur-

^^«.^apIdyi,orK4ro

an<l

td

WOODMAN,

fail 11-001 Burnham's Wharl,
tbcii^win 28th
insi, for Norlbllt, Va.

Tuesday.

HASKELL & 00.,

^ING K K’S
SEWING MACHINES!

A. D. REEVES’. Tailor.
Exchange St.

At

__

Goods
Arenile

ME.

hovO’GThIIJ

DAVIS, MESERVE,
Dry

Law,

Middle Street,

____

Nov. 18.

rinej

KIMBALL,

HAMUFACTDREll

Nov. 8—dt/

Notice,

C. PARKER.
B.—Special attention paid to cleasing Bed and

P.

PREI1LE STR RET, (Near Preble House.)
a

l>erraitle I to sell at $3.00 each. Any person iu want
should call immediately at his
NEW RUBBER EMPORIUM,

Manner,

Suii.liictioii Guaranteed in all Cam.

C.

Business,

Under the firm name of DANFORTH & BICKER,
at 185 Fore Street.
P. A. DANFORTH.
Portland, Nov. 7th, I860.
nolfict&wll

Nov

of

MABKED

king

>

SQUARE.

PuSTLASn, Ms.

A

-~_

old stand of J. P. SHA W,

just received

Refers to—Messrs. T. & J. B. Cummings; R. O.
Couaut & Co.: Watson Newhall, JSso.; Portland,
Maine. Loomis Taylor, Esq.; Bangor, Maine.

Manufactory! Southern
284 CONGRESS ST., Cor#
Centro#

Foplins

a

-AN

W. S. DYEB.

A. M. McKENNEY’S

3000 Yds.

Ir’neWtr,

DentiNt,

Where they will be CONSTANTLY SUPPLIED
the LATEST ST 1' LKS of

Grocery

GENERAL

kinds of

COLBY,

RICH

satisfaction.
Pianos to be let, and tuning done by experienced
Tuners.
CALVIN EDWARDS S; CO.
March 8—d&wtt

gjjT

a

opening

Shawls,

ROOM FOR HOLIDAY

everybody.

Good Things to Have FEW
ing houses
a

Land

inu.sky
f|H|but less
and

Goods !

from Washburn
best wire, at cost for a few days only.
Fancy Goods, of every description, at

can

in

on

-3Z.terv,

Hoop Sk'rts made

Mirror and Portrait Frames, made
in the best manner.
ALL
Gilding done in superior

Oct 3—eod&eow3m

WINTER

MAKE

riiniograplitc (iotidi,

nu-

and

«£ Sons, of Hew York.
instrument* Hold by us arc warranted, to give

Just

investing a largo sum of money in a
business that is laborious and pays but a small
per cent, of profit, give the subscriber a call and examine the RARE CHANCES which he offers to all
classes of men to enter a businss which requires but
a very SMALL CAPITAL, aud is not
laborious, but
on the contrary, gives one a pleasant
employment,
and which pays from

Nov 18—dlw*

ILkeep eoubtaiitiy

jm&

No. 68 firarier 81., NEW ORLEANS.

Boot, Shoe & R libber Store,

Dealers

i:i

TV,

mirrors mid Engravings.
,,
Miaufsaturar of Mirror * Picture K a.rao*.

Piano Fortein,

Ladies ol

SKIRTS,

Shipping

TO

NEW

and

HOOP

public generally.

J. M. JOHNSON’S

and Refined.

Dealer

~

V I € K K

An. JOG Middle Street.

leave to

inanuiaelnring

r.if-

the

Leather, Hemp Packing, tfc.
which they invito the attention of their

GO

by Druggists

Street,

announce

Street.

Lace

etc.

For sale

HOWARD,

166 Middle

WOMEN'S, BOYS’, MISSES' and CHIL-

To all of
old customers and the
Oct 13—dSJmos

T

■y^E

JtOSTOX.

Rubber Belli*, Hose aid Packiig,

Red

they

with all the modern Improvements, which
they can
sell as LOW as can be purchased elm wlicre, m the
».imo quality. We have male arrangements,
also, to
keep an assortment of New York and Boston Piano
Fortes, among which are

13 and 11 Franklin Street,

HOYT'S premium leather belts,

LEAD,

The undersigned begs
siCg~*^ygy ,,ou,,ce
that
are

English Crapes

—AL80,—

and in Oil, '.ED

LITHARGE,

Exchange

i;,

Manufacturers of PU .E WHITE

LEAD, Dry

Ribbons,

Hand-Knit Breakfast

Men’s and Women’s Wool Lined ARCTIC GAITERS, and VENTILATED BUCKLE OVERS.
A large assortment of Men’s, Boys’ and Youths’
Calf Had Thick Boots, with a good stock ol
Women's, Misses’ and Children’s Boots and Shoos.
AV Men’s RUBBER COATS, LEGGINS, and
CAPS.

and Linseed Oil Co.,

ii7

MolUtltor

HATS, CAPS,

NEXT TEN DAYS,

RUBBER BOOTS & SHOES.

Atlantic V life Lead

Edge

AND

8

J,

_FOIlTPS

Utt MIDDLE STREET,

Plaid & Fancy Bonnet Bibbons,

one

J. & C. J. BARBOUR,
No.

PIANO

HIBBOdSTS I

RUBBERS, RUBBERS!

PRICES.

here. Patronage solicited.
Card Pictures 93,00 a Dozen, as good as
any one makes.
CORNER of MIDDLE and UNION STS.
Sept. 1—ddtw3m

WILLIAM H. HORTON & CO.,

BELL’S

24—dtlSAMUEL

CALL AND LOOK AT THEM.
No* 113 Exchaugc Street*
Nov 18—dlw

found!

with all

Remind their customers of
OLD

prices.
The public are requested to call and
give me a try
as 1 am bound to make as good
worknscanbe
An assortment of FRAMES,
die, will be louad

Stock of

A full Stock ol Straw and Frit Goods, adapted to City and Country trade, now opening and for
sale at the lowest market price to dealers only, by

No. 353 Congress Street.

CAN

tbomselvcs or briendn, at rc!W>)fi rgood work as in to bo had at any
room in the elty.
Coding done of all kinds of pictures, ami worked up by a competent artist a4 tin*
rooms. Especial attention
paid to Childrens pictures; also to pictures of slct; or deceased persons
1
put ol town or m tlio city.
I have the old negatives of Mr.
MorrWs at mv
roolUB, taken when lie was iu business ; friend* who
had them there will find them here, iruiw which
ctiples can be taken without rccopying, at the lowest

jtr.

Order* tl*oin out of town %>Vcite<P

attended to.

May «2—dtt

one

picture ol
Jiig
Mo prices, lor aa

-ALSO,-

3NT

Boot, Shoe & Rubber Store,

cash

full

DRESS TRIMMINGS.

be found

!

DUPEE

undersigned have this day formed
X nership under the tirm style of

FALL GOODS!
Comprising a

of tho beat selected stocks
ol BOOTS, SHOES and RUBBERS that can he
found in this city, which will be sold at the lowest

JUST OPENED BY

MRS.

A. M. McKEXXEV,
Oct 3—eod*eow3w
284 congress St.

TERMS CASH.

TJ IP

IT.

TIMIE

(Comer qf Hawley),

O

Coloring. Whitening and Whlte-Waddne

Copartnership.

SUMMER STREET,
33

stock of

PHOTOGRAPHER !
lw iound at No. 123 Middle Steer
I,
MAY
where he is ready to wait upon any
'vishfor

Headquarters,

SILKS, SATINS, VELVET, FEATHERS, FLOWERS, GLOVES,

AT

Those Overcoats
P.

NEW

MOHEY !

Oct 23 —eod3mos

Particular at ention paid to BOYS* CLOTHING—
Cutting done to go out o( the Store.
By strict attention to wants of customers and prices
reasonable, a share of patronage is solicited.
Remember the place
No* 9G Exchange Street*
Nearly opposite Post Office.

Goods

i-.i

THOMAS E. MOSELEY & CO,

Woolens, Foreign & Domestic,

now

0* hand,

them

dc.

145 Middle St, Portland.

Black and Colored Corded
Jr-if-l

visiting Boston to call at onr
they will never lie urged to

PRICE.

ONE

GEO. L. ABMSBEY.

Mirror Plates !

assure

are

No, 96 Exchange Street,

Gents’

Fancy

of getting

*

FOB

■

.-j

goods

Value

*:L

McKESHTEV,

Manufacture and repair all kinds of machinery.
Also, manulacture and sell Watters powerful,
double-acting, anti-trcczing Force-Pump. »V ai ranted to give satisfaction.

(

207C,UI

our

I.

AU

Clasps, &c.,

Aug. 26—dtf

...

nobody

Fresh

Possible

So that all who buy

ly

Steinway

NETS,

Belt

A# fteh

Fre^Sts.,

POUTLAM>, MR.

their patronage.

BOUGHT FOR CASH,

descriptions, by

Trimmings,

For variety and comprehensiveness we ihink our
stock equal to
any in our largest cities, and will be
offered to the trade upon such terms as will secure

-ABE-

Second-Hand Clothing, Smallest
Of all
Clothing
style,

HEAD

hew

Fnrmturd

lim’

Hosiery, Gloves, Yarns,

FRENCH BOOTS AND SHOES.

-FOE-

Stock

GOODS,

Cloak. Dress, and Tailors’

THIS 1

WM. BROWN, No. 91 Federal Street.

Complete

FANCY

A.11 Our Goods

a

Oak Street, between. Congress ard

Station

In every varlet cannot fail to comuand the Lavor oi
IT
w;u,tof furniture whether in regard bj ^
Quality, Style or Price.
Every article warranted as recommended. Gratoiul for the liberal
patronage of (be last Twenty yearn,
we hope for the continuance ol the Ihvor* oi
our old
friends and the public.
Poston, September 30, 1865.
ocl8d3uios

a

Beltings,

GREAT PRICES GIVEN

Street,

NORFOLlTOYSTERS!

show

and

A LARGE STOCK

Coat-Makers Wanted.
Nov 2—dim

—

Onions!

WOULD

pared to

WE HAVE CONSTANT!' FOR SALE

of

DEALER

Inform their /Wends and the Trade generally that their spacious store, lately damaged
by lire, is again in complete repair, and are now .pre-

-OF-

Flannels!

Skin

tke CHEAPEST,

P. MORRELL & CO..

HASSTORK, at

ONE DOLLAR EACH,

Silver

n.

tbe BEST THE MARKET
at tbe Store of
as

opened

he will keep in full lines.

THE

|

oi

CHISAM,
Ladies’ & Children’s Underflannels, Merchant Tailor,

SCHOOL,

English

dles, Gentlemen, Misses and
Children.

W. F.

Corsets,

|

COOD

CORSETS! f;ood
ng bought

their arms, and to crush them from tlie scene.
Separate Department for Children*
Gloves and
The government would then be astonished, in j
the hey (lav of Its triumph, to find a stratum ; novl3d2w ELLEN M. FREEMAN, Teach kb.
331 CONGRESS STREET,
of bitterness and opposition beneath that layer ot obsequious followers who now seem to
The ladies are leaped lully invited to call and exSTATE
NORMAL
surface
of
France.
cover tlie
amine our stock before purchasing elsewhere.
November 18,1SC5.
dlf
“I sometimes think that the only chance of
FARMINGTON, ME.
love
of
revive
a
in
France
liberty
seeing strong
Winter Session will begin Doc. 13, under the
and
defiiutc
Dollars
esHalf
Million
Worth
the
is in
direction oi Mr. GEORGE Al. GAGE, Principal.
tranquil
apparently
EDWARD BALLARD,
tablishment of absolute power. Obseiwe the
TO 1*B DISPOSED OF AT
Superintendent of Common Schools.
all
our
it
can
now
be
of
revolutions;
working
Nov 16,1865.
nol8eodtdecl3
Brunswick,
described with great precision. The experienee of seventy years lias proved that the
j
Without Reward to Value. Not to he Raid
people alone cannot make a revolution; as I
for until you know what you are
long as that necessary element of revolutions
to receive.
works alone, it is powerless. It does not he- ; f>QQ ENGLISH Blue Flannel Under Shirts I
UOu and Jackets for sale in Store,
come irresistible till a portion ot the educated j
SPLENDID LIST OF ARTICLES!
classes lias joined it; and these classes viU onCommercial
All lo be Sold for ONE DOLLAR Each !
ly lend their moral support or their material j
Head of Widgerie*’ Wharf*
tlie
cease
to
when
to
they
people
co-operation
300 Musical Boxes,
j
$20 to $150 each
4<
Nov. 20,18G5.—dlw
fear it. Hence it is that at the very moment I
150
with Bells and
Caslinets,
200 to 500
when each of the governments we have had
500 Silver Teapots and Coffee Urns, 20 to
50
in the last sixty years appeared to he tlie
500
30 to 100
Chafing Dishes,
1000
Ice Pi cliers,
strongest, that it caught tlie disease by whicli
50 u
20 to
2500
it was to perish. The restoration began to
Syrup Cups, with Salvers,20 to 50 **
5000
Goblets & Drinking Cups, 5 to
50
talked any longer of
die the day when
JUST ARRIVED.
•«
3000
20 «
Castors,
15 to
«
killing it, and so with the July monarchy. I
2000
*CakeBasket?2o to 5»
Fruit,Card
tliink it will he so with the present govern- i O\ BUSHELS of Silver Skin Onions for
5000 I>oz:n Silver Tea Spoons,
20 doz.
10 to
I JdXJKf nale. on board Schr. S. J. SMITH, 10000
Tabb Spoons*Forks20 to
40
ment. Paul [XI. de Beaumont’s youngest son,
from
Connecticut now lying at MERRILL'S
250
Gents’
100
each
Goldllunt’g-CascWatcheirOOto.
then a child), will tall me ifl am mistaken.
WHARF.
250 Ladies' Gold & Enameled HuntNov 18—dlw#
70
35 to
ing-Case Watches,
500 Gents* Hunting Case Silver
The Burial of Lord Palmerston.
70
35 to
Watches,
200 Diamond Kings,
50 to 100
N.
V.
Tribune.
London Cor.
5000 Gold Vest and Neck Cliains,
30
4 to
3000 Gold Oval Band Bracelets,
This day rccelvod the first cargo of
8
4 to
Tlie remains of Lord Palmerston were buried
5000 Jet and Gold Bracelet.-,
10
C to
2000 Chatelaine Chnins&CuardCliaiiiB,5 to
20
yesterday in Westminister Abbey, and 1 went
There
7000 Solitaire and Gold Brooches*
10
4 to
to the iuneral as an outsido spectator.
5000 Opal and Emerald Brooches,
8
4 to
OF EXTRA QUALITY, AT
was a great crowd along the streets, but by no
5000
Lava
and
Florentine
Mosaic,
Jet,
Scores were trampled to
means a dense one.
8
TwoDollarsper Gallon Solid.
4 to
Eardrops,
death at the funeral of the Duke of Welling7500 Coral,Opal * Emerald Eardrops, 4 to
0
No. 85 Federal Street,
4000 California Diamond Breast-pin.-2.50 to
10
ton as at the marriage of the Prince of Wales.
3000 Gold Fob and Vest Watch-keys2.50 to
8
nov2M3wto
JAMES FREEMAN.
Yesterday there was no danger. As a spec4000 Fob and Vest Riblion-slides,
10 "
3 to
tacle it was, as we always expect in England,
5000 Sets Solitaire Sleeve-buttons,
J5ut it was worse—a shabby sham;
8
a failure.
3 to
Studs, Arc.,
C
3000 Gold Thimbles, Pencils, &c.,
4 to
In New York
a hollow, heartless humbug.
joooo Mlnature Lockets,
10
2.50 to
of
thoua
been
have
would
there
procession
CARGO of ON ST ERS, direct
to
20
4000
10
magic spring,
from Virginia. For sale, Wholesale
3000 Gold Toothpicks, Crosses, «&c,
2 to
8
sands, a grand military escort, the streets hung
Retail, by
i to
10
5000 Plain Gold Kings,
with mourning, the roll of muffled drums, the
l»
W.
ATWOOD,
10000 Stone Set and Signet Bings,
2.50 to
10
Paris
the
In
bells.
of
a
hundred
specs
tolling
Nov. 20—d2w
No. 305 Co agree* Street.
11 "
4 to
5000 Chased Gold Kings,
taele would have been grand and impressive;
2 to
10 •«
10000 California Diamond Rings,
heie it was pitiful and lugubrious. After the
7500 Sets Ladies, Jewelry—Jet and
GROWTH AND
5 to
15 “
hearse came a string of royal carriages, all
Gobi,
GOOD Sets Ladies* Jewelry—Cameo,
empty. Of the fifty carriages that followed
Mrs, S. A. Allen’s World’s
Pearl, Opal and other stones, 4 to 15
them, forty at least were an empty show.—
10000 Gold Pens, Silver Extension
Hair Restorer and DressHolders and Pencils,
10 *'
4 to
They might as well have had an empty hearse.
10000 Gold Pens, and Gold Mounted
When I spoke of it to an Englishman, he fired
10
G to
Holders,
up, ami said, “Royalty cannot follow a subject
5000 Gold Pens and Gold Extension
and
the hair.
you know.”1 But that didn’t account tor all
15 to
25 “
Haiders,
the rest of the empty coaches.
5000 Ladies* Gilt and Jet Buckles,
Besides
5 to
15
act
upon the roots
5000
Hair Bars
what is to hinder royalty from following an
Balls.
and
5
to
10
old and faitldul servant to the tomb? In Parthe
reCertificates of the various articles aie first put inis, when the Empress stood, a few days a"o,
to envelo]»es, sealed up and mixed; and when orderand ed arc taken out without
at the bedside of a a poor fellow dying of cholregard to eeoic.*, and sent
by mail, thus giving all a fail chance. On receipt of
era, the death-damps on Ids brow, death-mists
natural color and
I lie certificate, you will see what you are* to have,
before bis eyes, lie took her Tor a Sister of
and then it is at your opliou to send the Dollar and
hair
returns.
Charity, and hi answer to her question, said:
hike the article or uot. Purchasers may thus obtain
sister.”
a Gold Watch. Diamond King, or any set of
said
“My good friend,”
the
“Yes, my
are covJewelry
pears, bald
on our list for One Dollar.
beside
the
stood
who
“it
is
sister,
Empress,
and
hair stops
not 1 who am speaking to you, it is the EmSeud 25 Cent* for Certificate.
press, “Let 1dm call me sister,”said she; “It
is the reIn all transact ions by mad, we shall charge fur iorluxuriant
is the most beautilul name he could call me.”
warding the Certificates, paying the postage and dosult.
Ladies and Children ing the business, 25 cents each, which must be enclosIt is a name France will never forget.
ed whou the Certificate is sent.
Five Certificates
The Queen of England was represented at
will appreciate the
will be sent for $1; 12 Jbr $2; 30 for $5; 100 for $15.
the funeral by Visoomit Bury and the Grand
in
AGENTS—We want Agents
every Regfineht.
and
Chamberlain. If you ask why not by the
and in every Town and County in the Country, and
Prince of Wales, I cannot tell yon; bat if yah
those uctiug as such will be allowed 10 cents on every
appearance
certificate ordered by them, provided their leadtwere here, and asked a great many people,
tance amounts to One Dollar. Agents will collect 25
ed to the
they would tell you it was the jealousy of the
and no
cents lor every certificate, and remit 15 cents to U3,
It
is
the
and
more
than
Queen.
popular
either in Cash or Postage S amps.
popsoil
the
or
ular lieilef that this jealousy has not diminishBRYAN BROS. <C CO.,
most
ed, and that it I3 carried quite beyond the
head-dress.
hounds of reason and moderation.
58 Liberty St., New Fork City.
Sold by all Druggists,
Nov 4—<13moa
Though the Prince of Wales did not appear
198
&
200
Greenwich
funeral
St.
N. Y.
in the
procession he went to the AbSept 27,1865—d&wGm
bey to make some atonement for bavin" given a hall at Kelso on the night following the
For Sale.
death of the Premier. He did not see why
A
Lord Palmerston’s dying should stop his dancHorse, ten years old, somul and
Gray
kind,
lias
trotted in 2.56 this (all, and can
were of a
{gtgz*l
but some
I X*. 4 Manufacturers Black, Union Si.,

j

as

FORDS,

HOOP SKIRTS

A.TST

Manufacture to Order in
the best possible manner for La-

IIS,

variety

full

MERRILL & SMALL

We also

GENTS’ FURNISHING GOODS,

REMOVAL!

ACADEMY

a

Garments,

Passenger

have opened with

we

STUCCO AND MASTK)
WOilKEES,

augodtf

flaymarket Squire.

RER8,

K

PLAIN A.NU
OkUAKENTAI.

Country respectfully solicitorder.

buckle7T]bancroft;

where
goo.Is.

pPAST

No « MAI!KMT

LADIES CLOTH, lnulldesirable Shades. Tlubets,
Poplins, Alpacas—plaid and plain; Mohair Go lds of
every variety; Prints, Delaines—a new stylo ol silk

GENTLEMEN & BOYS,

IJKIED APPLES, Ac.
No. 3 Lime Street,
Pokt^ajId, .Me.

_scpaMlyr
ItOSH a.1- I'UPJJS Y,

'■,BKAnv’WN1NO

and

luster finish.

We

pf~
ea.

Boston and Maine

Utrnas Doeskins
and Uanioimi'

FOR

Cloths

Orders from the
Job War* done to

I1EA LEI18 I*

attention i-ui.i to consignments of nil kinds

Mmgee Furnaces and (Stoves.

BROADCLOTHS,
English, French,

AND WHOLESALE

Butter, Cheese, Eggs, Bard, Beans. rf<

IltOV.

SINCE

Chinchilla Cloths ofall Shades,

adelpkia.

Stove*,

JIEAVV

OF

the recent lire at our old
stand, over the
'* orcester raasenuer
Station,n Lave taken tlm
and
beautiful Halls over the
large

Cloaks, Capes & Cassocks,

a

Assortment

part of

LONG AND SQUARE ;

APPROVED STYLES,

Street,

Where he keeps

fact all kinds ot

And in

in

WORKERS

*~

Commission Merchants,

Sole Agents In Portland for the Celebrated

8 HAWL8!

Ladies,Misses & Children
MOST

PRODUCE

RANGES,

Office and Parlor

Cooking,
And

receiving a

Direct trom

-is at-

DRESS

now

We have all the

GARDINER'S

FURNACES,

E3s

J. EDWARD GOVE &

sojst,

PUMPS, LEAD PIPE, SHEET LEAD, and
ail kinds of Tin,
Copper and Sheet
Iron, in quantities to suit.

CHOICE LOT of ENTIRELY NEW GOODS

Addition*

-THAT-

N. S.

DRY GOODS
S. B.

Boston and New York
Markets,

PLEASE REMEMBER

Dry Goods!

GOING DOWN!

Tailoring!

Stock of

former,y o^upied by

we are

Cuttiuuly Making

a

Ex(ihIlnB.fl Street

PORTLAND

129 Middle Street,

N» B.

Nov. 17-adtf

of

the LATEST

-rorjgs

No. 35

Business Cards.

Manufacturers of ami Healers jn

The

CONVERS O. LEACH,
FRANK BARTLETT,
HORACE B. BARKER.

Prices

New, New!

BOSTON,

BAIT' lie Cuts and superintends his work himself,
and guarantees satisfaction in all cases.

BUSINESS,

Moseley & Co.,

Y‘

;?

per annum, in advance.

M^CGH3ncous.
L

GOWELL

Which he manufactures to order in
STI LUS, and at FAIR PRICES.

In all Its branches.

Fancy Goods.

ana

purchased the
PTAVP^kWU
**** St0re

Cassimeres, &c.

wholesale and

Dry

INVITE ATTENTION TO THEIR

Doeskins,

CO.,

and Shoes.

T. E.

St.,
FINE ASSORT-

hand A

on

recently occupied by

LOCKE

GOOLD,

have

constantly
MENT of
KEEPS
LEACH,BARTLETT&PARKER, Broadcloths,
a

_Boots

MERCHANT TAILOR!

inform their

undersigned
respectfully
in Portland and vicinity that they
rJSfriends
under the
of

said,—

Advertisements

Clothing.

as

love.

The Portland Daily Press is published at
$S.Oo per ye*1 m advance.
Tiie Maine State Press is published every
Thursday morning, at 92.00 per annum, in advance;
k->

Miscellaneous.

The Heavenly Home.

We must be prepared for the company of

„
Terms
_

AND

—

Roofing

for flat roofs.
E. HF.USEY, Agent,
jan86dtl

No 1# Union Street.

JOUX E\ AXOEltSOX,

SURVEYOR

& CIVIL ENGINEER

OFTICE, CODMAN BLOCK,
Tempie Sheet.
mch 17 d&wtf
BUSINESS SUITS, of the boat Canada
Grey, made to order, at
A. D. REEVES,
82 Exchange St,
novtdtf

oj,

•-»

*e

JtkiZ*)
Sf—

,
*

DAILY PRESS,

tractive list.

PORTLAND—

Thursday
TV dad)

issue

meet Circulation
Terms

—

-——

Morning, Nov.

23,1865.

of the Press is larger Una the com
of all the other dailies in the tit).

$8,00 j>cr

t/mr in

tfff Reading Matter

on

advance.

all Four Fazes.

The Labor Question in the South.

Boston, Nov. IS, 18C5.
To

Books foe the Holidays are now In
and at this class of publications Messrs.
J. E. Tilton and Co^ Boston, present a moot at-

order;

the Editor of the Frets:

inThe influential character of your journal
Enduces me to send you the views of Hon.
best and most
vy abd S. Tobey. one of the
in the
practical men, on the labor question

Their

collection is

extremely

comprehensive, embracing finely printed standard books, illustrated and poetical works, juillustrated
venile, and toy-books. Among the
comvolumes the Artist edition of Tennysou’s
favorites of the
plete works must be one of the
whose
season. The illustrations arc by Billings,
last year,
Enoch
Arden,
for
designs
exquisite
all will remember. The work is printed by the
Riverside Press, from new plates, upon the
delioately tinted paper, and bound in the
sumptuous style for which these publishers are
celebrated.
Similar in style to the Tennyson is a beautiful edition of Goldsmith’s Deserted Village,”
illustrated by the same artist with thirty-two
original designs, and superbly hound. It will
most

every page, and

picture upon nearly
will be printed by Alvord.
For tales of adventure, these

have a

publishers give
us “The Cruise of the Frolic,” and’“Antony
“Golden Hair,
Weymouth,” already noticed,
the Daughan Indian Story," “Dora Darling,”
The Fairy Library,”
ter of the Regiment,"
in a box, “The Andercare.
four pretty little volumes
and
it
is
for
same style, “The Young Recruit,”
of
the
some
whites;
of
Library,"
also,
So,
son
such as are “not ashamed of Christ” in the
“Jack and his Pets,” “Little Dick and the An“Child Life in Italy,” etc., etc.
persons of these people, to see to it that they geP”
In juvenile literature Messrs, Tilton aud Co.
do not perish.
seeiu resolved this year to carry off the
The leading, earnest Unionists of Maryland would
palm. Their edition of German Popular
have published and endorsed these views, and
Hans Andersen aud the Brothers
President Johnson has recently said that tlie Tales,” by
will folly meet the requirements of
Grimm,
Howard,
plan met his approval. Now let Gen.
Young America. They will be brought out in
it into
through the Frcedmen’s Bureau, carry
four volumes each aud sold separately, thus
States.
effect in Georgia and other
forming a beautiful library. There are to be
is
not
onIt is proper to add that Mr. 'lobey
twelve illustrations to each volume and fortybut a reprely an enlightened philanthropist
eight to the set.
interests.
senative of Boston mercantile
Two beautiful foreign gift books will also he
Below are some extracts from his letter, issued by this firm, early in December. H aving
Cone.
made arrangements with the celebrated Loufirst published In Maryland.
What can be done with the colored popula- don engravers, the Dalziel Brothers, they will
tion, when emancipated, to induce them to soon publish Birket Foster’s “Pictures of Engcontribute their full share, as heretofore, to the lish Landscape,” with “Pictures in Words," by
wealth of the cami^nity, and not Income a Tom
Taylor, and “Home Thoughts aud Home
burthen on society, Is it is assumed and apScenes in original Poems by eminent authors,
prehended that they may ?
and Pictures by A. B. Houghton, engraved by
This practical and highly important question proposed to me hi South Carolina, twen- the Brothers Dalziel.”
ty years since, lias "been the subject of frequent
Messrs. Tilton & Co.—who, by tire way, took
Mature reflection
aud careful examination.
the highest prize, a silver medal, at the late Mehas served to confirm in my own judgement
chanics’ Fair—are offering, in addition to their
the soundness of the answer tliere given to
owu publications, a large miscellaneous stock
the enquiry, which was based on the nypthcsis of prospective, conditional and moderately
for the general trade. Their supply of BibfeS
compensated emancipation, by common con- and Prayer Books is especially complete. Wc
bleedSouth. Cast roughly forth, maimed and
of
bondage,
in'.from their falling prison-house
some
hated even by many of their deliverers,
of the freedmen will need awhile a guardian’s

sent.

And first I assume the probability that as
freemen the colored laborer will generally be
more

susceptible

to the

stimulating

influence

of wages than has been supposed, and

alBut

as

ha3 to some extent been proved.
to whatever degree this fails to lead to such a
result, it becomes at once a duty and necessity to provide lor the unfortunate class of lab r;rs, who either will not, or cannot procure
employment and subsistence for themselves.
In providing, then, for the people who are
now placed in tew relationship to you, let us
accept as a fundamental principle and basis of
ac ion the Scripture
“If any man
wi'> not work, neither shall he eat.”
In many, if not ail the States, police laws
and regulations of cities aDd towns, recognizing this principle, lay the strong arm of law
on every vagrant who literally will neither
provide lor himself or his household, and places
him in a public institution, under control of
an overseer, where he is compelled to perform
such kind and quanity of labor as he may be
best able to do, aud thus contribute to his own
support and the institution established for the
protection of society from vagrancy and its ac-

ready

declaration,

companying vices.
It win be strange indeed if under a mistaken
idea of what constitutes true liberty, consider-

able numbers of colored persons, hitherto compelled to labor under the severest penalties
lor idleness, should not now fall into the opposit: extreme of apathy and indolence. Persons
of this class who persistently live in improvidence and vagrancy, may, by stringent police
regulations, sanctioned by State Legislation, bo

ma

le wholly

or

in part

self-sustaining produ-

their labor.
One or more plantations
may be owned by the State, or the county, or
th3 town, where persons of the class referred
to
may be placed and compelled lo work in
such department of agricultural or manufacers.

by

turing industry,

by physical condition or
natural endowments they are best qualified.
They should be under the control and guidance of a superintendent appointed
by" the
State, whose powers and duties should be
as

closely defined, and be held to a rigid responsibility to the public and the State for a proper
and judicious exercise of these powers.—

Another class of colored persons will be
found willing to work, but without forecast or
energy, and therefore supplanted by the more
industrious and intelligent of their race. This
is by do means peculiar to the African.
It is
true of all races of men, and

everywhere

mod-

fied chiefly by the more or less general diffusion of knowledge and Christian education.—
For tliis class, let the State provide plantations

under its control, arranged with small but
neat and comfortable
dwellings, with chapels,
schools, and all the necessary arrangements of
a colony complete in itself.
Let those who
are willing to work but unable to
procure
st il ly employ neat b3 invited to share in the
"of
such
an
privilege
institution, and receive
compensation according to the character and
quantity of labor they are able to perforin aided and directed by an intelligent
superintendent, who, appointed by the State, shall be
subject to the supervision of a board of
overseers, and held accountable lor the fidelity
and ability with which he shall
perform the
duties of his office.
Under such an arrangement for compensated labor although it be small J the self-respect
of the man is maiitaincd even if his ambition he not excited to earn fiiil wages.
If any of the members of the colony who are
able-bodied fail by voluntary labor to be self
sustaining, let them be transferred to the institution first named, where they may be compelled to labor.
it might be
urged that this is only a modification of a hitherto arbitrary system of
labor;
it may be answered tfcat it is a
voluntary system. If a person will
voluntarily support
himself by his own industry, the law cannot
reach him so as to compel him to
labor, and if
he is willing to labor but cannot find
employment, the State merely invites him to become
a member of an industrial
colony, where he
may avail himsclt of the advantages of a system under the guidance of an
intelligent
mind. Whenever ho desires to renew the e xperiment o self support in the community at
large, lie may be permitted to do so, hut fail- l
mg in his effort, let him he returned to either
of the Institutions herein
named, according to
his circumstances and condition.
the
two
fold arrangement, productive
lly
industry will and must be secured, while it is

wish to call the attention of all interested to
the unusual facilities offered by this firm.

one another’s burdens and so
fulfil the law of
Christ.”
The greatest blessings are promised to those
who care for the poor. If. is in accordance
with these principles that
large schools have
been formed in New Yoik,and one is now being instituted in this city, supported by voluntary contributions, to which the children of
poor parents and orphans are invited, clothed
and educated, and many of them
by mutual

consent of parenis and

children, are adopted
by Christian families throughout the country,
and become under such influence
happy and
uselul members ot society. In every large
P'.Ctee, responsible committees are appointed
charged with the duty of cognizance of the relation between the child and its adopted parents, and to report to the Central Association
any abuse which may occur. Tho most ex-

traordinary

has attended these
efforts,
and it is stated on
authority, that more persons are found
to
ready
adopt children of this
class than can be
supplied. These schools aftha* lhe peup10 of the North are
W
alive t0 their responsi1
bmtv
cunr
bility concerning
the poor.
success

„ni‘^nce

nC?aS11g,y

Du i“ Nr

G*oucesteri on Monday, No-

vcmbcr 20th, deeply
regretted, Hon. Sewau
N. Gboss, aged 39 years. Mr. Gross
was an

enterprising

young man of good
principles,
and took an active part in town affairs and
the
of
in
the
also
politics

country. He

was

thoroughly loyal to the Government, and felt
deep interest in the martyred Lincoln’s administration and also in President Johnson’s
a

In hi3 death New Gloucester has met

a

great

f*

rrapLS OB'STATE NEBPS.

-*

6y-Rev, E. C. Bolles of this dm, delivered
a lecture ia Central
HaU, Lewis**, 0u Monday

toasib« STUDtBs in Natural History.-A>
Elizabeth C. Agassiz and Alexander Agfjpiz.
^Marine Aniitols of Massachusetts Bay.; Katdiate?. One* yolume 8vo. pp. 150. Illuftrated. Boston % *Ticknor and Fields.
irlle appearance of this very attractive voT-

evening, hiakubjecOwing LcsuSft Gain. Tha
J*jrnal suggests that Mr. B. will not suffer by
comparison with the best popular lecturers of
the day.
in Skowhegan Clarion says the Som-

hardly fail to be warmly welcomed, as
it promises to supply, in some measure, a want
which has long been felt; the want, viz., of a
■seaside hook of a popular character, which
ume can

erset and Kennebec road bas been
put in excellent condition.

S5frlu consequence of press of business and
the severe storm, we were unable to attend the
exhibitton at IVcstbrook
Seminary Tuesday
afternoon. We understand the exercises were

should describe the marine animals common to
The existing hooks of this kind
our shores.
are numerous, hut they are mainly English,'
and describe specimens varying greatly from
those upon our rocks, consequently they have
little practical value to ordinary students and
lovers of Nature.

unusually interesting.
present

The illustrations of the present volume, hein" takphftvholly t'catu speeimens’fotiiid ogftlie
New England rocks and beaches, exhibit
which may

be studied and

urday night. It appears that during the day,
framing hand bills announced to the citizens,
that Miss Augusta St. Clair would lecture at
Tweddle Hall on the subject of “ Marriage no
Lottery,” and that at the close, valuable gifts
would be presented to the ticket holders, including a melodeon, gold watch, sewing machine, Ac., Ac. A large audience assembled,
the female lecturer appealed, and went through
a little gibberish, after which it Was announced that the gifts would be distributed at the
ticket office.
The rush was

Immense, and many women
and children were nearly snffiocated.
Finally
order was restored by the
police, and the audience as they passed out, were handed their
gifts, consisting of hair pins, (one of each),
brass curtain rings, iron screws,
lockets, pins,
brooches, Ac., the whole fifteen hundred, costHere was a
ing, perhaps, fifteen dollars.
scene worthy of a painter.
One after another,
ticket holders would present their tickets with
with countenance beaming with a certain

hope or shaded with anxious expectancy. As
the gifts were received, the transition to mute
astonishment, iollowed quickly by wrath mi indignation, was amusing in the extreme.
The principal of the aifair, who gave the
name of Zoeth M. Smith, who is the husband
of Miss ” St. Clair, was afterward arrested
by the police and held to answer before the
Grand Jury.
We understand that similar frauds by these
same parties have been
perpetrated in other
states.

A Reverent “World.”

The New York World se3nt3 a new danger.
It is alarmed at hearing any one question the
omniscience ot the framers of the constitution. To suggest that those worthies were
not possessed of a fore knowledge equal at
least to that of the Deity, seems to that paper
to

be

establishing a precedent

full of

danger.

The “foundations of society,” as Sir Leicester
Dedlock would say, may be broken up, and
the

“flood-gates” of

Heaven

only

knows what

be let loose upon u9. Just listen to it:
It is a very hazardous mede of construing
the Constitution to begin with the assumption that its framers did not foresee all the exr
igcncies in human affairs that might arise, and
that, consequently, the powers and authorities
which they did create are to be intrep*-eted as
if they meant to include what they have not
expressed, upon the theory that the government, being intended to be permanent, must
be supposed to have
power to preserve Itself
against emergencies which could not be foretold.

|yr-A local correspondent of a Bath
complains that there is no vane within

compared.—

paper
unobstructed sight of the business portion of the
The descriptions, which are
clearly and grace- city.bf'whieh to tell which way the wind blows.
Tlu: Lewiston Journal says a'
fully written, are by Mrs. Louis Agassiz, with 1
private
the assistance of Professor Agassiz’s notes and dispatch dated Montreal 18tli, to A. L. Dresser
states
that
that
of
Detective
the
city,
explanations.

These illustrations are numerous and
finely engraved from drawing* wade by Ur, A. Ayisniz.

gathere^“i&

“Quarterly

to.

Journal of the Grand Division of the Sons of
Temperance of the State,” containing tho proceedings of the annual session at Rockland on

classification, as wiU give it, in some sort, the
character of a manual of Natural History” in
respect to that division of the Animal Kingdom
of which it treats. All who-love, and cn*)oy in-

the 24th ult.

Our correspondent at the time
furnished the readers of the Press with a report of the most important business transacted

vestigating, the wonders of the shore, will find
an invaluable
companion for their seaside

it

Division. We learn from the report before us that for thp quarter ending Sept. 30th,
there were admitted into the several subordinate divisions of the state, 579 members, 9 were

by the

>
t
rambles.
Davis Ill-others have it for sale.
Life and Letters of Frederick W. Robertson, M. A., Incumbent of Trinity
CnArt-.t, Brighton, 1317—53. Edited by
Stanford A. Brooke, il. A., bite Chaplain of
the Embassy at Berlin. Two Volumes 12mo.
Boston : Ticknor and Fields.
Among the many earnest thinkers whose
tlioughc has had a moulding influence upon the
general religious thought ef their time, there
are, perhaps, few recent examples more conspicuous than the subject of this biography.—
The cause of liberal yet vital Christianity in

reinstated, 70 withdrew, 101

last fifty years, and illustrated this progress by
our developement in railroads, steamboats, telegraphs and women. “Why,” said he, “look at
Soother nation has such an array. We hadn’t fifty years ago. Look at illustrious examples. Look at Lucy Stone; look at
Miss Dickinson; look at Mrs. Partington; look
at James Buchanan l"
content with a steamboat, the Machias folks are determined to have a bank.
Comptr oller Clark has informed them that no

our

ulation which are addressed to the smaller
class of scholars and thinkers. This sketch of
a life which wore itself out iu the service of

a new bank in Maine can be entertained at present, as the state has already its
proportion of bank capital. This does uot discourage the fricuds of the project, who are expecting, we do not know on what grounds,
that tl|e charters of tome existing national,
banks are to be surrendered or revoked for violation of law an4 thus room be made for them.

flhence exerted by the writer while living. \ Ijh
a merely literary point of view
also, they are of
a high order. Few books which have lately appeared ate likely to be more prized for the com

People.

oboro, who died Oct. 14th, aged 96 years, 9
months. In her 93d year she spun 39 knots of
linen of a superior quality, and in the last year

Paper

Bos-

covers.

Fif-

Number Five of this pleasant series has made
Its appearance, and consists of the “Humorous
Poems” of Dr. O. \f. Holmes.
T&e “Music*

Grinders,” the “September Gale,’-’ the “Spectre
Pig,” the “Deacon’s Masterpiece,” and many
others whose rollicking fun is well known to
most readers, will here-be found.
The illustrations are by Sol Eytingc, Jr., and
some of them are.
exquisitely droll; instance
the conception of a sub-aqueous restaurant

now

they keep
below.”

an

Noyes,

and also

prepared to accept the same
principle of literal interpretation in relation to
that other immortal document, the Declaration of Independence, in which it is declared
that '‘all men are created equal, and endowed
by their Creator with certain inalienable
rights,’ <fec. ? We pause for a reply.
A

Profitable Newspaper.

A few

ing

by

outer door on the third story which should have
been fastened, and was precipitated to the

ground, breaking

Company.

18G6.
When it was first announced that Mr. Buchanan was engaged in the preparation of the
present volume, a considerable degree of curiosity was excited, it being well understood that
the materials in his hands, or withlu his reach,
in the nature of private letters, &c., would cuuble him, if he chose, to give the public some
very racy developments. It is uudeniablc that
the main interest with which the work was
awaited centred on this point. When, therefire, it was kuown that in preparing his work
the ex-President had entirely abstained from
the use if all private correspondence, the public ceased to anticipate its appearance with any

sternum,

injured internally.—[Bangor Whig.
gy Referiug to the steamboat enterprise between thar town and this city, the Machias
U don say a

“Our friends at Portland may
rest assured that the work is progresring favorably, and during the present week the Committee here will no doubt report progress to
the Portland Committee.”

It may he considered as the Plea of
Counsel for the Defense in the celebrated ease,
The People va James Buchanan. The arguments on the prosecuting side have boon repeatedly and forcibly stated; it is no more than
fair that the other party also should have the

ing one of the

tairly printed, and plaialy bound.
W 'a
Baileyamd Noyes have it.
It is

How to Hake Good Citizens of the Freedmen.

Forty yean ago, the late Lord Macaulay
ssid:
“There is only one cure for the evils which
newly acquired freedom produces—and that
cure is freedom!
When a prisoner leaves his
cell, he cannot bear tbe light of day; be is Unable to discriminate eolois or recognize faces.
But the remedy is not to remand him to his
dungeon, but to accustom him to the rays of
the sun. The blaze of tiuth and liberty may

bewilder nations which
have become half blind in the house of bondage. But let them gaze on, and they will soon
he able to bear it.
*
*
*
“Many politicians of our time are in the
habit of
laying it down as a self evident proposition, that no people ought to be flee until

at

fust dazzle

they

and

fit to use their freedom. The maxof the fool in the old
story, who
uot to go into the water until lie had
learned how to swim! If men arc to w*ait for
im is

are

worthy

resolved

liberty till they become wise and good in slavery, they may indeed wait forever.”
Rascally.—An article appeared in Tuesday's Boston Journal signed “O. E.,” solicit
ir.g donations of money for Sergeant’Ambler.
This

might all be
were not imposed

The Military and Naval History of the
KebellION in the United States. With
Biographical Sketches of Deceased Officers.
Illustrated with Steel Plate Portraits. By
W. J. Tenny, Editor of the “American Annual Cyclopaedia.” New York: D. Appleton
and Co.
This work, already noticed from advance

Life,” “The Dangers of Life in a City,” “The
Fart Young man,” Investments,”
Heading,”
sufficiently

of the scope and purpose of these
addresses. The style of the writer is plain and
forcible, his appeals direct, and his precepts

previous collectures, published several
a

lo3S, and the Republican party will mbs an useof'v
I8,
i>A\
active, useful and generous member. Peace
to his ashes. And may the rising generation
of hb native town follow hb example and disj ^ We understand that a meeting of the Fenian
charge as faithfully as he did all the duties of Sisterhood takes place this
evening at the Hail
lift,
| No. a Free street.

ninety-four years of age
polls and oast his vote for the
repubticah ticket; another eighty-one years old,

the present series will be found to possess equal
olaims to general acceptance.
For sale by ft. Packard.
Books Beooived.
History of +he Rise and Influence of the
Spirit of Rationalism in Europe. By W.
E. H. Lecky, M. A
Two vdls. 8vo. New
York: D. Appleton and Company.

bf Bailey anil Noyes.

Packard.
—

The Parables Read in the Light of the
Present Day. By Thomas Guthrie, D. D.,
Author of “The Gospel in Ezekiel, “The
Saint’s Inheritance,” fWif to Lift ,” ‘‘Speak
iug to the Heart,” etc. One vol. 12mo. New
York: Robert Carter and Brothers.
Portland: sold by H. Packard.

child,
ninety-three pounds of coal per day,
which in a family as big as John Rodgers’s,
would amount to quite a heap.

over

one man

walked to the

J

con-

ference with the Pre ident relative to the trial
of Jeff. Davis, but it is understood that nothing new has been decided upon iu the premises.
gy It is said that Governor Andrew will
soon bring the case of Greene, the Malden
murderer, before tho Council again, with a
view of recording the reasons which have influenced his course in this matter.
jy Alfred Burnett of Cincinnati, is the author of Petroleum V. Xasby's papers.

DR,
For

the ground that the rebel soldiers,
whose crimes were infinitely greater,have been

Boston Transcript is “sarkustic.”
It says “two reasons prevented General McClellan from returning in the Persia.
He
couldn’t get ready, and hadn't fully decided
which steamer to take.”
fc3f~One of the best things of the' season is
that of Bishop Simpson, who has declared in
favor of paying the rebel war debt when it
becomes due, viz. : after” the independence ot
the confederate States shall have been secured.”
IjjT'The Tower of the Dearborn Observatory, near Chicago, has been finishes!, and is
Mr. Trunow ready for the great telescope.
man Henry Safford, of Harvard University, is

spoken of

as

the Director.

E^-Hamburg, Bremen and Berlin are raising a fund for the support of freedmen in this
country.

Grand Fancy

PORTLAND.

YVeducdnr, November 22,
ARRIVED.
Bi Ig Rosetta, (Br) Jack, Plctoa NS.
Brig Arieiaede, (Br) Crowe, Maitland NS for New
York.
brig Harriot Amelia, (Br) Cox, Maitland NS for
New York.
Bilg Nellie Move, (of Eastport) Bailey, Hillsboro
NB for Philadelphia.
Brig Bnnuah, Sherman, Calais for Boston.
Brig Dekuont Locke, Cocluan, Bangor for Phila-

Asthma, Whooping Cough, Croup, Bronchitis,

delphia.

Brig Melissa. Wadlelgh, Bangor for New Orleans.
Sch Debcmnaire, (Br) ToMn, Hillsboro NB.
8ch Albert, (Br) Nickerson, Westport NS for Bos-

BURGESS, FOBES & CO., Wholesale Agents, No.
Commeicial Street, Portland, Me.

Goodwin,

dlman&w3m*

late Representative to Congress from this dis-

trict,

has been elected

Delegate

to

Congres3

from the Territory of Arizona.
There were three candidates running, and
Mr. Goodwin was elected by a majority over
bath of bis competitors.

LOOK, LOOK l
SEND ME ONE DOLLAR, bj mail, and

will
send you any one of these Gold-Plated Articles:—
Ladles Neck Chain, Gents Vest Chain, No. 5 Locket lor two pictures, Jet Hoops, Set of Ladies Jewelry, Gold Ring, Gents Chain Ptn, Gents Anchor Pin,
Pearl Sleeve Buttons. Gold Plated Button*, Silver
Plated Pen-Holder, Pen and Pencil.
1 71 A cl H J A J J
Address

Dress

27—SNd4w*

Oct

Old

Elevators I

25 Cents per Set!

At

December

invigorator,

NEW YORK SKIKT & OOBSET STOBE
Market Square,

Wanted

Immediately.

Flags, Bunting, Pictures, and
other new features never before introduced
in this city. Mr. J. Wilson and Lady will be
at Lancaster Hall two
previous to the Ball, with
the splendid Wardrobe of the Boston Museum, comrichest dresses ever worn on the
of
the
some
prising
American stage; also character dresses of all nation*,
Fancy and Comic Dresses of all descriptions; also a
large' assortment of Dominoes and cheap Masks,
where all who wish may select, day or
Prof. Heller’s celebrated Colored Lights
will be used in Cotillons for the first time in this city.
This Bail will be oneued with a Fancy Dance in Full
Also
Costume.
(he evening the Highland
will be danced in CosFling and Sailor’s
tume. Also Irish and National Comic Dances.
The Managers will spare no labor or expense In
making this the finest ball and greatest novelty ever
given in this city.
Music by Raymond’s Full Quadrille Band.
*1T kets admitting a gent lemon and two ladies 81,25.
Ladles’ single tickets 50 cents to all parts of the house.
For sale at Croxman 6c Co.'s, Partington’s, under
Lancaster Hall, and of the Managers at the door.
Doors open at 71; Dancing to commence at
o’clock. Clothing checked free.
Managers—J. H. Barberlck, G. F. Goodridge, G.
A. Hanson, H. W. Burnham, J. C. Colley, W. W.
nov 23 dtd
Knight.

days

evening.

j

during
Hornpipe

FENIAN ASSEMBLIES.
will be

held at
THEBE

active, industrious, honest Boy, 16 or 17 years of
city, and who desires to learn
the business of an Apothecary. Address, Portland
G8, with real name, and state where
be had.
Nov 21—3 N dtf

an

in-

can

New

Goods,

Hall’s Vegetable Sicilian Hair Re newhas proved itself to bo the most perfect preparation for the hair ever offered to the public.
It is
rious

a vegetable compound, and
properties whatever.

no

delphia.

inju-

Schs Granville, Morton, and Cornelia, Henderson,
Rockland for Boston.
Sch Delaware, Robinson, Thomoston for Boston.
Sch Catharine, McNear. Wise asset for Boston.
Sch Columbia, Crosby, Hampden for Boston.
Sch Fair Wine., Smith, Ellsworth for Norwich.
Sch Olive Brauch, Dix, Calais for Boston.
Sch Valhalla, Lord, Calais for Providence.
Sch New Zealand, Forcihain, Calais for New Bedlord.
Sch Coid Ktacney, Robe rts, Calais for New flavin.
Sch Blalk Swan, Boardman, Camden for Boston.
Sch sink, linpills. East Machbis for Providence.
Schs Orion, Sawyorr Win Pope, Libby; New Packet, Brown, Machlos for Boston.
Sch S A B Small, Cole, Mac Lias port for New York.
Sch Union, Crocker, Machias for Providence.

WILL RESTORE GRAY HAIR TO ITS ORIG-

IT

It will keep the hair from falling out.

JUST RECEIVED AT

It cleanses the scalp and makes the hair'soft, lustrous and silken.
It is

DRESSER’S, 99 EXCHANGE STREET*
Photograph Albums from 50 eta. t»$8. All kimlsot
Jewelry going cheap. Poitmonnaies from 20 cts. to
St.

E. S. WORM ELL,

splendid hair dressing.
No person, old or young, should fail to
a

IT IS RECOMMENDED AND

take

no

Of* Card Photographs at Three Dollars
dozen,—the best in the City.

may25snd€m

PORTLAND

GALLLERY,

ALONZO S. DAVIS, Proprietor,
No. 80 Middle Street,
Portland, Me.
dec29tt.
Copying done in the best mailer.

use

it..

BY THE

I

Renewer, and

Sch G M Partridge, I)orr, Bangor tor Baltimore.
Schs Lady Suffolk. Pendleton ; Hampton, Nve;
Gen Scott, Varnum; Centurion, Green; Mars Hill,
Blodgett; Daniel Breed, Blake; Ousel, Cud worth;
Eclipse, Burgess; J F Merriam .Clark; J Warren,
State, Hart, aud Pool, Joyce, Bangor

other.

R. P. HALL * CO..
Nashua, N. II., Proprietors.
W. F. Phillips if Co
Wholesale Agents.

SarcenURay

augl0sndbw6m

No. 90 Middle Street, Portland.

per

USED

FIRST MEDICAL AUTHORITY.
jy Ask for Hall's bicilian Hair

PH O T O GTi A P H E K,

PHOTOGRAPHIC

contains

INAL COLOR.

New Goods !

Office, Exchange

-.

First Class

Boots l

Custom

OF

ALL KINDS!
Made from the best material, and in the hast manner, and warranted oqnal to the best made in the
city, and at the LOWEST PRICES, at

tor Neuburyport.
Sch Ftdr Jjealer. Perk link Bangor for New York.
Sch EUiafrdtit, Painter, Wmterport for Boston.

GO WELL’S,
76

Nov 17—eodtf

OUTSIDE—Thiee brigs, bound in.
CLEARED.
Steamer Chesapeake, Sherwood, New York—Emery

Middlo Street.

SN

& For.
Sch Utica, Thorndike, Rockland—master.

PHOTOGRAPHS I

DISASTERS.
Bri Charlena. of Portland, before reported ashore
on Bronton’s Beef* was got off on Tuesday morning,
and would he taken to Newport.
Brig Larch, (of St George) Delay, lrom Calais for
Pawtucket, with lumber, drifted ashore morning of
the 21st, on Lang Beach and is badly bilged. Crow

I

Hall’s liul>ber Emporium
Street, where every variety of Rubber Goods can be procured, at Manufacturers’
prices.
Their assortment ol Rubber,
Jewelry and Fancy
Goods is really magnificent.
iunt23il
IS at 147 Middle

COLGATE'S HONEY SOAP!

THE largest, best, and cheapest Establishment in
Ail work warranted.
Card PhotoState.
graphs $3,00 per doz.
A. M. McKE.WEV,
281 Congress St.
Oct-C—s » eod&eow3m
the

RICE

BROTHERS,
PRODUCE COMMISSION MERCHANTS,
CO ul T1 East Water St.,
MILWADKIE, WISCONSIN.

demand,

june31dlyr
A Fact Worth Knowing:,
That Rubber Goods can be repaired in a neat and

It Don't Make Any Difference
much is said about “bogus doctors and bogus
druggists,” the PEOPLE AKE GETTING TO
How

KNOW that SMOLANDKB’S EXTRACT BUCKU
will CURE diseases of the KIDNEYS, RHEUMATISM, GRAVEL and DROPSY. 1'rlco ONE DOLLAR per bottle.
W. W. wniPPLE. Agent,
no22d3t
21 Market Square.

MRS. WINSLOW,
AN

Buy

for Eastern

Beetshy’s Best,
Carinet,
Market

Tuesday evening1, October 31,

charge.

Flour and Produce
liberal rates.

WABHEN’S

COUGH

BALSAM !

H* been found by experience to be the

BEST REMEDY
For the

various diseases of the Lungs and Thorat,
snob os

DIPHTHERIA,
Asthma, Bronchitis, C'ousuuaptioa, Croup,
Ialsesn, Plcarlty, Pseamenia,er

Iuflamiuatiou

of the

I.qngs,

W hooping Cough,
In these complaints this Medicine has NO SUPERIOR, and while thus eftic cions it Is perfectly safe to
administer tp persons of all uges.
Tlie Cough Balsam possesses the two-fold advantage of being at once valuable as a curative and invaluable as a Preventative of all the diseases ot the
Throat, Lungs and Bronchia.
The world is challenged to produce a compound of
equal efficacy and safety.
Prepared anclHol,] by AMBROSE WARREN,
Botanic Druggist, No. I Granite Block East Market
Square, Bangor, Me,
noHssdiwwdm
anal

bought, stored and insured
marlgeodly

at

fectually remove them

without injuring the texture or
a desideratum.
Dr. B.
who
has
made
diseases ofthe skin a
C. Perry,
for these discoloraality, has discovered a
tions, which Is at onoe prompt, infallible, and harm-

color qf the drill, Is certainly

speci-

remedy

Soothing; Syrup,
TEETHING

weekly without

Perry'* Malls and Freckle Loti.o,
Chloasma, or Mothpatch, (also called Llverspot,)
and Lentigo, or Freckles, are often very annoying,
particularly to ladles of light complexion, for the discolored spots show more plainly on the thee ol a
blonde than of a brunette; but they greatly mar the
beauty of either; and any preparation toat will ef-

druggists; price $2

CHILDREN

DOMESTIC PORTS.

McClelan.
or

Prepared only by B. C. PERRY, Dermatologist,
No. 4' Bond Street, New-York, and for tale by alt
Call for PERRY'S
ocr bottle.
MOTH AND FRECKLE LOTION.
W. F. Phillips & Co., and H. H. Hav, Wholesale
oetttsn MWAFOm
Agents, Portland, Maine.

SAN FRANCISCO—Ar 20th ult, ship Free Trade,
Drink water, New York.
Ia
of Fuea 20th ult, brig Deacon, Reed,

AtNanaItn6 reth ult, »h!pA Dublin, Goff, and Portlaw, Curtis, lor San Francisco.
At Port Madison 16th nit, ship Caroline Reed,

iB^SUSStf Ban, Hall,

fro,

Rockland.
GEORGETOWN—Cld 29th, brig Ocean Wave,Bar»
ter, New York.
NORFOLK-Sid 18th, sch Quickste p, Richardson,
Now York.
BAij.’LyoUE—Ar 2Jth, sch Win Carlton, Packard, Cohasset Narrow*.
PHILADELPIHA-Cld 18th, brig Wenonah, York,
Portsmouth,
Cld 20th; barque 9 W Holbrook, 9trout, Portland.
Ar 20th, brig Neponsct, Tracey, Portland.
Cld 20th, fearqu* K A Cochran, Rico, ltarbadoes.
NEW YORK-Ar 20th, barque J K MoLarren,
Corning. Cow Bay CB; brig Forest, Strout, Cherryfield: Harriot, Stevens, Bristol; schs Kate Wentworth, Adam*, Georgetown fur Port Morris; Wave,
Crowley, Joneaport; Parallel, Bunker, Machlaa; Corinthian, Carl, Bangor; Empress, Emery, Rockland;
■

A

>?V—Ar20th7 ship

Loch Lamar, Lor-

ing, Shield*, I| ach Fanny EldSr, Sboa, Bangor lor
Norwich.
■* OW“°y- “***’
TO DYE EASY
Is very desirable. Mathews* Venetian Hair Dye Is
the best In the world. Complete in one bottle. Ho
wash, oo stain, no trouble. A child can apply it.
Persons wishing to avoid the publicity of having their

dyed in public,

can

DYE AT HOME
better than any barber e», do It, by using tbe Venetian Dye. It does not rnb off or make the hair appear dusty or dead, but Imparts new life and lustre.
Gives a beantiul black or brown, as preferred. Price
75 cents. Prepared l>y A. I. MATHEWS, N. T.
Demak Baunes A Co., New York, Wholesal-

Agcnts.

maylMJteodly

FALL RIVER-Ar 19th, brig Susan Duncan, Parker, Bangor.
PAWTUCKET—Ar 20th, sch Philanthropist. Ho-

mer,

ITCH!

Scratch, Scratch,
Wheaton's

ijort

BOSTON—Ar 21st. barques Jehu, Smith, Messina:
Mary Edson, Howes, Hiuvrn*.
Cld 21st, ship Caliloriila, Barber, San Francisco:
sch A Hammond, Paine, Philadelphia.
Ckl 2*1, sell Sarah X Smith, Disuey, Gardhicr.
Below 22d, barque CLohnette, Soule, ftu Portland

ITCH!
Scratch t

Ointment

^BATH—Otd 20th,

Also cures SALT RHEUM, ULCERS, Chilblains,
and all EruptUms of t/te Skin. Price 50 cents. For
sale by all druggists.
By sending 60 cents to WEEKS & POTTER, Sole
Agents, 170 Washington 8t., Boston, It will be forwarded by mail, free ot postage, to any part of the
United States.
Oct 25,1865.—s N d&wlyr

Matansae; hrt»C*rolin„ Eddy, bm»h,

fftjS&“£iP»

plating

LA QUOI*,

upon

b5c^fe SESC *enUo

Si

pi-rumaUu

at

Tuesday Evening, Nov. 28,
Circle of the

ARRANGEMENTS:
D. J. Farr,
John O’Donnell.
James O’In-midi,
Fran Is O’He iky,
P. C. Ward.
J. H. Costello,

COMMITTEE OF

John McAlom-y,
John Kelley,

Thomas Noonan,
Jennings.

floor

managers:

J. II. Costello,

D. O. C. O’Donoghue,
Edward Landregan,
P. E. Maloney,

John

lui«

Bj

I'lehan,

P. C. Ward,

J. J. Maybury.

Ckaatlle ’» Fill Qadrille Fut

Tickets f«»r the Course, Including the Ball,....$4.00
Single Tickets for the Assemblies,.1.00
Single Tickets lor the Ball,.1.60
(admitting one gentleman and two ladies). #
Spectators to the Ball fifty cents. No Checks given
from the Gallery. Clothing checked free.
Nov fcS_dtd

Machine

Stitching!

LADY who has had

experience
A the business, Is prepared toyears'
do

In

seven

MACHINE STITCHING,
Of every
the most

description, In

tbe best manner, ami on
favorable terms, at
No. 38 Wllusot Street.

N„v 23d—dtf

FOR

SALE!

Clii'istiiin.*;

Presents I

WHOLESALE AND DETAIL,
CHEAP FOB CASH, BY

W. D. ROBINSON.
SO Exchange Street#

Nov 23—dim

Merchants* National

Bank.

Stockholder* of this Rank

arc Rare by notified
a Special Meeting will be holdcn at the
SATURDAY, Dec. », 1863, at leu o’clock,
A. M., tor the following purpose*.
Lit—To decide whether they will increase the caji-

that
THIS
Rank
on

tal stock of the Bank.
2d—To decide whether they will increase the value
of the share* to one hundred dollar* each.
3d—For the transaction ot any other business that
may legally come Ik?fore them.
By Order of the Directors.

CHAS. PAYSON, Cashier.

Portiand, Nov. 22, 1866.

no23d- d

Lost!
CHECK

drawn by Mathews & Thomas,
A Canal National
Bauk, dated Oct. 26th
27tli,
for Ono

on

or

Thousand

Dollars.
Payment has been
stopped. All persons are cautioned against receiving
the same. The tinder shall be suitably rewarded by
returning It to
W. W. THOMAS,
At Canal National Bank.

Nov 23—dtf

Lost l
large Block Newfoundland Dog, with
curly hair, and a bran* Collar on hi. neck.
The Under will be suitably rewarded by
giving information whevc lie can be found,
ROSS & BROS.,

MA

»»

_

Nov 23—dlw*

Commercial St.

Suhcribers hereby give public notice to all concerned, that they have been duly appointed ami
taken upon themselves the trust ot Executors ot the
last will aad tea ament of
BARBEIT POTTER,
late of Portiaud, In the County or Cumberland, deceas'd, by giving bond as the law directs; they therefore request ail persons who are lndebt a to the
said deceased’ll estate to make immediate payment:
and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit

The

the

same

lor settlement to

PETER THACHEB.
ELIZA ANN POTTER.
Portland, Not. 21,18CB.
4bw3w*
T H K

New Collections of Church Music.
Mr.

Bradbury’s

Last Work.

The Key N'eie. A new collection of Sacred and
Secular Music tor Choirs and Singing Schools, by
William B. Bradhi'ry. Mr. Bradbury'e last previous work In this department, “The Jubilee,” ban
already had a sale ol over 200,000 copiee, showing a
popularity alrnoet unprecedented, for a work of Oils
The Key Note Is complete In all Its
a hid.
departments, snd Is printed on
one
on a

N^

JbSEP7*

ChtodSJr** Wstult' ,wp

* CBrt»«r, Nelson, (Wmi

Sargent, MltcheU, from
Pav4^!<n^t|Villl^?i?to9raco
lo*'1
Z&ite; *ntorpe,Arey
to load for Cowes.

from San
IW*u

Francisco,

BMttaoreNk

'8tb

IPer City of London,

J

at

* U

New York.)

KCrr5’NY“k>
Ofl Dartmouth 4tli,
for Portland.

Templar, Bartlett, fin Shields

Passed Mumble* 7th,
for New York.

Masonic, Lampher, fin SwanMontano,
4r
a.ti'w?.Msoa
Horriman, Patfctow,
to load for Havana.
sea

*

*

a

Cardiff.

stair.

Brice, $150.

Dr.

clear, large type,

part

Mason's Last Work.

* Or Ike Choir BmIu-A new collection of Sacred and Secular Music (or
Cholra, Singing
Schools and Convention*. By Lowell Mason, Dr.
of Music, and William Mason.
The Element* of
Musical Notation are illustrated
by a large variety of
meaning, social pieces; part Hongs, glees, Ac. The
Tune DcDartment contains mostly new music, and
provide* for every meter; and the Anthem Department is fall and attractive. Price 11,50.
..

Mr.

Root's Last Work.

The DlapnssM.-A Collection of Church Marne,

to which arejareHied anew and comprehend*® view
of Mush- and its Notation; Exercise"
Mualc, and Vocal Training; Sun.'., F»*t_ ”“**>
Schools. Ct*™"

ter/ ®a^“*

Hounds, Ac. For Cholr», Singing Price, *1,M.
lions, Ac. By Ueobue F. Hoot.
The yew Book for this Season.

ol Music
The Bruise af
for Singing Schools, Ch irs
U*
Notation.
Musical
ol
coiislHtine of I
A System
A
Exercises ami
A
lunee.
IV.
of
Hymn
111. An ex tensive collection
and Chants.
large assortment of Sentence*, Anthems,
hnEDEMo
I>avemin>et
s.
and
By Solon Wilder
new book,
The nubllsher* Invite attention to this,
It will prove very attractn til. great confidence that
anil ConvOTr
useiul to Sinning
ive
tions The author" have had at their command many
the most popular and disUnnow compositions by
A re*,
Kuished composers, foreign and American.
<*
turp ol till* work lathe presentation of ft number
C’HA*LK*
of
hitherto unpublished composition*
NedZel'NEK. a* well a* some by Novelli and
manuscript*
komm, now first published from their
AuIn addition to the rich contrlbntions of living
are char
thors. 'I he contents of the Praise of Zion
octerised by fre*Ui\ew», variety and practicability,
lor it a >c y
and
c >nll«lently predict

Xleer-AOsOseMoA

Hughes, for

rN~trH^r^t^'yU“iey',U'd
*«*"> Sea, naming,

a

Deplorable Consequences

Havalm.

FORkUUN FORTS.
Borte™
Missouri,

Physiological View of Marriagct
—Containing nearly 300 pages, and 130 tine Plates
and Engravings of the Anatomy of the Human Or-

state ot Health and Disease, with a Treagans
tiee on Early Errors, its
the
Mind
and Body, with the Author's Plau ot
upon
Treatment— the only rational and successful mode of
as
shown by the report of cases treated. A
cure,
truthful adviser to the married, and thoae contemmarriage, who entertain doubts at their physical condition. Sent free of postage to any address
on receipt of 25 cents, in stamps or postal currency*
No.
by addressing Dr.
Maiden
»
Albany, N. Y.
The author may be consulted upon anv of the die.
which Ida book treats either
caeca

barque Toscana, (new) Skilling!

MAC1LLAS—Ar 20th,soh Sarah B Harris, Sanborn
Portland.
BANGOR-CU21*t, ship HatUe E Tapley, fnew)
Tapley, Montevideo: barque R A AHen, Andrews

Will Cure the Itch in Forty-Eight Hours.

in

on

Under the auspices of the OT>onoghue
Fenian Brotherhood of Portland.

Bangor.

NEWPORT—Ar 20th, brig Golden Lead, tn>m N.w
Orleans for Providence; schs Ccean Ranger, Puland.
Portia*! br do: Snsau Taylor, Lord, Praridence Ar
New York; Belle, Rogers, do for Harwich.
9M 2‘lth, sell Annie Freeraou.
la
21st, brig Moses Day; schs Jane, Zlcova,

^

ITCH I

Ball

—

NEW eon™

hair

Following each week In succession on the WinxiaDAY evenings ol November, together with s

since,

Eagle,

Reports sent dally

less.

FOR

Beef

N. Warren,

Champion,

EXPERIENCED NURSE and Female Phyto the attention of Mothers her

sician, presents

Grain, Flour,

account

Pork, Lard, Hams, Butter, Seeds, etc.
The following choice brands ol Flour on hand j—

saved.
A telegram from Gloucester 23d, says the Larch
went to pieces on Tuesday ofteruoon. Part of the
cargo whs saved.
,/
Ship Spark the Ocean, from Maulmain for England
before reported at Mauritius in distress, has been
condemned and sold.
Sch Emma Oakes, from Freeport for Boston, with
hay, L ashore on Lovell’s Island, near Boston, high
and dry,
'UIIU
I J
ilCT
Brig Shibboleth, C A Johnson, master, cleared at
Galveston Oct 2, with i|0 hale' cotton, lor .lew York,
and as she has not been beard from
it is feared
she is lost. The 8 was an A2 vessel of 20o tons, built
at Waldo boro In 1854, and was owned at Warren, HI.

HALL,

Commencing

Solis Modena, Rowo, and Elizabeth, Hooper, Baugor for Gloucester.
Sch Jane, Knight, Bangor for Rockpo.t, Mass.
Sch Mo) Deerfng, Lewis, Bangor for Weymouth.
Sch Brilliant, Orcutt. Bangor for Lynn.
Sch Oliver, Lincoln, Bangor for Hingham.
Sch E C Latham, Knights, Bangor for Newport R1
Schs Advance, Currier, and Orono, Kent, Bangor

GENTS’

of FOUR ASSEMBLIES

LANCASTER

R. J.

Boston.
Schs Mary, HalkAmll, aa<l Banger, Hallowed, from
Dennysvilie for Boston.
Schs Nonpareil, Whitmore; Cygnet, Conary, and
Revenue, Morey, Deer fsle for Boston.
Schs Shooting Star, Frye, and Sea Flower, Webster,
North Haven tor Boston.
Sch A J Heath, Marr, Mt Desert tear Boston.
Sch Eastern Belle, Haley, Bnckaport for Phila-

er
,

a coarse

Hugh Dolan,
P. McOltnchv,
John Clelian,
J. J. Maybury,
J. M. Hale,

Sch Gray Eagle, Ozier, Bristol.
Schs Dcxaiop Rich; Estelle, Bragg; Delia liimls,
Letand, and Abby Johnson, Abbott, from Eden lor

!

PIKE.
Nov 8.—SNd3w

An

P. O. Box

gentle aiimplapt and

call at

EXTRA

26*

age, who resides in the

terview

a

Wine!

CROSMAN & CO.’S,
get a tattle of old Catawba which i* PURE and

and

GEORGE ANDERSON. Agent.

octl8snd3m

Catawba

Evening,

7tb, in which the Firemen and

Military are requested to appear in Uniform.
The hail on this occasion will be splendidly
decorated with

Sch Dexala, Rich, Boston.
Sch Jerusha Baker, Barberick, Boston.
Sch Powlowna, Webber, Eastport.
S«h Packet, Grant. Ellsworth.
Sch Dorris, Remiek. Ellsworth.
Sch Jutta. Kelley, Boston for Jonesport.
Sch Gssian R Dodge. ——, Southport.

Box 132.

Invalids and all who wish

ANDERSON’S
2G

DRESSER, Portland, Me.,

In

SPECIAL NOTICES.

Sch Danl YV Clark, Peck, St John NB for Boston.
Sch Wn Lancaster, Anderson, St John NB for
Boston.
Sch C H Ingalls, (Br) Ingalls, Grand Menan NB
for Boston.
Sch Edinburg, (Br) Barrott, St George NB for
Boston.
Sob Soa Pigeon, (of Lubec) Godfrey, St George NB
for Boston.
Scb Julia, (Br) Seely, St George NB tor Boston.
Sch Harriet, (Br) Britt, St Andrews NB for Boston
Sch Moro, Chadwick, New Bedford.
Sch Cynthia, Brown, Bostou.

I

Dress, Mask & Novelty

At Lancaster Hall, Thanksgiving

ton.

Back Again.—Hon. John N.

on

pardoned.
ljT*The

OP

PORT

Congestion of the Lungs, Pleurisy, Consumption, or
any ot »er difficulties ot the Lungs or Air Passages.
For the above diseases this Is the best remedy that
was ever offered to the publicans any person who has
ever used a bottle will testify.
For Croup it has no
equal. For Coughs and Colds, one bottle will satisfy any one that it must be kept in the house. For
Consumption it will give relief when all other rem»
edics fail. PRICE FIFTY CENTS.
Prepared an 1 sold by Dr. E. F. Bascom, No. 46
Middle Street.
80

0

Almanac.November 23.
Sun rises.7.011 Moon sets.9.29 PM
Sun sets .4.32 | High water.2.10 1*M

Croup Syrup!

OF

< bail,Ucr’» Quadrille Band liave been
enaaEod lor
the occasion.
Twelve Dance*.
Dancinr
m
* to c, mmence at H o’clock.
Gentlemen's Tickets 50 c*nts; Ladles'* Tickets
415
cents. To be obtained at the stores ot Mesarx. t
res
man 6c Co., E.C. Andrews, J. B.
and at LLe
Kacklyft,
door on the evening of ne 28th.
Refreshments furnished oy Partington.
Committee of Arrangements- J. C*. Marshall J B
nov 23
Rackiyit, J. B. Thorndike.
(ltd
Star copy.

25

Miniature

CO.,

HALL,

THE EVEK1KO

TUESDAY, NOVUM HER *8th, i8C5.

DATS.

China..Boston.Liverpool.Dec

BASCOM’S

and

Cough

FOR

MARINE NEWS

Nov. 16.

| which greatly facilitates the process of Teething, by
softening he gums, reducing all inflammations, will
walked four miles and voted the same tickel.
allay all pain and spasmodic action, and is
SURE TO REGULATE THE BOWELS.
^"Oftentimes a girl says “no" to an offer
when it as plain os the nose on her face that
Depend upon it, mothers, It will give rest to yourselves, and
she means “yes.”
The best way to judge
Relief and Health to your Infants.
whether she is in earnest or not, 1b to look
We have put up and sold this article tor over thirty
can say in confidence and truth ot it
straight into her eyes, and never mind her nose. years, andhave
never beeu able to
what we
say of any other
&gf~It is sai! that when the deaths by chol- medicine— Sever has it failed tn a single
instance to
a cure, wheu timely used.
era in Parts were at a hundred a
Never
did we know
eject
the
total
day,
an instance of dissatis&ction by any one who used it.
hill of mortality was not increased.
The reaOn the contrary, all are delighted with its operations,
son for this was that people were
and speak in terms of commendation of its magical
frightened effects
and medical virtues. We speak in this matter
and took good care of their general
so
health,
“what we do know,” after thirty years experience:
that ordinary maladies in the system were not
and pledge our reputation for the fulfillment of what
In almost
we here declare.
every instance where the
developed.
in flint is sufrerfnc from pain and exhaustion, rcliei
fcJf”The rebel soldiers have all been inclu- will be found in fifteen minutes alter the Syrup is administered.
ded in the lhresidout’s general amnesty proclaFull directions for using will accompany each botmation, whereupon the legislature of Missouri tlle None genuine unless the fiic-similo of CURTIS
has passed a resolution for the appointment of & PERKINS, New Yorn, is on the outside wrapper.
Sold by all Druggists throughout the world.
a committee to memorialize President JohnPrice only 36 Cents per Bottle.
son to release all Union soldiers now in confinement for offenses committed during the re-

bellion,

Retail,

July 22—sndtf

substantial manner, at
HALL’S RUBBER EMPORIUM,
147 Middle St.
july21sntf

last election

years ago under the same title, over one hundred thousand copies were sold. We be ieve

CENTS.

k

FROM

Belgian...Quebec..Liverpool.Nov

HAIR.

CUSTIS

NO. 95, S. of T.

BALL,!*

Bavaria.New York. .Hamburg.Nov 25
South Amorica_New York. .Rio Janeiro—Nov 29
Persia.New York. .Liverpool.Nov 29
City of Manchester New York.. Liverloul.Nov '.'9
Cuba.New York. .Havana..Dec 2
City of London_New York. .Liverpool- Dec 22
New York.New York. .Bremen.Dec
Corsica.New York. .Havana.Dec 4

WHOLESALE AGENTS for the STATE oi MAINE,
Morton Block, Congress Streot, Portland.

the United States, for the purpose of instructing the young men at the military school in

issued the 19th.
Among the deaths registered in London was that of an infant from a splinter of
wood, swallowed accidentally in a little BUgar,
causing perforation of the bowels.
tS^Thore are in Leicester, Mass, thirtythree persons over eighty years of age. At the

“The Weakness of Human N ature,” “Christ—
the Perfect Model,” &c., are perhaps

by II.

tor the authorities in Jamaioa.”
Ijif'TheXew York Arujlo-African comes to
us in mourning fur the death of Dr. J. McCune
Smith, a distinguished colored physician and

THIS celebrated Toilet Soap, in such universal
is made from the choicest
materials, is
mild and emollient in its
nature, fragrantly scented
and extremely beneficial in its act upon the si in.
For sale by all Druggists and Nancy Good?8 Dealers

EP“Tbc Philadelphia Press will issue a Sunday edition in ftiture, printing a paper every
day in the year. The first Sunday number was

treated,'“The Hour and the Man,” “The Game of

Portland: For sale

CHARLES

CITY

city,

HAKE

*T—

K?”The mortality in the United States hospitals during the late war was only nine per
cent. In the Crimean war it was fifty per cent
&Jf‘“ A recent dispatch from Washington
soys: “General Robert E. Lee is reported te
have applied to the War Department a few
weeks since for permission to keep a few pieces
of artillery now at Lexington, and belonging to
The response of the Department may be inferred from an officer being
detailed from Richmond a few days since to
take possession of the ordnance and remove it.”

topics

Wanderings over Bible Lands and Seas
By the Author of “The Schonberg-Cotta
Family.” One vol. lGmo. Ne.rYork; Robert Carter and Brothers.
Portland: Sold by H. Packard.

sus-

artillery practice.

The contents of this neatly finished volume
consist of ten Lecttres, originally delivered in
the Tabernacle Church, Philmluipha^ mis addressed especially to young men.
The

Win and Wear Seuieb.
Turning a New
Leaf; or, The Story of Charles Terry. By
the Author of
Win and Wear,”
Tony
Starr’s Legacy,” “Ned’s Motto,” ete.
My New Home. By the Same. New York:
Robert Carter and Brothers.

is, probably, not over solicitous for the

power of the men who for four years
have been seeking the nation’s life, or opposing
those who have been laboring to save it.

Fbiend; Containing AdErring, Counsel for the
Tempted, Encouragement for the Desponding, andD.Hope for the Fallen. By Daniel C.
D. New Series. One vol. lGmo.
Eady,
Boston: Graves and Young.

sold

prevent them from sustaining him in the

taining

The Young Man’s
monition.! for the

enough, if the public
upon outrageously in reference to the services of the Sergeant.
If we
may believe this cunningly drafted appeal,
Mr. Ambler fought, bled and at least lost
his
A Coal’d Calculation—We find In a
property in lighting for this country. The
whole of this story is an arrant
humbug. If Hartford paper, copied from a morning conthe Journal does not
wish to lend itself as an
instrument of imposition
temporary in this city, the followingparagraph:
upon the benevolent
A coal dealer estimates that the present
public, it will hasten to correct the story. Mr.
Ambler is a resident of this
mild weather saves the city 1400 tons of coal
and being
city,
acquainted with him we cannot believe for one ! per day, which at $15 per ton, amounts to
Uat he
ku0BrinS to this rascally $21,000.
He owns real estate in this
Allowing our city to contain a population of
citv
oty which ?aI“eis taxed
$39,91.—IBiddeford Jour- 30,000, the above estimate of a coal deal______
would give to each man, woman and
er
well

son

with those of the “Annual
contains an immense amount
of valuable matter. Mr. Cheney is the
Agent
of the Publishers for this city.

Portland;

the defeat of his Democrat friends, then of
he will not expect them to be particularly enthusiastic in his defence, though it will

right. But we deny the alleged position of the
President towards the Democrats.” Mr. John-

volume, uniform
Cyclopaedia,” and

lection of similar

unscrupulous copperheads

course

not

sheets, has been issued, and is now being delivered to subscribers. It makes a handsome

Of

most

THE

FIFTV

DIVISION,

w win celebrate their
Eighteenth AuDivision
uWermry by Pbohekade Ojkckbt, at

DEPARTURE OF OCEAN STEAMERS.

Wholesale and.

such taunts

PORTLAND

PICTOU NS. Brig Rosetta—447 tons coal, to Casco
Iron Works.
HILLSBORO NB. Sch Debonaire—161 tons coal.
Kerosene Cil Co.

LIFE I

For sale at

tyrs”
way trains, and to destroy a whole city by fire,
were executed, and of “murder” when the as-

Grand Promenade Concert S

IMPORTS.

BEAUTIFYING,

DRESSING

Tickets 20 Cents*
or at tLe door.

he had of tho (Joinniiiiae
uu—o2t*

«ov

Joseph
aged

-AND-

PRICE

Ta
io

Preparation

RESTORING,

aud the assassins of Mr. LinThose who talked of “heroes” and “marwhen persona who plotted to upset rail-

Puir Table, Refrrabmeata, Ac.
The proceed* to be appropriated toward* rebuilding Uie M. K. Church In Saeearappu Village.

OK

-FOB-

Kennedy, Wertz,

bis Old Stand above the Pott
Nov. IS—BNd4w*

alive to a plaoe in Ids confidence.
Wo thiuk
the senate would laugh too when it confirmed
such a nomination.
E,#“The Saco Democrat, referring to the report that President Johnson was jubilant over
the election returns front New Jersey, soys,
“If Mr. Johnson is particularly pleaded with

opportunity of presenting his view of the case.
The external appearance of the volume is
much in the style of a Congressional docu-

practical value.

A Magical

$2. Rubber Dancing Dolls 25 cts. All kinds of goods
going cheap for 30 days. Give DRESSER, a call at

AND SELECTED

Si3t“Tbe Saoo Democrat flatters itself that
Tom B. Florence, editor of the Constitutional
Union at Washington, is to be called into the
cabinet, at the head of the Navy Department.
We should laugh to 3ee the President appoint-

tion.

a

:

ORIGINAL

great eagerness. It is simply Mr. Buchanan’s
presentation of the events of his administra-

fall of

or

several of his ribs and the
“breast bone.”
He wus severely

HAIR

SEELE’S

thau those who fbnud so much fault witb the
American courts-martial which hanged Beal,

able State

Lecturer, to rouse the people
Temjierance cause.
Monday afternoon, Mr. Jefferson
Wiggins, who has a blacksmith shop at Mtme’s
Mills, while coming down from the upper part
of the building, accidentally stepped from an
an

in behalf of the

Singing, Recitations, Tableaux,

Nov 21, Mrs Fannie E, with of Joseph
E Baker, aged 22 years.
Funeral on Friday afternoon, at 3 o’clock,
trom No 10 Franklin street. Relatives and friends
arc invited to attend.
In this city, Nov 21,
P, only son of Samuel
23 yean 8 months.
M and Sarah Senior by,
%3f‘ Funeral uu Friday afternoon, at 2 o’clock,
from his father’s residence, No 8 Mayo street. Relatives and friends are invited to attend.
In this city, Nov 16, of dropsy, Albana Hilton,
aged 42 years 10 months.
In Bath, Nov 20, Mr William J Crawford, aged 57
years 10 months.
In Poland, Nov 18, Mr Aaron Bray, aged 77 years.

Manufactured and sold, Wholesale and Retail, by

dorse the course adopted by the Jamaica courtsmartial, and none will be louder in their praise
of the stern and speedy justice done by them

long

Railroad. tg]

Io this

HORACE II. JOHNSON. No. 80 Middle
St.f I’orlluud. (lip Stairs).
Liberal discount to dealers.
nov21sntf

The Toronto Globe says : “The verdict
of the whole eivilwed world will probably en-

a

Now. 23 and 24, at 7 o’clock,
Consisting of

DIED.

PnwtAWB, November 20th, 1806.
Tins certifies I have
set Johnson’s KepriMluctor
for five weeks only; In that time it has produced for
me a ftill, fine growth of hair, where before 1 was a
JOHN CLAltK, Portland Co.
most bold.

incorporation, for the purpose of constructing a
street railroad iu that city.
It is plain that
Charleston now belongs to the 19th century.

philanthropist of that city.
p>-Chief Justice Chase has had

Thursday and Friday Evenings9

a

Portland, November 18th, 1803.
Six weeks ago, at which time I commenced using
Johnson’s Repruductnr, my hood was entirely bald,
and hail been so thirteen years.
I now, after using
one bottle, have a thick growth of hair all over
my
head, and those who wish can see and learn these facts
at my residence at
Corner, or my
by calling
Libby’s
place of business at Brown's Sugar House, York St.
T. B. THOMPSON.

The Republican insists that milk can be
raised at a profit for six or seven cents a quart.
In Charleston, S. C., a
company has
been formed and is about to apply tor an act of

HALL,

-ON-

In this dty.Nov 21. by Rev Dr Camithers, John P
W ells and Mis Maria L, daughter oi J F Weeks, all
ol Poitlaml.
In this city, Nov 20, by Rev Mr Bray, Edmund D
Field and Miss Cpbelia E Crosaman,* both of Portland.
In Cape Kliza)x>th, Nov 20, by Rev E Robinson,
Joseph li Cushing and Miss Angeline C Doyle, both
of Cape Elisabeth.
In Blddeford, Nov 9, John H Small and Miss Lolana Dill.
In Blddeford, Nov 12, James A Brown and Mkts
Mary E Rogers

The editor of Zion’s
Advocate, of tills city, has
been using Johnson's Hair Reproducer far several
months past, and in that paper of Nov. 8th, 1863, he
speaks of it as follows:
Johnson’s Rep no doctor.—Wo know that It is a
most excellent article to keep Hie land free burn dandruff, add prevent the hair from becoming thin.

tion.

no

W-A.RX^E2ST’S

_MARRIED,

JOHNSON’S REPRODUCTCR!

a school distriot have
of the teacher to come up

shot, will have

Eastern

more evidence in favor of

per cent, higher than in 1863.
With gold at
147, a paper dollar is worth 08 cents, and agricultural products being as abundant
generally
as in 18C0, the appreciation in
prices should be
only 31 per cent, from the prices of that year.
The additional 68 per cent, which we
pay is
illegitimate for the most part, aud sheer extor-

was

ment at

*“■*

fct Mortgage Bonds
!!!t?!!*"**"***
Rutland Second .Mortgage Sevens... 3?
Ogdensburg Second Mortgage Ronds..
Pepperell M an u tincturing Company_.
^
Vermont Central First Mortgage Bonds_
7yi
Portland, Saco aud Portsmouth Railroad95!

time.
Nov 22—sxd2t

£i yi'he Springfield Republican says a carefully prepared statement of the prices of thirty
four of the most common and indispensable articles of housekeeping shows that they are now
double in price wliat they were in 1860, and 75

sassin Booth

•Jo

iiuhini

Young Ladiesconnec ed with tho Methodist
in Saccarappa, will give an
entertain,

THE
Society

iw>».

the usual

to the scratch ?

coln.

Juvenile Oit cle & Fair

Rutland

MB. A. J. LOCKE,
RESPECTFULLY announces to bis pupils far
Thursday Evening School, that they wm meet at
MECHANICS' HALL Instead of Lancaster Hall, at

ftylf the children of

The Lewiston Journal says the order of
Good Templars in this State are making an
effort to raise a fund, for the purjfose of employ-

Buchanan’s Administration on xre
Eve on Kiidell.'on. One volume, large ootavj, pp. 800. New York: a). Appleton and

suggestive

THIS Bank will Issue Certificates of Deposit, payon demand, bearing Interest at favorable rates.
\V. E. GUVLD, Cashier.
Portland, Nov. 13, lgGB.-dtfSX

able

Smuggling on the Canada line is brisk.
$5,000 a day is paid out for goods
purchased on the other side of the river.
duty

Advertisements.
saccarappa

L-4£Ofei

INTEREST tow BBPOIITS.

In Detroit

it the

New

•••

t?”Ex-G ov. Hahn of Louisiana, says though
slavery does not exist iu name, in that State,
it exists in fact and in a worse form than ever.

itch, is

Btcck U,t.
SAtE8 ** TBB Bbokebs Board, Sbt 22.

**

..

■1

The First National Bank w.s*rJ2tiS?kii'iai si.}£
umudstate*7T.toth.L’Uan;‘uiHerii.;:I?
OF PORTLAND.

units and to enable them to sport patent leathFor this expression he has been called to
ers.
account by the President of the Association—
one Mr. Killian—and a retraction demanded.
Mr. Raymond refuses to retract, and fu ther ha
refuses to parley with the blackguard. He has
evidently hit the nail on the head, and hence
the offence.

the

wj'

andupwards.

Ms

ment.

SPECIAL NOTICES.
■

gated swindle, practiced upon the Ignorant,by
which money is obtained to keep the leaders in

individuals only return on income of $1,000
and upwards, six of the number being $3,000

oyster-shop for mermaids

For sale by Bailey and
Davis Brothers.

of her life she knit and footed several pairs of
stockings. She retained her mental faculties
to the last.
t3f“Tlie Calais Advertiser has published a
list of the Incomes in that city.
Hon. F. A.
Pike leads off, with an income of $3,232.
Six-

U“A vein of excellent, lithographic stone,
said to equal that found in Bavaria, has Just
been diacovered in St Louis county, Missouri.
tyjtr. Raymond of the X. Y.5 Times haa
denounced the Fenian aaovement ai an unnait*

teen

which forms the illustration of a line in the
“Ballad of the Oysterman,”
down

each.

fireside.

_

“And

!S3f“The Machias Union heart that one gentleman at East Machias returns an income of
$14,000, and that two at Machias return $10,0C0
fcy The Rockland Free Press records the
death of Mrs. Catherine Cunningham of Wald-

panionship of the study and the
For sale by Davis Brothers.

ty Cents.

women.

proposition fbr

cauld hardly foil to possess much interest even were it less pleasantly and genially
written than it is.
,,
The collection of letters comprised in these
volumes is large, but will repay perusal. They
arc fun of the praotioal suggestions of a deep
experience, while at the same time they evince
a delicacy of feeling and a tenderness of
thought
which go far to explain the charm of that in-

for the

suspended,

83r When “That Comical Brown” was holding forth at Deering Hall the other night, he referred to the progress of our nation during the

forts were directed rather toward influencing
the common mind by practical lessons and personal devotion, thau to those subtleties of spec-

ton: Ticknor and Fields.

were

113 were expeUed, aud 17 died. Whole number in the State G311; members in the army
and navy 330.

England owes much to his labors and teachings,
all the njn| perhaps, from the fact that his ef-

Companion Poets

O’Leary,

witness againtt the Messrs. Blossom,
wa#kil ed aoeiddutally on BstUrday.
61f~We are in receipt of the

principal

It lias been the aim of the writers to
present
the facts here
such a connection
with reference to principles of science and

*

Is the World

were

the establishment of a steamboat line between
that city and Boston.

types

easily

Among the visitors
Ex-Gov.
Washburn, Hon. X. G.

Hitohborn, and Hon. A. D. Manson.
UP- A movement is on foot in Bath to secure

humanity
Swindling Gift Enterprise Broken Up.—The Albany Journal of Monday
gives the particulars of the breaking up of a
fraudulent gilt enterprise in that city, on SatA

days since we published an item,
found floating about loorely, that the New
York Tribune, on the 1st inst., divided
among
its stockholders $50,000 os the profits of four
months business. Since that item was published we have received a private note from one
of the proprietors of that paper, and though
not intended in any way for the public eye,
we think we shall betray no confidence in
saying that while the item referred to was strictas
believed,
already stated, that no inconsiderly correct, it did not tell one half of the
able portion oftlie colored population
will, un- truth. In
der the s(tmulu3 ot wages and the usual influApril last a dividend was paid to
the stockholders of
ences of increased educational facilities, ulti$26,000; in July another
mately produce as much on the average as dividend was declared and paid of
$50,000,
white pepulation In any part of the
country. and then in November still another dividend
To secure such results, the efforts of
every was made
of $50,000 more, making $125,000
intelligent citizen may well be directed.
The principles of Christianity, of political divided in ten months. Mr. Greeley, with all
economy, and indeed of self interest, alike de- the sarcasms uttered at his
expense, was never
mand that the wisdom of the
statesman, the
enlightened moralist and Christian, should more popular than now with the readers of
combine to improve and advance the
great the Tribune, and the business affairs of that
interests oftlie masses ot the
who less
people,
paper were never under better management.
favored of Providence are unable to devise the
wisest measures for themselves. It Is
one of
the great laws of the
Creator, that the stroDg
are bound to provide for the
weak. “Bear ye

Btoent Publications,

tie Verds Oct M, Assyria Delano, trom

SPOKEN.
Sept 15, lat 20 S, km 65, tddp Mem non. Freeman,
from Muiulg for New York.
Nov 6, off Groat Ormsbefd, whip Squando, Jordan,
xrom Liverpool lor New York,

varictl1-of
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Heltools,Cboirs

the publisher*

New Carmina .Wo, by Dr. Lowell
JnWfee by William KBradbury,

Tbo
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Btoadway, New York.

Thursday Morning,
PORTLAND

The Kindergarten Bohool.
We have been pleased to learn that a Kindergarten school is about to be opened In
Portland. These schools have been tried with
great success in all of the large towns and cities in New England,-and are fast superseding

November 23, 1865.
VICiyiTY.

AXI)

EV Jilvertilera will benefit tiwmaeleea,««
accommodate U8, by tending in their odvertlsemeMt
at an early hour ui the day.

old-fashioned infant school.
In the old system of teaching the effrct
seems to have been
by a wearisome routine of

the

New Advertisements To-Vay*
NEW ADVERTISEMENT COLUMNGrand Fancy Bull—Thanksgiving EveningGrand Promenade Concert—City J‘ai‘*
Fenian Assemblies—Lancaster Jiau.
Christmas Presents—W. D.
ra
Saccarappa Juvenile Circle and

dull, uninteresting, abstract facts, to crush out
of the child all interest in his studies, by close
confinement to his seat, to cramp his physical
nature, and to reduce the child from the glad,
joyous being be naturally is, full of eager interest in all created things, to a dull automaton, able to think only in a specific way. Every one has noticed the operation of the process and the gradual dwarfing of the great,

Dug Lost—Boss Bros. Wllmot Si.
c
Machine Stiiching—32
Check Lost—W. W\
Probate Notice—B. Potter.

An Interesting Oocaaion.
Mr. Editor:—On the evening of

Tuesday,

21st inst., our venerable fellow citizen Josiiua
F. Weeks, Esq., and his estimable lady, celebrated their Golden Wedding at their resi-

dence, (built in

beautiful and wide-awake child of nature into
the old, stinted forms, Hut thanks to the spir-

1785)

whore he was horn, and
of their wedded life
has been spent. All the
pleasing incidents of
congratulatory communications, gifts and
other friendly tokens were
liberally contributed to this rare
consummation, which was
made doubly interesting by the
marriage at
the same time of the youngest
of
where the half

it of progress, the Kindergarten lias
ed a different order of things.

century

fies

family.

All the children living

present with
one exception,
together with their companions, and nineteen grandchildren.
Among the crowd of friends present were
Samuel Chase, Esq., once a partner of Mr.
Weeks in business, and Win. Smith, Esq., who
were both present at the original wedding fifty years ago. There were also present Mr. N.
I. Mitchell, brother of Mrs. Weeks, and Miss
Eunice Weeks, (now 78 years of age,) sister of
J. F., both of whom were of the original wedwore

Come gather round us, friends we love,
With greetings and with cheer;
The slanting rAys our path above,

This case was

near.

sped,
tread,

sented to deliver a lecture in the Independent
Course tnis winter. He is a splendid speaker,

splendid fighter, as his recent great
and triumphant campaign in New Jersey

Tao tender sod hath lifted, oft,
Our loved ones to embrace;

The time will soon be announced. In the meantime, let those who
have thus far neglected to secure season tickets obtain them at once.

bears witness.

have walked 6’erlialliwdd ground,

Through swiitly vaiying vc»ip;

Have knelt upon the sacred mound
With sadness and with tears.

Still, hand in hand, and, side hy side,
We cull the aulunm dowers,
Till, led 'ey Christ, our Friend and Uuldr,
Wo dwell in Heavenly bowers.

Obsequies.—The funeral services

the
remains of the late Hon. James C. Churchill)
will take

Come round us, children of our Wve;
With sweet-toned words of cheer—
The slanting rays, our )>ath above,
Proclaim the sunset near.

Church,

admirably made, and carried out with
perfect success, constituting au entertaiument
extremely gratifying to those in attendance,
were

adopting such arrangements as may be deemed
necessary, in relation to attending the fUneral,
and showing their regard for a past Mayor of

years of the elder couple, and. a joyous, happy and useful future to the yenwger,
who under so favorable auspices have iust
commenced their wedded life.
B.

the
“

Tigek.”—A min residing
within two hours ride ot'
Bangor, applied to

readers to obtain

Traveller.]

Periodicals.—Godey’s Lady’s Book, and
Peterson’s Ladies’ International Magazine for
December have been received at the bookstores
of Messrs. Bailey & Noyes, Davis Brothers
and Short & Loring, Exchange Street. Both
of these are finely illustrated and contain the
usual amount of excellent reading matter.
The December number of the Atlantic

Monthly—closing

the ltilh

volume—may be
places. Also,

found at the above mentioned

Young Folks,” which has obtained such
popularity that upwards of 50,000 copies are
now circulated monthly.
“Our

the

at the game of faro. He stated that
lie had also lost $250 besides, but that he did not

ple street,

any thing about, as it belonged to him,
hut the watch belonged to another person.
The Marshal went to the place, found It closed
care

satisfied that the game was
Alter threatening to bursj open the

aud daik, hut

percent, of the whole for collection. The claims
placed in his hands, appeared to be genuine,
hut lie being an honest man, consulted the ac-

gan, Indiana, Illinois, Kentucky, Iowa,
consin, and at most of the County and Institute Fail’s throughout the country.
Mr. GeoHi. Hood, 97 Water Street, Boston is the selling agent.
[We have used one of these wringers in our
family the Jast year, and find it an article of

Backing

the City Marshall last Monday evening for the
purpose of recovering a gold watch that he
had lost at a gambling establishment on Tem-

soldiers’ pay and bounty, to the amount of half
a million of dollars, and to allow the agent fifty

Wis-

city.
-----—5-!-

Fbacd PBEVENTED.-Hon. Ezra B. French,
of Dainariscotta, lias the credit, aided by an
honest claim agent, Of frust rating tlic designs
of a villainous clerk aud his accomplice, to
perpetrate a vast fraud upon (Jie Government.
They offered to film ish the agent with valid
claims against the United States for arrears of

The Best Whinoeh.—We learn that the
Wringer with cog wheels,
lias again been awarded the First Premium
over all others as the “be3t Family Wringei” at
the great Fair recently held in Boston hy the
Massachusetts Charitable Medranies’ Association, aud at the American institute in New
York City.
Also in the Slate Fairs of New
York, Vermont, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michi-

at the Pearl Street Universalist

at 2 o’clock P. M.

that purpose.
The City Council will hold a special meeting
at 11 o’clock this morning, for the purpose of

ing

Universal Clothes

|

was

going on.
door, the inmates appeared, and, after
parleying, handed over the watch to the
shal, who restored it to its owner.
CUtoSMart &
ing the finest

Co., 75 Middle street,
display

are

some

Mar-

mak

of

fancy goods ever
opened in this market. The most elegant and
costly French brushes aud combs, Paris soaps,
toilet sets, delicious perfumes of every description, handkerchief and glove boxes of the
most beautiful patterns, portmonnaies that

Temperance Convention.—Wo desire to
call attention to the Convention of the Cumberland County Association, to he held in
Pownal this afternoon and
evening. The
champion, Gen. Dow, and the veteran Walton,
are expected to head the list of speakers a
full supply of which arc promised. The brethren in Pownal expect a good attendance, and
the entertainment will he mast cordial. Let
them not be disappointed, and let this be an
occasion of good omen to the cause.
Portland and Machias Steamer.—A
spirited public meeting to aid the establishment of steam communication with Portland

held at Machias on Saturday last numerously attended by business men. $8,000 were
pledged to the stock, and assurance wore given
that $10,000 could be raised in the towns on
Machias Kiver. Clierryiield is to have a similar meeting, and from $1,000 to $7,000 is
promised from that region.
was

Stock

Sales.—e.

M. Patten sold the following stocks at auction yesterday t
20 shares Portland Gas

Light Co., 521-2;
value, $30.
$8,000 Bangor City Bonds, interest added,

par

89 3-4.

$2,000 City

of

Augusta Bonds, interest add-

ed 90.

At private sale, 10 shares of Portland Gas
Bight Company’s stock, 54,

mitted on American shipping, by this English
built and English recognized cruiser.
Mr. Powell, State agent tor North Carolina,
will leave Washington for Raleigh to-morrow,
taking an important communication from the
Secretary of state to Gov. Holden.
The evidence for the defence in the case of
Com. Craven, closed to-day with the testimony
of Com. Bailey, who testified to the efficiency
and bravery ot the accused.
The counsel for Com. Craven will present a
written defence on Saturday.
The U. S. consul at Barcelona informs the
State department the cholera there has entirely

disappeared.

almost as much money as could be put
into them, and such an assortment of toys
and knick-nacks as could be found in but few
places even in New York and Boston. This
is the place to procure presents lor the holiJ ’; .J
c!
days.
■

The afflicted will find in Dr. Bat corn's
Cough and Croup Syrup an excellent remedy,
It will give relief in most cases. It has the
merit of being no humbug, so all acknowledge
who have tried it. Being a stranger to the
doctor, in justice to him I say, the public are
greatly indebted to him for a remedy for diseases of the lungs. I will not say it will cure
in all cases, but will come nearer to it than
Expedience.
any other remedy.

A Tender Tete-a-Tkte loses half its
charms, If the sweet words of either party are
not mated with a fragrant breath.
Sozodont
is the only article that will assure this desideratum by keeping the teeth speckless, the gums

healthy, the whole mouth pure and undefiled.
It literally embalms the dental substance, preserving it from decay, through life. Use it
daily. Will find it a pleasure.
nov

21 t r & e

Clay had an interview with
the President to-day in relation to the release

of her husband.
Miss Mallory, daughter of Ex-Senator Mallory, was also among the visitors.
Martin J. Crawford, of Georgia, and Thomas
L. Clingraan, who were prominent in the late
rebellion, were this afternoon in waiting at
the Executive mansion to see Die President.
Humphrey Marshall was at the Attorney
General’s office to-day looking after a pardon.
-i'roin Mississippi.

Jackson, Miss., Nov. 21.
certain civil rights upon
Freedmen, passed the House to-day, with the
substitute for the fourth section, by which a
Freedman is allowed to testify and bo a witness when a party to the record, but not in
cases exclusively between white men.
The
A bill

conferring

vote was 5(1 to 80.

Various Items.

New Yokk, Nov. 22.
The World’s dispatch says that Geii. Sickles
has assumed command of Charleston, Gen.
Gilmore being ordered to report to the Chief
of Engineers.
The treatment of the Mexican question in

the forthcoming presidential message will be
based upon information furnished by a prominent member of General Sheridan’s staff.
Gen. Howard, after his trip and conferences
with leading military men and civilians, white
and black, when South, entertains the strongest idea of the usefulness of the Freedmews
Bureau, and the necessity for its continuance.
Gen. Sheridan is at San Antonio Texas.
President Johnson has rescinded the order
of Gen. Thomas, elating the Episcopal church-

of Alabama.
Th» Tribune's dispatch says the government
has received
dispatches from CaJlao, of October the 28th, which state that the revolutionists have ahanded their camp in Pisco, and
advanced to the valley of Lorini, on the way
to Lima, with about 10,000 men.
President
Peget has marched out of Lima at the head of
the government forces to meet them, and rumors prevailed of skirmishing at Lorini.
It is
generally believed that the revolutionists will
es

be the

victors, in which event it is thought
Peru wifi unite with Chili against Spain.
Various Items.

hambra, from Charleston,

and

the

Prick

of

Coax.—It

glance at our telegraphic
monthly sale of coal by
auction in New York yesterday, there was an
average reduction of nearly two dollars per ton
from the price obtained a month ago. Lot it
a

that at the

be remembered that the ton sold at these auctions consists of 2240 pouuds.

CnuisTMAfi Gifts.—W. D. Robinson, No.
Exchange Sh eet, lias received a splendid
lot ©r articles suitable ibr Christmas and New
Year’s gifts, which he will dispose of at the
Just give
lowest prices, wholesale or retail.
him a call and see what an assortment he has
got.
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Machine Stitching.—A widow lady, residing at 32 Wilrnot street, who has had seven
years experience
rnnning a sewing machine,
is desirous of more work.
Ladies having
wo,k to be done will please
call as above.
TnE Members of the
of

Portland,

Masonic Fraternity

are

requested to meet at Masonic
Hall this afternoon at one o’clock, for the
purpose of attending the funeral of the late
James C. Churchill.

Steamboat Notice.—On account of the
storm, the steamer New Brunswick will leave
Portland Friday at 5 P. M., instead of Thursday.
_C. C. Eaton.
Persons interested in the Fenian Assemblies, will see by the advertisement, that the
Ball is to bn on Tuesday evening next, instead
of

are

Gens. Gilmore

Buggies.

Thanksgiving evening.

M. L.

PREPARE for THANKSGIVING!

of fraudulent

Claim

Conspirators.
Washington, Nov. 22.
Win. Rab?, a claim agent, Barthold Dlessen, late clerk in the 2d Auditor’s office, and
Ilarmou Gossinan, wlio were confederated for
the purpose of defrauding the government by
the abstraction or papers, in the cases of deceased and discharged soldiers, have been committed lor trial, in default of the aggregate of
$85,000 hail for their appearance. The Second
Auditor testified that had the abstraction of
the papers not been discovered for a few
montlis, a million of dollars might have been
thus fraudulently collected from the Government. The parties involved in the fraudulent
transactions have marie written confessions of
their guilt.

James

Jackson,

General Canby has issued an order, restoring the Methodist Episcopal Church of this
city to the Methodist Church.
The Methodist Conference of Mississippi,
has just adjouoned.
It adopted resolutions
providing for the education of the Freedmen
and their wives and children.
Steamer Mercedita arrived at Mobile, yesterday, and brought in Captain Hartwood and
part of the crew of the ship Hairy of the
West, from New Orleans, for Liverpool, which
was burnt 100 miles from the South West Pass,
with 3:34u hales cotton. Origin of the lire unknown.
Balance of the crew were taken off
by ship Ella, bound to Liverpool.
Stonewall.

Hebei Ham

New York, Nov. 22.
The Commercial’3 Washington dispatch,
says, the rebel ram Stonewall was forced by
the gale to put into Beaufort hatbor, Sunday,
Markets.
New York, Nov. 22.

Few York

Cotton-steady and unchanged: sales 2800 bates
Middling Uplands at 52® 53c.
Flour—State and Westerns® 10c higher; sales

9500 bbls. State at 7 75 ® * 59.
Round Hoop Ohio
8 90 @ 1180.
Western 7 78 ® 8 65.
Southern, sales
1500 bblb. at 9 25 @ 16 00.
Canada, sales 400 bblB.
at 8 10 @ 11 85.
Wheat—dull; sales 59,000 bushels Milwaukee Club
at 175 ® 1 81.
Corn—tlrmor; sales 96,000 bushels Mixed Western
at 96 ® 97c.

Bool—dull.

Fork —lower;

sales 7100 bbls.

Lard—lower; sales 900 bbls. at 23? w 28?e.
Whiskey—lower; sales 175 bbls. Western at 2

36

2 40.

Sugars-quiet: Bales

14Ac.

Havana. i20d

57

boxes

Nov. 22.

Milwaukee Markets,

Cincinnati, Nov.

22.
Mess

Erie.
91J
Reading.114*
Michigan Central.115
Michigan Southern
772
....

..

...

1

■

■

i.

Political.—Hon. J. S. Morrill, member of
the National House of Representatives from
Vermont, is said to be a prominent candidate
for the vacancy in the Senate occasioned by
Judge Collamcr’s death.
It is reported that Mr. Colfax has assurances
from Gen. Banks, as well as from Mr.
Raymond, that the former will not be opposed In
the

Republican

caucus

for the

Speakership.
Official returns from thirty-two counties in
Wisconsin give 5810 majority for Gen. Fairchild (Republican) for Governor, and 6659
majority against extension of suffrage. The
twenty-six counties to be heal'd from will increase both majorities.
Caution to Discharged Soldiers.—A
Vermont contemporary says the country is at
present flooded with circulars of bogus claim
agents located at Washington, who promise an
additional bounty to all men enlisted in 1861
and 1862.
The way they swindle Is to write

discharges, for the purpose of
getting them their bounties. Such parties as
are inveigled into transmitting them, in due
time receive a circular stating that their claim
is allowed, and tlie soldier may have his extra
bounty, by remitting the stipulated fee—$25;
this will he the last of the game.
All soldiers
should hear in mind that the government has

already paid all

tin

bounty

authorized

/bbibi

bTi

LARGE

jif’.iiiiiib

STOCK!

Miscellaneous Dispatches.

Philadelphia, Nov. 22.
The IT. S. supply steamer Memphis has arrived here from New York.
Syracuse, N. Y.x Nov. 22.
The canal commissioners have resolved to
close the canals of this State on Dec. 12.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., Nov. 22.
Wm. Nelson, who was to have been executed at Kingston to-morrow for the murder of
Mis. Rockwell, has received a respite from the
Governor until the 10th of Dec.

-AT—

BABB’S,

New York, Nov. 22.
At the sales ol 25,000 tons Scranton coal,
to-day, the following prices were obtained
showing a decline of from one to two dollars

per ton
2500 tons Cliesnut coal at §8,87 1-2 a 9,87
1-2; 4500 tons stove coal at $10.02 1-2 a 10.75;
3500 tons Egg coal at $9.37 1-2 a 9.75; '4500
tons grate coal at $8.62 1-2 a 8.871-2; 4500
tons steamer coal at $9i00a 9.50; 6000 tons
Liverpool coal at $8.87 1-2 a 9.87 1-2.
Fenian

Ball Boom Demonstration.

Buffalo. N. Y., Nov. 22.
The Fenian Sisterhood gave a grand Ball in
this city last evening, which was
largely attended. The green flag of Erin and the Stars
and Stripes were freely displayed in a!l parts
of the ball-room. A splendid Irish flag was
displayed over the English flag, with theBritisb cross turned downwards, the red of the
flag concealed. On this was the following
motto, “The Red Cross of England shall fall
beneath the Eagle and the Harp.”
Georgia Election,
New York, Not. 22.
The Savannah Herald of the 16th states that
the elections held on the 15th was the most
orderly ever held in the State. Savannah
polled nearly 900 votes for Jenkins for Governor, and 800 for Cohen for Congress. Hopkins
for Congress received 13 votes.
The Herald says full returns from the State
are not expected under a week, owing to deficient rail facilities.

aro now

we

French
Baris

ever

Merinos,

Poplins,

New York. Nov. 22.
The Poet’s special Washington despatch,
a
large Government sale of
says there was
beef awl cotton at Alexandria ton lav.
been appointed Consul at
has
Gabriel Fleur

Marseilles.

The President i3 engaged upon his message,
and receives but few visitors.
From Fortreo* Monroe•

Fortress Monroe, Nov. 22.
The steamer Gulf
Stream, 11 days from Mobile, with cotton for New York, has arrived
here short of coal,

Black Silks,

Cashmere Shawls,

Empress Cloths,
All Wool Delaines,
Plaid Poplins,
Black and Colored Alpaccas,

Saxony Plaids,

Gray Linseys,

Mourning

Dress Goods,
Polka Spotted Thibets, Ac.

Remember!
from tho

Ladies Skirt for
“
“
“
A Better

1.25

A

1.50

“

,

f

and Plaid

ALSO,

French, Toilet and American Quills!
Russia and American CRASH; Table DAMASK;
NAPKINS; TOWELS; DIAPER; OOLOBED DAMASK; PIANO COVERS;
WHITE LINENS; tO-4
LINEN SHEETINGS;

Dummies and

A

BIG

cau

not be

JDBIVE!

The

40 cents per

Flannels,
Fine English

Flannels!

Flannel.,

White Cotton and Wool Flannel*,
3-4 White

Flannel*,

Heavy White Twilled Flannel.,
Shaker

Flaunel*,

Red Flannel*,

Superior Gray Flannel*,
Yellow Flannels,

Bleached &

Unbleached

Cotton Flannel*.

ALSO,

Uleadfed and Unbleached Cottons!
SHIRTINGS,
TICKINGS,

HEAVY"

WHITE CAMBRICS,
SWISS MUSLINS,
CHECK CAMBRICS,
WHITE MARS AILLES,
CASHMERE BORDERING
LINEN HDKFS.
A. heretofore our customers will find our prices at
the lowest market rates, aud as a rule less than
We aim at making it pay our
many other stores.
frtends to extend to us their patronage.

C.

K.

pair.

opening

The

days.

at

Thibets,

on

Dress

One Price

as

GLOVES.
•i

of

If

November

Av\ms\v,
\»
ONE PRICE
\

>,

N'ovamW 21,lsoc.

——

2wed

LICENSED

t

AT

For

DEPOT

Corner

$11.00.

I

-AT-

t

BRIDSTON. MAINE.

WINTER TERM of this Institution will
commence Tuesday, Dec* 5th, and continue
eleven weeks.
C. E. HILTON, A. M., Principal.
Thomas H. Mead, Secretary.
eod&wSw
November 22,18G5.

THE

Philadelphia
Lin*.

antjed:
in

OIL;

-OR-

BURNING FLUID.
This Is the best and most carefully prepared article in the market; non-explosive brilliant in flame,
free from coloring matter, and from smoke an t smell
and in on unusual degree. Burns with or without

Chimneys.

Grocew and country merchants disposed to push
the thing, may make very liberal arrangements. Alio for the sale of the Safety Lamp and Burner.

JAMES LOCKETT,
No, 29 Doaue Street,
Boston.

Trees!

ntfc J. W. ADAMS, at his Nursery at MorqjSbtrill’s Corner, offers a tew extra sized Pear Trees
ZEwitli fHiit buds of Bartlett, Flemish Beauty,
Louise Bonne, &c. $3 to #5 each.
Equally good Dwarf and Standard Pears,of smaller
*De, at Wc to $1 each.
EX, LARGE GRAPE VINES, to be rePrioe according to
moved from land already sold.
oct21oocUw5w
quality.

PORTLAND CUT LAUNDRY,
No.

36

Hanover

j

WASHED and CLEANSED

GENTS’ LINEN
Albums, Engravings, Crayons,

FANCY ARTICLES, for sale at
A. M. Me KENNEY’S,
Oct 3—cod&eowSm
281 Congress St.

Copying Pictures
done at A. M. McKENNEY’8, 281
Congress St., bv a new method, In a superior
call
and
manner;
try It,
oct3ood*eow3m

the United

State* lloirl,

tho worst tonus of disease in perBoiiH vtUu have

4 uul oUu'X
in

patients

snort

so

a

IgTOlmciil
time that

asked. <lo they stay cured?

be

CORSETS!

will say liu-L all that do

111 vain, and
curing
the question is often

answer this question
not si ay cured, we will

To

doctor the second time wit limit charge*
l>r. D. h&3 been a practical Electrician fbr tweiyt j»ene years, and in a!^ a n^nlar graduated physician.
Electricity if perfectly a--upted to chronic diseune* in
the. limu l»f nervwtw or sick headache; neuimgia m
the head, neck, or extremities; dnhsnmptlon when
In the acute stages or wfiere the lungs are not fully
involved; acute or chronic rheum*titm, scruiiula. lup
Jisoascs, white aweding*. spinal diseases, curvature
+f the spine, contracted musclert, distorted limbs,
palfn*^vr parnlvsis, Rf. Vitas* Dance, deafness, stnm■toiing or hooiuuwy ot speech. dyq»epHia, iudigur<i ,u, coustipAJiaii and liver emu plaint, piles—we tine
every case that can be prerented: asthma,bronelristrictures of the chest, and all forms of female
omptoints.

\

*toek

i

STUEET,

JKTHKhElie would rospeidtully announce to the
it
citizens qf Portland and vicinity, that he has
Permanently located in this city. During the two
wo have beta In this city, we have cured some
y
et

A Great

of

Jls,

DAY

The Rheumatic, tho gouty, the lame and the lazv
with tho agility ami ehwtirSale I fI |rapofwith joy, and
is
tlie heuted
the frost-

Closing-Out

move

ymifl?;

grtdd
cooled;
uncouth deformiiJcs ro»
moved; iaiutnqsd converted to vigor, weakness to
strength ; the blind tnade to see, the deat to hear ami
the j>ah»led form to move upright; the blemishes ol
ten limbs restored, tho

—OF—

HOOP
AND

SKIRTS,

youth

COST,

CONTINUING FOR TEN DAYS!

\

PRICES ALT. MARKED DOWN

SQUARE.

the

AcoiUENT*

of mature lite
an

Invilfttlon to call,
ting he wouldgive a ^!Ito
i superior ELKctfto MAOxrnr Ma-hineh tor pale
tor femflv mie, with Hr trough li.strn. lions.
Dr. I>. can atoomnmda*« a feW patients with board
apul treatment at hisTSbnso.

YORK

26 MARKET

;

TEETff 1 TEETH! TEETH!
Dr. D. '•UN continues to Extract Teeth by Kt.fciRHHTV Wi^haOV PAlk. l’ersons having dCiiivod
teeth or ttMip* Vfpy wish U> have removed for react-

Skirt and Corset Store!

wtZS £

fell: era: *d

LADIES
Who have cold horn.* and feet; weak stomachs, lame
backs:
ami sick headache: dizzinervous
weak
and
ness ahet swfmmfn^fn tho head. with indigestion and
omist* pation of the bowels; paiu in the side and back;
IjDucorrbuja. (qr whjtoa); Calling of the womb with internal cancers; tumors, nolvpns, and oil that long
train of diseases will frnd tn fciedTiefty a sure means
For paininl menstruation. too profuse
of cure.
menstruation, and oil of those Lmglineol troubles
I1 with young ladies, Electricity lo a certain speclliv,
and wJll, in a short time, restore the sufferer to the
-,'igor of health,

ANDERSON’S,
ME It

me

prexemod; the calamities of old age obviated and
active circulation maintained.

CORSETS i

AT

Ortice hours from xo’clock A. H. to 12 5»-J fTom
tp G P. M., and 7 to D in the c.’oniug.
novltl
Consultation free.

26.

U. S, Marshal’s

equal chance with hie neighbor;
Th® OrJer Box will be
constantly replenished:
thus. If to-day the order fox the
Plano Is sold, another

Notice.

Skirts at lUi5 marked down to 1.00

CjNiTED Stater or America, )
District ol Maine, ss.
)
to Monitions from the Hon. Ashur
the Groat
fil. rnl£Te
ot thfi rui:od States District Court,
“
“
Ware,
Ju.ige
1.45 within an Hur the Dhtriot ol .Maine, I lieroby give
of BURROUGHS * HUD1.75
*“*• ™
nuidle noimc that the following Information* and
«
«
«
at
XC2,
Lib«*ls havo been Mod iu said Court, viz:
m*11 wnl be
promptly
answered. On reAn IntQrmatioii iwninit TWO BAHREIN OP
*Rh stamp fir retiW
on. of
SEW DSULAaD Klr Mt seized by the Collector of
AID OTHERS IN PROPORTION.
segued orders will be selected and forwarded to anv
Internal Revenue I r the tirnt Collection District ot
in said District on the eleventh
poetofflee address plainly, that no
ty X splendid 33 Spring, extra clasp tape skirt, i Ma no, at l*ortland,
day of August last pm»t.
only 1*50 lormer pricef2.25.
Address,
’*
An Ikfafarf&fo hgftinst FIVE BARUFI.S OP
',w“ui
SEW FNOLASO REM, seized by th»* Collector ot
Wrat Crllcctiou District
f
J internal Rcvenue rt»r1n the
i.i m
;
aid District, on the eighth
Maine, at For fund,
PORTLAND, MAINE.
/ day of August last paat.
b®
In the box, thus
giving all a fair chanee at
toobtMu some ofour valuable
articles,
Offered Is on exhibition at
w

Immediately placed
all times

"

"

ldfO

“

1.25

PUtiSUA'XT

f\

k"?1'?".Warehouse

AM,

,iXre,

“¥/£}.

oiL-

ListakT^y

WM. GRACE & CO.

<

CORSETS

CORSETS !

eolcen^’ ** *0T’ 15‘ 1565‘
* Co.’s Order Boa
anTecc?«?ve^atlnSd
W“-,Gr“e
eeraty that It contains
all they have arivcr.
To whom It may

CORSETS1

srwmw
Collector of
by
FOUR CASES UJN,

and

[

presence and

placed in the bos by

oofse]™

seize l

i
%

JOSEPH B.

New Bark EAOLE, J. p.

1.83

«

1.13

“

“

1.30

“

8.00

«

«

1.13

COME AND GET A BARGAIN!

IfTrirtsstte-"’^

THF.

kindergarten?

GOODS

riTTID

KIN1.ERNov. 28th, at the old CUy O ™,22?^ TUESDAY,
^®nt Bulluine> cor'
ner of
and
Un>e
Conpass
*n'r,ltre « «T Congress Sf.

«je

MUST

OTJT

BE

SOLDI;

J

J

Jh> h

/7r\ jf\

-A&l.uL\

Eastport

on

New York Skirt
SO

ifSAK

j

rtr*

in i»

«*“.
Oct

uu a Come I Store,

MABKKT Si jlt.UU'

oard.

G. W. McFADDEN,

ImoEo,

„t ,10 laws

>"
Which siinns,vBculariF»»
"34
and trial
CnltedSlates, as Is nwr l*['
tea. " fi.sjrliiL’
__,1.....

TJhcls 1

.....1

lie decreed
at

“

j tbU

I
**"’

*jp-dlchu

.r,

nuM^i

<

SO,

haw

% St»*lJt«ON.

Noe

twenty-second day of NoQUINT* Y,
Dep. U. S. Marshal,

F. A.

ANDERSON'S

and Lubec.

the Master

fB*\-

'eotb'1^0'

tember,'*.*’•

The Sch’r. CATHARINE WILCOX
leave Men m*n Wharf for Easi port
Lubec. on Thursday, November
23d. Freight taken at low rates.
Apply to J. S. WINSLOW, No. 4
or

i.ucr
ia*r sriiaATHksonkjnfr
the lolan
ir l and fitntiiure, .sized by
on
tka
rf the'District of Mach ias,
» ««
at
dopesbSrouA,
let past,
An JAfornnfioa acaiort
portleiwi
.>1
last
seized bv the Col ten.nr
°‘ °*
Fal^oafh.o.t 0.*
a' l>!nWW "*i''
ol the
a

“

Dated

will
and

Central Wharf,
ROY 22 2t

WAOCEUIU “boll
YuluseuJn,

THE PLACE

AND YOU CAN SAVE MONEY !

StJ

For

3Ut«id

(Eat,

21,1866—dlw*_66 Commercial 8t.

Ag2B&,a5S"»«

«

the

th»

District of Bath. on ilir tblrtlclli day of Angnat last
I |Kist, ftt tlie Forts of tbs Kennebec RlTer, !n said
District.
A I iuti ftsrainst THE 3CTI0DNF.I1 MART EJZ-*
OF
TWSBUKDRKD «;«J TEN BABU1XS
by ibo U>!lsct.ro? ti e District
e*n IV twelfth da) ef
,*• p.irtlaud and
t

Ladies, avail yourselves of the opportunity.

tagsswsa'By Eta's

Nov
N„,„

1

*»

>

HALL,

For Mobile.
A1

»

1.30

«

our

JAidES BAILEY.
P. P. KEBU,

Nov 18—dlw

.88

Corsets at 1.00 marked down to

ssplISlisi

AND
OF

J

an

.tr.^n.'i.th*r-SanoTtm

l-Ofeetrieian

Uy Electricity

and Center Sts.

the*?

"nT DEMING,

W.

T

-AND-

>

will obtain, instead,
engravings worth from
$1,50 to $15.00 or one of the more valuable articles
mentioned above.
Our customers are assured that every article In the
Stock will be felrljr sold on
terms,
yontlsm, and each person purchasing an order will

have

Auctioneers.

novlddtf

Hayn! N£edical

Having determined to reduce the large
Hoop Skirts and Corset* now in store,

«
One,
45*00
One Order for a P.P. Stewart Parlor Cook
Stove, No. 4$, valued at
46.00
One Order for an N- P. Richardson Criterfon
Coo* Stove, valued at :*f
32.00
It will be noticed that every purchaser is sube ol
a picture worth all he
pays, and everywhere considered cheap *t the price* while the mo*e Artunate

St.

ofallklndB
LINEN
without injury to the finest fabrics./ /.

any kind

j

»tV

)

WILL COMMENCE TITIS

Splendid

hr' valuable
how©

THOUSAND

HOOP SKIRTS,

GOVERNMENT.

Flail mf OperaliouH :
We will sell an order upon Wm. Grace & Co., ( he
orders are in sealed envelopes) for One Dollar which
entitles the bearer to one picture, retail price
A large proportion ol envelopes will contain,
instead, an order for one of our engravings, valued
from #1.50 to $15,00. Our Order Box eomauis Five
Thousand scaled orders, each customer selecting lor
himself, and in addition to the above there is
in the box
One Order for a
Piano, valued at
$450,00
One Order for a Wheeler & Wilson’s
Sewing
Machine, full case, valued at
150.00
One Order for a Splendid Solid Oak Chamber
Set, with Bla?k Walnut Mouldings and
Marble Top, all complete, valued at
100 00
One Order for a Painted Chamber Set,complete. 50 oo

t

of

handsome, healthy Apple
ONE
Trees; iUI vh>ic fruitaaui true to their niuuta.
HtNitYhArTilil'1 d 06..

DR.

Teu

le°S’en o^torr*1

Maine,

Lseal Agents far the Sale of
LOCKETTS UNION ILLUMINATING

E,

ones

The Steamers NORMAN, SAXON, and ABIES
form the line, and a steamer leaves each port
every five days.
.alo'J
From Long Whar Boston,....at 12M.
From Pine St. Whart, Philadelphia,.at 10 A.M.
Freight for the West forwarded by the Pennsylvania Railroad, and to Baltimore and Washington by
Canal or Railroad, free of commissions.
For freight, apply to
«. o
SPRAGUE, SOULE <fe CO.,
Nov 22—dlyr
9 T Wbar& Boston.
now

Bear

«...

BUILDING.*

Congress

corner

Aivyl*} tl'mes at Auction.

AT COST.

placed

BRIDG-TON ACADEMY,

Steamship

S.

the

Nearly Oppo-dir

NO LOTTERY!
NO GTJT ENTERPRISE!
NO JEWELRY HUMBUG!

Wednesday

and Saturday afternoons.
Terms, tor Winter Term of eleven weeks,
C' ”• FiLE8’
Nov 21—d2w

V.

on

ITl

1

»

Principal.

will be termed for

BY

situated,

MEDIC. i L EL ECTMCITY

(Entered according to Act of Congress )

Instruction civen in Pencil or Crayon Drawing bv
Miss E. JONES, at $5.86 per term. In OH Palatini
•
at 810,00.

Large

1

NOVELTY SA

HARRIS’,

at

tailing up French, German, or any single
branch taught in the Academy, will find that
they
can make satisiaetory arrangements
bp callin on the

Nov 21—codBw*

«ri\

f

Academy

Every Town and Village

1

on

High ami Si ring
Streets, I if m:my years owned and occupied by.
<do, Hitt<»i » >fc ihi11st mi asm c -»trout fbuy-iwo!
f^ct on High Street ami about ICO feet on Spring St.,
and is one of the most.desirable locations in the city
for a rqrttoriptt *> \
The house may be won an l terms known on application to the auctioneer.

du'

,

..V

GRAND

WINTER TERM BEGINS NOV. 27, 1865.

In

thereon

Wm. Grace & Co.’s

Hat,

and

t

—--_■

...

Dunderburg Hat.

Boston

be

on

■

■

Lapland Hat,

NORTH

soli!at public auction,
the premises,
WlhLTuesday,
November *$th, at 3 o'clock P.M.,

ELDEN & WHITMAN

Committee qf Arrangements:
Rufus D. Bean,
E. A. Sawyer,
F. G. Rich.
Tickets for the Course,
41.00
Evening Tickets,
55
To be had of the Committee and also at Short &
Loring’s, E. C. Andrews, and bailey & Noyes' Book
Stores.
Lectures to commence at 7J o’clock.
«_r a
n
KmipwM r, A„ ro- 1
■

Exchange St.

12

Nov 18—did

MUSIC BY SHAW’S QUARTETTE CLUB.

Esquimeaiix Hat,
Delmonico Hat,
Saratoga Hat,
Dictator Hat,
Rusher Hat,
West End Hat,

dtd

U not proviondy sola at prlvdto safe,

ONLY.

An extra Lecture will be delivered by GEN. CAREY, on Sunday Evening, Dec. 17th, to which portions holding course tickets will be admitted free.

OFFICE.

umlvr-

Valuable 11 Hill Kstr.to at A lotion.

it does

HASTINGS,

CAPS,

<

17,1063.

PATTEN, Auctioneer,

EDW’D

I^ree Street Bloch

GEN. S. F. CAREY, of Ohio, Doc. 14th and 17th.
IlON.S. li. CHASEjOJ Penn.. Dec.ihitb.
HON. SAMTj
or Wisconsin, time to be
announced hereafter.
HON. JUDGE TiiOMAS RUSSELL, Qf Boston,
Mass., Nov. 90th,
HON. S. L. TILLEY, Provincial Sec’y of New Brunswick, time to b© announced hereafter.
HON. JUDGE FRYE, of California, Jan. 25th.
The Course will consist of eight or more
Lectures,
commencing Tfc nrsday Evening, Nt»v. hu.
53T The first Lecture wHl be delivered by Judge
Russell of Boston, Mass.

HARRIS’

No. &

No. 5.

pfaalecs, south-side of

tha

—Also—
The buildings t hereua,.uuusistiug of a two storied
brick dwelling. No. 202, on Cumberland Street, cvntabling thirteen finished room*. Two storied wooden dwelling tuljoining the same, oonta nhig eleven
hid be l rooms.
Also double wooden two storied
dwelling iu the rear, with ei&ht finished rooms each,
well arranged for two 6t (bur families.
Earfa dwelling I* well supplied with water flora a
never lolling spring iu the. cellar f the double house,
which is conveyed by pipes to tho other bousaa, togei her with a plenty oj oisteru water.
Full parttenlars in
regard to this property and
terms or sale, raft.' he hw«tAidtttotrt otfioe.

HOSIERY,

country, many of whom
never had the pleasure

of hearing.

on

l;ind wtst of Uteeu Stuart, \\ie valuable propert y l»elongiug to the estate of (Cyrus Cummings, consisting
of a. lot ol* land with a front, on Cumberland Street of
about 60 feet by about 1«1 in depth, and on the rear
line extending to Green Street, about 160 lcet.

A

EVENINGS•

e

of the best talent in the
the citizens oi Portland have

some

FITZGERALD & HODS DON.

ONo’clock,

/

.It

WLite Goods,

During the coming winter. It is with no email deof pride that the Committee invite attention to

We keep tho bosk line of Ladies DRESS BUTTONS in Portland, and our place of business is
No. IMS 430 Middle St.. Portland, Me.

Keal Esfcuto on Comber land Street
At Auction.
MONDAY. 27th November, at half past twelve

;

JICTURESr

THURSDAY

1'A'ftEX, Auclioueer,
InelauKo Street.

M.

12

Pn/usm

Seefollowing eminent orators, comprising

Keep the
we sell tor

Remember,

Drowing

Mattresses. Carpets, CrockLocker*,
A complete set ol CimndRlier*
and Brockets, together with a variety of Dry Goods,
Crocji-ics, SLmus, Ac.
Als•», at 11 o’clock, one Eecond-hand TIANO, twenty barrels APPLES, choice fruit,
no via dtd

ery and Glow* AViiro.

EDAVAftb

CITY HALL,

Remember,

A class in

Furniture, Beds, Cur pets &eM at
Aiuslioa,
NovumUr i&lli. at 10 A. M., Tables,
Saturday,
ONChairs,
Lounges, Scfts, Bedsteads, Bureaus,
Feather tteds.

FLANNELS,

Would respectfully announce to the citizens of Portland that they have mode all necessary arrangements for a Course of FIRST CLASS Temperanee
Lectures, to take place at the

ON

Portland.

Goods,

DOMESTICS.

Aroana Lodge, IVo.

Remember!

In BLACK, WINE and GUAY,
Opposite the Post Office.
November 18,1866.

O^JIPRV

Poplins,

Wednesday

undersigned Committee in behalf

The

on

nuh.0., ilhuikuij;, Jtubi* Hluinlu, &e„ &t
CAtfflt i Co., Auctioneer..

L. M. PATTEN, AUCTIONEER, 12 Exchange St

Jous Q. Twitciiell, Committee.
Chau. E. Jobe,
Edw. P. Gebbish,
Lecture will be announced in a few
novl3dt!

LYCEUM

Ladies, it will pay—if yon want to buy a new
Cloak, we have got them beauties—Manufactured by
Paine, Berry & Co., oi New York. New ones in
every day.

POST

AT AUCTION !
11 o’clock A. M„
SATURDAY,
EVKKY
cl1nil *,HHoi.c, (Ankoei, UarLiiM.Hr.,
we

Independent Order of Good Templars,

OPPOSITE

Horses, Carriages, Harnesses, Ac.,
I

Lecture

Remember,

HATS ANI>

The above Cotton Las been classed and sampled
W. Amory, and can be aeon In the hale at
tlio Atlantia Dock, Brooklyn, ami by sample at the
otiice of the Auctioneers, No. 30 Pine St., New
Vork, two day.; before the sale.
Nov. 20—dtd

One Price

remaining Lecturers will be announced as soon
as arrangements and dates are fixed.
Tickets fcr the Coume ot ten [10>Lectures, #1.28,
to do bad at the Bookstores on
Exchange Street, at
Paine’s Music Store, and Crosman & Co., Middle
Street.
Members’ Tickets to be had at E. C. Andrews, Exchange Street. Each Member U entitled to two
Course Tickets at $1.00 each.
Jaues Bailey,

We have a few more Ladles Vests, high neck, long
sleeves, for 62*00 each.

Nov 13—dtf

Hales Mobile and New
Orleans Cotton

byO.

The

our

We Manufacture Hoop Skirts to order.
best qualities of French Corsets which
61*75 per pair.

By order of
DRAPER, CJ« S. Cottou Agent
A bo ii 1

1,300

BLANKETS.

Evenings.

Knit Woolen Goods by the Case, and
can afford to sell them at
very LOW PRICES.
lOOdezs Hm4s at 65c each* worth 1*00
100 doz* Hoods at 75c each, worth 1*28
100 doz* Hoods at 1*00 each, worth 1*50
lOO doz* Clouds at 1*00 worth every where 1.3 5

BABB,

Between United Stale* It Preble House.
Oct 6—eodtf

BEAVERS.

—

Remember!
buy

Ill
SIMEON

opening lecture will he delivered

.Tahk f!

We

O’CLOCK p. M.,

Exchange Salesroom.
BROADWAY, N. Y,

the

BLACK WOOL

of Public Lectures,
Mercantile Library

Thereafterwards the Lectures will be

COMPETITION!

for

WILL SI'.LL

On FRIDAY, November 21, 180 ),
AT 1
At

Gen. N. P. Banks.

Maj.

CASHMERE GLOVES!

Ladles,

United Slates Cotton Sale.

One Price

Cordova, Esq.,

BY

doz Ladies ALL WOOL BIBBED HOSE.SOc pr.

50 doz.

moors.

JOHN H. DRAPER & CO.,

Thursday Evening, November 23d,

Bargain.

DEFY

Audi

II. DRAPRU, Anctioneer*

■

John B. Gough, Esq.,
George W. Curtis, Esq.

100 doz Childrens Bal. Hose, all Wool, 10 and 13c pr.

WE

17—«lt«I
J.

SILKS.

lb UAHRIS&.COm

_

Nqv

HALL,

J. Be

undersold.

doz. Ladies Cashmere all Wool Hose, former
price $1.50, pnesent price 61*00. Call and see
them, they have noequal.

BOSOMS, &e.
ALSO,

Street.
.T

fallowing gentlemen have been engaged for this
Course, vis.:
Rev. Henry Ward Oeeclser.
Bishop Matthew Siuspson.
Rev. A. A. Willets,
Rev# Edw. H* Chapin,

carry the largest Stock of HOSIERY, GLOVES
and KNIT GOODS of any House in the State; do

__

Heavy Black Cl*ak Cloths; Plain
Ladies Cloths for Traveling Dresses.

SHAWLS,

Wednesday Evenings.

We

Stock Ladies Cloths!

Large

of Hass.,

on

The

Remember!
not resort to

Auctioneers.

ON THUK8KA V, ««• 23.1, at 12 Ve'o. k,
Central Wart, Boston, Miuw.
Hie

p-, 1/

Lecture?.

delivered at

.75

(»

“

will be

CITY

A Nice

Superior

Library
the

Asesociatlon,

17—-did

H A. I. Xj

Thirteenth Annual Series
rpHE
A under the direction of

If you want HOOP SKIltTS buy thorn
Manufacturer and save 20 per cent.

FREIGHT FOR THE SOUTH AND WEST,

ALSO,

STRIPED
If'asft IVorrespondenee.

Mercantile

•■•

Sel-r. Mary Louisa, 14 tons burthen,
A. I
Jj 5 jLv- built in New .Jersey in 1n4>. and now
lopped ip IMjf.iffejvn, »u 1*63; in g <h1
‘trier, carrleH a large ctir^o, end is a very profitable
freighter. For fur U it r pur lieu hus apply at 18 India

One Prich

I*BABL WASHBOBN,Jr., OLIVEB
OEBBIBH,
M. A. Blancuabd.
Portland, Not. 22.
dtd
Star copy.

We mannAictnre our own Hoop Skirts, End as a
matter of Conroe we can and doaell them LESS than
any house in the trade.

t/
{;

_\ov

COUNTRY!

Dana, Jr.,

..

$clu\ Mary Louisa at Auction, in
Boston. Mii.vs.,

SUBJECT—Ahebio.cn Lowalty.
Ticket* for the Course,.$1.26.
Ticket for one Lecture.
26c.
For sale at the Bookstores, Paine’s Music Store,CroEman & Co.’*, Lowell <& Senter's, an.l at the door.
Doors opeu alii o'clock. Lecture to commence at 7
J.
Committee qf Arrangements.
Jacob McLillah,
llr.x j. Kinqbbcby, Jr„

and Mia.es of

the choicest and most extenWEsive stock offering
have
had, consisting of

ELDEN& WHITMAN

Friday Eve’ng, Nov. 24, ’05,

n

CITY

all ages and attainment*
received at any time in ths term. Persms deMASTERS
sirous of

The Governor’s message win be read

Mete York Coal Sale.

(.

STOBE OF-

Remember!

CONGRESS STREET.

Montgomery, Ala., Nov. 20.
Both houses of the legislature have organ-

ized.

Hon. Richard H.

£ CO., Anctluncer

//£'■;

THE-

THE

wo

wooden

On THUUSDA
V, t).o 23.1, at 13 o’cl.’k
at Ccuiral Wliart.
'1‘lm
Hoaum,
‘Mr. ord son, I6i t >n* old meiwuie/
*»»em.l>u!)i m lia time r« in 18f<5 of White
-v
.-.r
»d«tk; copper Staton od. thoroughly found,
w.thltil inventory, in prime order; a rei.uirkal
ly
line vessel of her olosa. For fartlier particulars
aptly at 18 iiiclia Street.
11. HARRIS 6c CO.,

CLOAKS,

Second Lecture will be delivered by

Presents !

Dasher

Dry Goods

OF

M.

tvto-*.ory

3<5ii\ JefBson nt Auction, ill Boston, 31.12:;.,

IN AID OF
The Portland Frecdinea’e Aid Association

by law.

Fall and Winter

C. K.

STATE

Nos. 148 & 150 Middle St

Mobile, Nov. 20.
Cotton—sulos to-day 900 bales middling at 49 @ 50c.
There is a good demand and the market firm.

Second Board.—Stocks steady
Amei ican Gold.1461
United States 5-20.993
Treasury 7 3-10.97
Chicago and Rock Island.1081
Alton and Terre Haute. 46

s';

I"

independent lectures
-ON

0:1

1*1 Ho clear—art poBitho.
ill N It V 11Ai LLY
Nov 1 —dta

7$

nismu & linn.

100

Markets.
New Yobk, Not. 22.

One Price

23,1805,
CLOTH

the

»a

av.
Centre,
rocouily o- cupi«t( ! v
Mi*. Ayer. The lttawt? i* hit sl»t*i throughout; urvd
on A very
cellar, pure water in uuu;id
centrally
Hjtuatcsl; alargo un*l vnKuiole lot—near loui-etUtun.

-IN-

Hogs
25J.

Mobile Markets.

HALL,

and Grosman & Co.’s.
Doors open at 6— Lecture to commence at
P. M.
Per Order of Committee.

“The War la over---and'* the B'yi and Girls
are all to meet around the table at the old
homestead,
and have a glorious Thanksgiving this year.l
Give them a warm
not
fail to caH
and
do
reception,
and secure some
.o*
t\ Uk
P'V*

A

Flour and Wheat dull and prices nominal.
Green meats dull.
Pork nominal at 31 00.
dull and prices lower. Whiskey declined to 2

lower halt
01!bhall sell theht:
Free

house

Tickets for the Course of Ten Lectures $1.25, to be
had at the Bookstores and at Paine’s Mu. ic Store,

Remember!

-AT THE

‘House at Auction.
THURSDAY, No/. £3, -it a o’clock P.

5

er"

Nov 21-dtd

Cincinnati Markets,

>

Scarce,

Valnable

BARGAINS !

MUSIC BY THE PORTLAND BAND.

100

Milwaukee, Nov. 22.
Flour dull. Wheat firm at 1 36.
Oats dull. Receipts 2,90) bblB. of flour; 94,000 bushels of wheat.
Shipments 4,2'JO bbls. of flour; 45,000 bushels of
wheat.

Stock

are

Auction Sales.

-BY-

Prices Advancing l

hhds. Muscovado at 14 @
private tenAs.

Flour—dull.
Wheat-dull at 1 3GJ @ 1 37 for No. 1, and 1 05 for
No. 2.
Corn—iinn and advanced 2c; sales at 57c for No. 1
and oGe for No. 2.
Oats—at 28 for No. 1.
Provision*—dull.
High Wines—dull.
Receipts-2,900 bbls. flour, 29,000 bushels wheat,
37.000 bushels of corn, 27,000 bushels of oats.
Shipment*—2,4)0 bbls of flour, 33,000 bushels of
wheat, 30,000 bushels of corn, 57,000 huahels of oats.

5

MAJ. GEN. N. P. BANKS;

Goods

on

Chicago Markets.
Chicago,

will b«

Thursday EveuiuflT, Nov.

@

Coffee—steady; kales 5000 bags of Rio at 14Jc in
gold.
Petroleum—higher; sales 300 T>bls. of crude at 40 (g
41c. Refined bonded, 3000 bbls., at 65c.
Freights to Liverpool—quiet and drooping.

subject

of Great Britain,
versns the Northern Central Railroad
Company
—the action to recover the amount of §2650 on
coupons held by him of the Bonds of the company. The Company claimed the right to retain 5 per cent, of its interest coupons, to pay
the income tax with, and also 3
per cent, on
the coupons, under the law of Maryland.
The Court decided that the
Company must
pay the tax, and that the coupons must be
without
paid
deducting the tax.
a

ed In the
TiE

rear.

Important Decision.

Baltimore, Nov. 22.
In the U. S. Circuit Court, for Maryland
this morning, Chief Justice Chase, presiding,
an important decision was given in the ease of

opening Lecture of the Course

BE IN SEASON!

Miscellaneous.

LECTURES!

CITY

A rumor has reached here that the rcasonof
the sudden disappearance of the Liberals front
before Matamoras, was because they were suddenly informed that the Imperialists were
marching from Montery, to take them in the

to men for their
Arrest

Entertainments.

_Miscellaneous.

refused.

was

Wednesday.

Correction.—In a notice of Mr. Quincy,
.Tuesday, taken from the Calais Advertiser,
there was a mistake in the name; it should
have been William A. Quincy, instead of
George. We fully endorse what the Advertiser says in favor of Mr. Quincy’s work.
He
has but few superiors as a book-binder. His
work is neatly and faithfully done, and all orders attended to promptly.

dispatches,

New York, Nov. 22.

from St John, N. B., struck on
a reel' in Hell Gate
yesterday,.filled, and was
taken to Newton Creek, where she lays full of
water.
Schooner Nashua struck a sunken rock in
Buttermilk Channel, near Governor Island today, and sunk. Crew saved.
The TobaceoDists National Association held
a meeting at the Cooper Institute this forenoon, to appeal to Congress to transfer the internal revcnuo tax now laid on the manufactured article, to leaf tobacco. A committee
was ap|K>intOi] to draw up resolutions
expressive of the object of tlie meeting.
the
in
the
steamer AlAmong
passemrars

Brig Eunis,

on

Reduction in
will be noticed by

New Orleans, Noy. 22.
There is a doubtful rumor from Mexico, that
Bagdad is besieged by the Liberals.
it is algo stated that the French Admiral has
demanded of General Weilzel the surrender of
the steamer captured by the Liberals, which

Mrs. Clement C.

cost

-,-——-

Mercantile Library Lectures.—Miy.
Gen. N. P. Bauks will deliver the opening
lecture of the Mercantile Library Course this
evening. The lecture will commence at 7 1-2
o’clock. At a quarter to soven the Portland
Band will commence playing, in the Hall, and
will give some of their splendid music until
the lecture hour arrives.
Tin's is a new feature, and we think it will prove a profitable
one.
The second lecture of the Course will be
given next Wednesday evening, Nov. 29th, by
Rev. G. H. Hepworth of Boston.

Washington, Nov. 22.
The conduct of the British Government in
steamer
the
Shenandoah to the
surrendering
United States, is not regarded in any quarter
as deserving of especial commendation, unless
this act be accompanied by compensation commensurate with the damages heretofore com-

and will meet at Masonic Hall at 1 o’clock for

who must each have left the scene with earnest wishes for quiet happiness in tlic remain-

named llohe.

place

over

to-day.
The Masonic Fraternity of which the deceased was long a member, will pay their respects to the memory of their late brother,

AU tlic arrangements for tlic celebration

our

well as

as

And we have bent to catch the soft
Smile of a dying face—

one.—Ed. Boston Evening

of the libels

This distinguished General, we are happy to
leam from the Committee, has positively con-

•

counting officer on the subject, and the fraud
was traced to a clerk named Drecker, who had
the recording of these claims, and an outsider

Wathingtmi.

From

to

postponed

case

M*j- Gen. Kilpatrick.

Nor seek repose in vain.

real merit, and advise

a

Thursday.
against the large
quantity of ale and liquors recently seized on
the premises of Moses Morrill, the hearing, on
motion of counsel for State, was continued to
Thursday, Nov. 30th.
In the

The lory of the mellow noon—
The broad and faithful day,
With constant, loving hand hath thrown
Full blessings on our way.

wo

Garden of

TO THE DAILY PRESS.

Gov. Hiunphrey telegraphed on the 16th
Inst, to President Johnson, that a body of
colored troops attacked and took possession of
acteristic of the school. The lessons are con- ' a passenger train at Landcndalc Springs, and
Insulted ladies, their officers being unable to
stantly varied by calisthenic exercises and har- control them.
monious games set to inmsic, so that another
He further says, the Legislature has memorequirement of nature may be fulfilled, and rialized for the removal of the troops, and are
willing to extend the right of Freedmen to
the soul and body may grow together in hartestify in courts, if the troops are. withdrawn.
*
monious unity.
The President replied that the troops would
be withdrawn when peace and order could be
Measures should
maintained without them.
MUNICIP AL COURT, NOV. 22.
be
by the Legislature giving protecGeorge S. Thurston pleaded guilty to a tionadopted
to freedmen and securing their constituEearch and seizure process, and paid $22.20, tional rights. There was no disposition on
the part of the government to dictate, but
fine and costs.
Rosanna McGee was brought up for violat- simply to advise the adoption of a policy that
would be beneficial.
ing the Lord’s day by keeping her shop open.

THE GOLDEN WEDDING.

And

signi-

simple coarse at reasoning
to ascertain them for himself, and thus by a
judicious development of the faculties God
has given him, his own thinking nature is encouraged rather than repressed.
Physical exercise is another important char-

Weeks, much to the gratification
of their friends, appeared in excellent health
and spirits, and highly enjoyed the occasion.
Kev. Dr. Carruthers joined the young couple
in marriage, addressed most excellent remarks
to the father and mother, after which Mr.
Weeks spoke to the company present expressing deep gratitude to a merciful Providence
for the singular blessings which had crowned
their lives, and making very appropriate acknowledgements for the kind expressions of
Iriendiy regard which the occasion exhibited.
A quartette of their children,
accompanied by
the piano, sang the following original hymn:

And when the cloud would sometimes dim,
The path we sought to gain,
We still could chant our evening hymn,

a

interest, but by

Mr. & Mrs.

The fresh young morn hath sweetly
The dews, the buds and flowers—
While hand in hand with lightsome
We crossed the silvery bowers.

and

life.
There Is no prescribed routine in this
school, but the child’s interest is awakened,
and his lessons adapted to himself and his
own requirements.
He is assisted to leam
things not as abstract facts, in which he has no

ding party.

Proclaim the snnset

word,

Children, and hi this most
expressive of terms is contained, as in a nutshell, the whole system. As a gardener treats
his plants, so does the Kindergarten teacher
treat his children, studying most carefully the
character, habits and re luirements of each,
endeavoring in each to bring out the hidden
power, and by gentle influences to foster it into

daughter

the

is a German

Kindergarten

develop-

TELEGRAPH,

BY

From Feto Orleans.

1>Ut- “*

a-bd

_•

The Only Perfect Piano Forte!
l*Mvut

fn? CflOvSc«MT.
P UtMVlfUJ-3
A. M*
jc3cod&oowilni

Isolated l'lanm

>leKF.\\K.\.
'.‘>4 Cuttgtvfw M,»

Call and

l«rN|.
»v.«, .\i

t.

c

For Sale and to

tPoetry.
Sweet Spring Will Oft He turn Again.
Swoet Si ring will oil return again,
The Summer with her flower*,
The morniu j with her pearly dew,
The even with her showers,
The swallow seeks her nest again;

For Sale.
rpiiE UNITED STATES PATENT EIGHT
1 MARSHALL’S IMPROVED ANCHOR.
For further particular, enquire of, or addros.
OEO. L. KIMBALL,
of Stevens, Fairman

Firm

Wants, Lost and Found.

Let.
for

co.

<®

Nov. 11—Utf
__

Bi

inst.. Goods to the amount of about
two thousand dollars, consisting of Cashmere J<ong
Black
and
Shawls,
Fancy Stripe Dress Silks, all Wool
Delaines, and colored Silk Hon < kerchiefs. Ti e above
reward will be given for the recovery of the goods,
CYRUS K. BABB.
nov 21
dlw

I mind when June had bent the trees
With load. of leal and bloom,
I mind wbeu love was all our tlioughtThe rose of life's perfume.

happiness
Our eyes were
As the westerndouda grew red,
And the golden glow ol lingering day
Held back the eastern shade.

Inquire of

APPV.°T.

4—dtf

Nov

For Sale.
and Fixtures
Pr<’Xi‘jl"'
*o*
trad®.
cood
CE.fu
THE stock
the efty, both for buying
of

pf»rv

good

as

John Hull.—Re-

cently, when the United States war steamer
Wyoming was at Simon’s Ray, Cape of Good
Hope, several of that vessel’s officers on shore
met a number of English officers from an
England vessel-of-war iu the bay. One of the
Englishmen, putting a circular piece of glass
in trout of one of his eyes, asked, in an ironically obsequious manner:
“Officer, how many guns do you carry ?”
Six,” replied the officer of the Wyoming.”
“Oh! We carry eleven, said the Englishman, straightening out in a very pompous
manner.

What weight of metal do you throw at a
broadside?” asked the officer of the Wyoming.
“About eighty pounds,” answered tne Englishman, inflating himself with a mixture of
“

pride.
“Well,” replied

wind and

the officer of the Wyoming,
“one of our guns alone throws one hundred

and sixty-eieht pounds; that’s double your
whole broadside.”

Englishman immediately collapsed,
struck the elevation of his head, and walked
The

olf._
Speaking extemporaneously is rather difficult until you get used to it A young lawyer
in New Hampshire, who had never yet bad a
case in court, was invited to deliver an oration
on the occasion of the dedication of a new
bridge. Here, now, was an excellent opportutunity tor establishing his reputation. He did
not prepare himself, for he had an idea that
that wa3 unlawyer-like, and that a lawyer
must be able to speak any number of hours
in a style of thrilling eloquence at a moment’s
notice. He stood out upon the platform, and,
amid the profound attention of his hearers,
commenced as follows:
“Fellow citizens—Five and forty years ago,
this bridge, built by your enterprise, was part
and parcel of the howling] wilderness.” He
paused for a moment, “i 03, fellow citizens,
only five and forty years ago, this bridge,
where we now stand, was part and parcel of
the howling wilderness.” Again he paused,
[Cries of “good, go on.”| Here was the rub.
“I feel it hardly necessary to repeat that this
bridge, fellow-citizeus, only five and forty
years ago, was part and parcel of the howling wilderness; and I wifi conclude by saying
that I wish it was a part and parcel of it

now!”

Ohio, there lived on a small stream called
“Duck Creek,” a local preacher of the Methodist church, by the name of Jacob Smith. His
educational advantages had been somewhat
slender: so that often in his preaching he murdered the King’s English by wholesale. On
one occasion he was preaching in bis own
neighborhood, in “Smith’s meeting-house.”
During the sermon some of the young Smiths
indulged in bad behavior. He paused, drew
himself up to his full height, and pointing his
long, hard finger at them, exclaimed, “What!
will you cut up here in tSmith’s old meetin’house, when there lie3 your grandmother
(pointing through the wiudow to the graveyard), what is the offspring of us afl?”

LOT in

A

the main Aveof two lots in one,
on

Said lot is

And lAfe Invigorator,

Consumption,

Sore

Bronchitis,

Throat, Coughs and Colds.

For Sale.
The two- story house and lot corner oi Un!§*••!coin and Mayo Streets, containing twelve
Qmi.rooms. It is finished for two families, with
abundance of bard and soil water. Lot 36 by 76. It
is pleasantly situated and in good repair.
Tertns
easy. Apply to
JOHN E. PALMER,
Oct 24—dti

144 Middle St.

House and Land for Sale.
undersigned, as Guardian of the Estate ot
Charles H. Place, Charles rf Kinsman, and
others, would offer for sale the desirable Real Estate
situated at No. 89 Spring Street, between Brackett

day; if the patient is much reduced,
spoonfol once in two or three hours.
times

a

largt

a

The Lite Invigorator is a very powerful Tonic, anti
should be taken with more care. A half teaspoonfoll
should be taken three times a day, in a little water,
atter

eating.

tone

and vigor to the whole system.

It is

purely vegetable

and is

O.

o

sure

and Clark Street.

The property consists of a lot of
Land C3 f et front on Spring Street, and running
back about the same distance, with a convenient twostoried dwelling house thereon: filled up for two
families, and being in a good state of repair.
For terms, &c., application may be made to JOHN
KINSMAN, 63 Union Street; or to the undersigned
at 406 CwngrvM Siren.
octMdtf
JOHN J. W. REEVES.

For Sale.
desirable LOT, situated ou ttio northerly Kile
of Free Street, above Oak St., with the Stable

THE

apply

to

A. B. STEPHENSON,
121 Conuneroial St.

3—isdtf

Oct

THE

tbe Lite Invigorator, accompanied according to directions, with the Medicated Tonic, is warranted Ucure in most cases.
It is certain to restore vitality
and vigor to the system which will conquer and
throw off the disease, restoring the patient to perfect
health and strength.
In offering these medicines to the public I am not
speaking too highly of their merits, when I say that
there is nothing in the whole catalogue of remedies
for the cure of Consumption, that will any whert
near approach It in efficacy or real merit.
Having suffered for two year- with the terrible disease—Bronchial Consumption—in its worst form,aw
having exhausted ihe iul est resources of the medica;
department for that special disease, employing the
best Doctors in the city, a :d my case given up bj

being perfectly hopeless, 1 then resorted t<
the trial of patent medicines; having tried then;
thoroughly and receiving no benefit whatever from
1 hew, I became disheartened and discouraged, anticthem

MUTUAL

corner

Coolidge

son

Possession given Oct. lBt.
A. & 8. E. SPRING.

& Co.

Sept 27—dtf

changer, and am prepared to say that no one.
unless haviog the experience and chance of studj
that I have hod, is as well prepared to manage anu
cure the disease.
Therefore having merited the position I take, through actual experience, I announce
tlie public my competency to warraut cure of Consumption in all its various forms. This terrible disease is considered the greatest scourge to health ii:
the New Ihigl&nd States, because it has not beei.
treated in a proper way. This I have learned by submitting to a general treatment for tbe disease anu
realizing no benefit whatever, but continued to grow
worse, until my case was considered hopeless.
I therefore,in consideration of my returning healtl
and ol the agencies that have been the cause of iU
restoration, do announce to the public that I am prepared to supply medicines to order, to any part of the
country,and also hold myself in readiness to examine
and treat personally or by letter any case of a consumptive tendency,that proves obstinate and unyielding under other modes of treatment.

and

The ueccwsry result la, tT COST!
in It than in any other.

WARREN SPARROW, State Agt.

Wanted.
of Maine to

town in the State

every
ANsellAgent
new, convenient and useful patented artichance
cle Ladies or Gentlemen
for
a

FOE MAINE AND NEW MAMPSHlltE.

J. HANKERSON & CO.,
130 Middle Street,
Portland, Maine.

Nov 15—d2wd*

Portland, July 18,1865—dtt

lulling Village
a

in this State.

To one who understands the ousiness thoroughly,
]>ermancnt situation will be given.
The best of references required. Apply to
S. T. CJ JSVELAND & CO.?
novl4 d3w*
No. 4 Free Street Block.

for within four weeks,
it w ill be sold, and the amount, niter paying charges,
held subject to the order of the owner whenever the
claimant of said piece of goods shall substantial e his
claim thereto.
nov2 d4w

Fire

a

tenement suitable for

one

or

two

Thirty

The following First Class Insurance Offices
by this Agency, viz:—

/f
BRICK STORE, centrally located
on Exchange Street, suitable for a Wholesale
Dry
Goods business, or for the manufacture of Clothing, or

Vessels to load deals at St. John, N.
for English and Irish Ports, at high-

of Boots and Shoes. Will be vacated this month or
the next. For Airtlier to format! on Inquire of Bit.
NEWTON, Office 115 Exchange Street, up stairs, or
of J. E. DOW, corner of Milk and Exchange Streets.
dtf
Portland, Sept. 19th, 1865.

House Lot for Sale.
on the coruor of Deering and Henry
x 100 feet.
Enquire of
E. W. GAGE,

est rales of freight.

Also,

Ik To load lumber at

same

the Payson House.
HOUSE
House aud Lot

comer of Waterville and
Terms easy, to suit purchasers.
to W, 371 Vtiddl© St.

St;.

Apply

known

as

Sherbrook

jolyfldtf

FOR

SALE.

The finely located Real Estate, on the

fjk[j

ner

cor-

JAMES M. CHURCHILL.
For particulars enquire of Ids
Attorneys, Messrs.
Dkbluis & Jackson, 58 Exchange Street.
July 6.—dtf

Sale,

In Cape Elizabeth.
residence in ('ape Elizabeth,
AVERYmiledesirable
from Portland Bridge. The house is
t
one

wo stories, containing 13 rooms, closets, Ac., all in
complete order. Also well arranged Stable and outbuildings. The lot contains BO.0W feet, and fbr beauty of location is unsurpassed in this \icinfy.
Term easy. For particulars enquire atj
it&S Cony rest* St.,
Portland. Me.
july25dtf

To Let.
CHAMBERS over 110 and 112 Federal si.
Apply to
JEFFERSON COOLIGE & CO.,

LARGE
aplOdlf

“

8

North American Insurance Co, of N. Y,
Assets $097,000
Columbia Insurance Co, of N. Y,
Assets $560,000
Hanover Insurance Co, of N. Y,
Assets $495,000

Enterprise Insurance Co, of Phila.,

Cor. Commercial and Franklin streets.

To Let

Lease lor

or

and Wharf

rFlHE Store

a

now

term Of Years.
occupied bv Charles

1 lKjtween Union Wharf and
MerrUl s. The Wharf contains about 1500
square ft.,
with a two story building
thereon, 20 by 75. For further particulars inquire of

J-

Juat®

JOSEPH H. WHITE,
No. 6* Union Wharf.

a

may25dtf

finely located House Lots In Cape ElizSEVERAL
abeth, throe minutes' walk from ♦he Cape Bridge.
of E. N.
a

seem

PERRY, al tho SheniFs Office, Portplan ot Cape Elizabeth lots may be
mayl3tt

Sails and Kigffingr lor Sale.
Standing Rigging, Sails and Blocks ol the
new Brig Atlanta, 460 tons old measurement,
saved in perfect order. The draft ol the spars can be
at

store.

our

Customs Boat-House at Main Wharf,

Inquire

is

for

ot

J. TALBOT,
Surveyor of Customs.

CHAS.

Oct 13—dtf

$1,537,000
Pff“OPEN, FLOATING, TERM and PERPETUAL FIRE POLICIES, anil open Marine Police 8

Factories, Mills, Tanneries,

Farm Buildiugs, Stocks, Tools, &c.
Ocean, Coastwise and Inland Marine Risks
solicited, and Goods in Transportation by R. R. and

Also,

200
100

LIFE

H1HR Two-story Brick House and Lot, No. 2 Deer
A Street, at a great bargain.
For particulars, enquire ot
BENJ. KNIGHT,
octl8dt»
Atluntic Wharf.

freely.

JOHN JR. now &

Apples!
Portland, Nov. I, 18C5.

Apples;

Selected Baldwins;
Pure Cider;

A.

Mutual Insurance
n Wall St,

Portland.Maiao.
OFFICE—13 DOW STREET,

For Sale.

Dwelling House anil l,et of Land No. 3 Mont
THE
gorncry Street, Portland. Lot 3? 0# feet.
House
in
x

Oof 24-dtf

The wholn profits of the Company revert to the
Asausiw, and ate divided Annually, upon the
Premiums terminated during the year; and (or which
Certificates are issued, tearing inter til until re-

and Butter.

The Dividends in the Yean 18681 and H were 40
each.
l'ho Profits for 28 Years amount to the
sum of
»19,691,030
Ot whloh here has been redeemed by

BBLS. Fall and Whiter Apples.

100 Tubs Choice Butter.
Just received and tor sale by
G. W.
^
Oct. 20.—dti
Nos. 6 and 8
_

per oent

SMITH,

Silver Street*

Cash.

DoUare,

Where all letters for advice or business should to
directed.
1 may be found there
every day to examine prolessUmally cases ol consumption, Bronchitis, or diseases of a consumptive nature.
+
fyAdvice free.
Board, with treatment, if desired, at *2.W per<iav
horse and carriage furnished
daily in fair weather
for out-door exercise, tree of
charge.
I*1*®"!*
from
abroad
being afflicted
wiiiwni
with
this j?TUe
disease to visit me, where they
can And a
home and ail the care and’
attention wM he ,»id
them to make them at once
realize that they are rank!

Fomald.
jjj deuce of the lato Edward
and in
ill is

two-story,

good Stable.
Inquire of

Lot

roomy,
about 50x120

good

feet.

The house
repair, with

JOHN C. PROCTER.

Portland, Not. 11th—d3w

FOR

SALE

AT A BARGAIN!
Carriage Manufactory No. 20 Preble
THE
Street, with all the tools and appurtenances
to
neces-

sary

carry

on a

Business.

first-class Carriage Manufacturing

-ALSO,first-class TOP BUGGIES and JENand Six (6) warranted CONOORD
Jk\KPS,

A number of
I

would also call the attention ol th
public to

Bradford’s Diphtheria
Remedy!

W AGON S.

For particulars enquire ol
nr.d-

< ir m

clmmercM

"n Vie

** A
L’ at

?

St

on

R“3aH

the premises,
& Woodbury's,

in all cases. Directions eiven
Aug. 29—dtf.
^\?franted
wiU.
every package. The only sure
army surgeons during the
and
am
safe
in warwar,
For Sale or to Let.
ranting every case if Oie directions
are followed.
Every familyshonld have it on hand, as this disease Is most terrible, and Budden in ite
HOUSE, Barn, and One Acre of r,
elTect, and this
is the only remedy now known that
to Falmouth, one-half
gives immediate I
and substantial relief.
St. Lawrence I)e|K)t, and
one-fourth m,?„nf
a surc cur®

remedy u»fd b?

A

TRVITl

TRY IT I!

TRY IT ill

Orders received from any part of the country will
bo promptly attended to. Every article is put up and
packed in the beet manner.
Address all letters to

M. A.

m5e

"fe-Sf*™' aP1,'y at

To Rout.
T^r°iarP£ur.,,,lshe<1 Koams, centrally located

BRADFORD,
Panlsad, Maine.

No. 13 Dow Street.

MStxc!fttW0^t0ry

A RARE

CHANCE!

contemplating making change
THEin undersigned
their busin s, woula dispose of their Retail
a

or. WM. H.
or

Brick Hou“ NoJAMES E.

STEPHENSON0;

4

IBtnfoith

CARTER,
PotUauJ«ar.

To Let.
tenement, centrally lo-.

bte^s^,jSi®&for

4
$Ct. 3, 10flR
1805,—dtl

PEARSON U SMITH.

HOTEL,

S7S"0y?8^ ^
“

aeslreu.

nqy 16

John D Jones.

J. W.

Tore St.
PORTLAND.

undersigned liave this day lormod a copartners*- ip under the style ol
S. K- JACKSON & SON.
lor the purpose of doing a general COAL BUSINESS
at Sawyer’s Wharf, foot of High Street.
lS. It, JACKSON,
OSCEOLA JACKSON.
Portland, June 12,18«B—I f

THE

Copartnership.

REQUIRED.

everY day except Sunday, from nine to ten
*
A. M., at the office of
the subscribers, where plans
may be seen, and full particulars obtained.
J. B. BROWN & SONS.
Portland, May 3, 1865.
may4tf

have formed
and firm of

undersigned

der the
THE

_

name

a

copartnership un-

& DEXTER,
And having purchased the stock of Chase, Littlefield
H

KING

Dissolution of Copartnership.

H. F. LOCKE,
HORATIO STAPLES.
nolt03w
1S65,

MUHGER, 166

Copartnership Notice.

FOR PARTIES WISHING TO BUILD.
subscribers offer for sale a large quantity of
desirable buildiug lots in the West End or the
city, lying on Vaughan, Pine, Neal, Carlton, Thomas,
West, Emery, Cushman, Lewis, Bramhall, Monument, Dan forth, Orange and 8alem Streets.
They will sell on a credit of from one to ten years,
if desired by the purchasers, and to parties who will
build houses of gottathetory character, they will advance, if desired, one fourth of the cost qf buildina. on
completion qf the house. From parties who bulla im-

& Co., will continue the general ABDW ABE BUSINESS at the old stand, 17# Middle and 118 Federal
Streets.
!

AT

EVERY

PARA

OTHER

TRIP.

Devoting

THE UNITED STATES AND BRAZIL MAIL

Standing

ur
recently contracted, entirely removing
dregs uf disease from the system, and making a
perfect and PEUMANENT CUKE.
He would call
tlie attention ol the afflicted to the
long standing end well-earned reputation
r*-,
S “UU,cll:ut assurance of his shill and suc-

the

STEAMSHIP COMPANY

dispatch regularly,

Will
ilith ot each

month,

at

3 P. M., from Pier

the

on

North

43

Biver,
ONE of their NEW FIRST-CLASS STEAMSHIPS.

CAUT10N TO THE PU£LIC.

arcry intelligent

TH E

SOUTH
Will

Portland, Sept. 22, 1865.

JOSEPH A. KING,
J. D. DEXTER.

Mr. D. D. Chase, so long and favorably known
to the Hardware trade of Portland, will remain with

I the hew firm.

sep29 ’60 tf

and

thinking person

must know

AMERICA,

TINKLEPAUUH, Commander,
leave on WEDNESDAY, the 28th Nov.,

lufflll; yet the country Is Hooded with pour nostrums
eure-aUs. purporting to he the bus tin the world,
not only useless, but always lujurieus.
The unfortunate should he PABTIctLAK in selecting his
physician, as it is a lamentable yet iuconUovertablc fact, that many syphilitic patients are mailo
miserable with uinod constitution* by maltreatment
iVom Inexperienced physician* in general practice•
lor it i* a point
generally conceded by Ibe he#t #yphl!and

and

are

will call at Para.
An experienced Surgea Is attached to each Steamship.
All letters must pass through the Post Office.
For freight or passage apply to
THOMAS ASENCIO & CO.,
17 Broadway, N. Y.
THOMAS ASENCIO Sc. CO.,
Or,
CUSTOM HOUSE WHARF,
Nov 4—dtf
Portland, Me.

ographers, that the #tudy aud management
complaint* #liould engross tlie whole time

ot

these

of thorn
wlio would bo competent and successful In tbeir treatThe inexpcrieuced general practitment and cure.
ioner, having neither opportunity nor time to mako
himself acquainted with their pathology, commonly
pursues one system of treatment, in most com;# making an indiscriminate use of that antiquated aud dangerous weapon, the Mercury.

PORTLAND AND BOSTON LINE!
Summer

Arrangement!

HAVE CONFIDENCE.

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.
On and after Monday. Oct

notice:
Leave Saco River for
and 3 40 1*. u

CASH CAPITAL,

$1,000,000ull

paid in*

Jau'y 1, 1865*

Tlii« Co. is the FIRST and ONLY Co.
ized on this Continent, with an

ever

organ-

as

30. 1865.
further

follows, until

Portland at 6 30 and 9 40

a. m

Leave Portland for Saco River at 8 00 A. m, and 2 00
and 5 30 p if.
The940A.M and 200 p n. trains will be freight
trains, with passenger cars attached.
ty Stages connect at Gorham for West Gorham,
Standteh, Steep Falls, Baldwin, Denmark, Balia go,
Bridgton, Lovell, Hiram, Brownfield, Hryeburg,
Conway, Bartlett. Jackson Limington, Oormsh,Porter. Freedom, Mad-son and Eatou. N. »l.
At Buxton Center for West Buxton, Bonnv-Eagle,
South Limington Limington, Limerick, Newfield,
Parsonsfield and Oxsipoe
At Saccarappa for South Windham, Windham OUl,
and North Windham, daily
DAN CARPENTER, Supt.
Portland. Oct 26.1S65—dif

Dollars !

Million

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD.
SUMMER ARRANGEMENT,

Original Capital
One

2c/*
naufcTo commence Monday, junr
Trams leave Portlaud. Grand
W1 St>5
Trunk Station, for Lewiston and Auburn, at 7 06 A.
M., and 1.25 P.M.
For P-angor and intermediate Stations at 1.25 P. M.
Returning—Leave Lewiston at 6 20 A. M aud arrive in Portlaud at 8 .10 A M. Leave Bangor at 7 30
Both of
A M and arrive in Portland. At2 15 P. M
these trains connect at Portland with trains for Boston.

Freight train leaves Portland at 8 A. M., and returning Is due in Portland at 1 P. M.
Stag* r connect with tralt>8 at principal Stations,

DEPARTMENT.

FIRE

daily for most of the
We

prepared

are

to

issue policies

on

Dwelling

towns

New York Estimate of tke International.
As an indication of how this Company stands AT
HOME, ws take the City business of 105 Companies
and Agencies, named in the Treasurer’s Report of the
New York Board of Fire Insurance Companies, for
1864, and find that THE INTERNATIONAL RECEIVED MORE PREMIUMS IN THE CITY OF
NEW YORK THAN ANY OTHER COMPANY,
EXCEPT ONE! This list includes the English Companies and the Hartford Agencies, all of which fall
far behind the International In point of patrona e in
tills City.—New York Commercial Advertiser.
Tills is a most gratifying and remarkable fact, best
understood by those who best know tlie real merits
and s 'ljlfiil management ol this stei ling corporation,
which thus within two years takes the lead ol scores
of other Companies that have been established from
a quarter to a half century.

General Western Ticket Office,

OLIVER A,

90 Exchange Street.

Secretary.

DRAKE, Assistant Secretary.
Fore Street, Portland, Me.

OFFICE, 1GG
o'rtSdly

John W. Munger <V Co.,
Agents.

Equitable

Life Assurance

Society

U ailed States.

Ot the

(Located in New York City, Organized July 25,1859,)
WILLIAM C. ALEXANDER, President.
GEORGE W. PHILLIPS, Actuary.

(Accumulated

In

Six Years.)

Contiideratioiis for Insuring in the Equitable Life Aouraucc Society.
First.—Premiums on all regular Life Policies
cease at fixed dates.
Second.—All Endowment Policies <’ec ared non
forfeitable after three years, for a pro rata amount. *9
Third.—Its cash income is greater than thatoi
any company organized within the last fifteen years.
Fourth.—No other company ever organized t ithor
Europe
experienced
America,
traordinary prosperity.
of
its
are
divided among the
Fifth.—All
profits
insured.
Sixth.—Its ra io of disbursements to receipts is
lees than that ot any other company.
Seventh.—The rates of premiums are as low as
those of any otbev first class company.
Reference**.—Hon. Daniel S. Dickinson, Rev.
Henry Ward Beecher, Messrs. Robinson & Ogden,
New York.
CHARLES B. IIALL, Agent.
Office No. 22 Exchange St., Portland.
Oct 31—dtf

such

has

or

E.

JAS.

D.

IKo.

St. John.

Monday, March 27. the
Yonx.Capt U w Chis-

On and after Monday, Oct. 30th,
and

new

fast-going

.Steamer

land, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Buoksport,Winterport and liamden, both ways.
Passengers ticketed through on the Boston, Maine,
and Eastern Rai road at the Depots in Button, Salem,
Lynn and Lftwrenec.
For Freight or Passage ar ply to
x
A. SOMEltHY, Agent,
At Oflice on the

Wharf.

Fare Reduced to the Penobecot River
On and after June
w*-eu Portland and

1, the fare l*>
t
Bangor will l«e
$3.00; Rockland $2.00: cclier landings on the River reduced hi proportion, per steamer Regulator.
A. SOM EBB Y, Agent.
Portland. May 31, 1885—dtl

Routes to

T A.R

NT’S

Copaiba,
Speedy

male or female, frequently performing
perlect care in the short space of throe or lour
days, and alwavs la lees time than any other preparation. In the useol
a

DTI. STRICKLAND’S MELLIFLUOUS COUGn
BALSAM is war anted to cure Coughs,Colds. Hoarseness, Asthma, Whooping Cough, Sore Throat, Consumption, and and all affections of the throat and

Lungs.

For sale bv Druggists. 50 cents per bottle.
GEO C. Goodwin & CO., 37 Hanover Street,
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

no need of oonflnement or obanye of dlotIn Its approved form of a paate, It 1. entire! * tasteless, and causes no anpleas-nt cense1 Ion to the patient. and no (xp.sere It is now acknowledged by
the most learned In the profe ssion that in the above
aloes of disease., Cubebs and
or. the only
two remedies known that can be relied u|an with
any certainty or suocess.

Copaiba

England Bemedy.
W. POLAND'S'

Tarrants Compound Extract of Cubebs and
Copaiba MEVKR KAILS.

AVHITE PINE

remarkable

* CO..
978 Greenwich St., New York
Sold by Drayyists all over the World.
vmayfl gfedly

j.

w. srsii;

PURCHASER FOR EASTERN ACCOUNT,
OP

1'artloular attention givon
shipping by quickest
cheapest routes. Xo. 162 South Water St.,
to

and

P. O. Box 471.

Chicago,

Illinois.

8. G Bowdlear
Affaranees—Messrs.
k W. Chioter

k

Co; Mayn-

H.
rg; G. 11. Cummings
H. 8tone; HalWtt Davis k Co; Boston.
E-hj, President N^wt’jn National Bank,
Newton.Maw; C B. Coffin.Ks 4. N.Y.City. feb^diy

ard k Sobs;
k Co; Chad.
J. N. Baoon.

Copartnership
undersigned

H.

T.

fumed
style ol

have

der then*une and
THE

Notice.
partnership

un

And will continue the Apothecary business In all its
branches, at the old stand No. 432 and 434 Congress
Street, east ol State, (the ‘‘Up town Drug St re.”)—
Thankftil for past favors to the old establishment,
they hope to merit and leccive a generous support
from the public, and they pledge their best endeavors to sustain the ancient reputation of the shop lor
of dealing.
quality
4
* ol goo-s and honesty
H. T. CUMMINGS, M. D.,
A. C. MITCHELL.
Portland, Nov. 1, 1866.
All those who are indebted to H. T. Cummings
will shortly be called upon with their accounts; and
all having demands against him will present the
nov7d3w*
dome fbr settlement.

Cholera Morbus.

FiEASANT

timr

ot

Oppression

food, Palpitations; also. Headache,

Fabitmws,

*«.

rWwelerr ind

what they need, as they are so Jcmpact Lozenyes
anil iiuxlorous
hat they may be carried in the rest
pocket. Trice 60
cento per box; small boxes 30 ceul*. For *ole bv J.
the

met

Temple, Boston. Will be mailed to any oddrenn on
enclosing 80 cento.
julyklly

and in fact all diseases proceeding from the Stomach
ami bowels. It is a sovereign andpermanent cure for

INDIGESTION AND GENERAL DEBILITY.
in
ewery instance regulates and restores to a
healthy co dition a disordered stomach, enabling the
patient to take healthy food without dan go of dis-

ami

tress from it. Ills the most wonderful remedy and
the most speedy in its action, ever known to the
world No one will do without it hi the house that
has ever used it once.

thopnblie

Lyon's

Vegetable Pulmonary Balsam!
For

Cough*, Colds
in

mod

CoM.umaptiou!

the best known
1832,
ESTABLISHED
remedyjor oil ojectuma qrthe Lunya, Throat and
the
Cheat. Be careful to

ef

A

SCIENTIFICALLY

Maine*

GOOD

assortment of hand made SHAWLS, to

PAINE’S,

>o. 13 Market Square,

J. IT.

Drops!

PREPARED

Pills

Powders!

or

Complaints,
CASES

especiall forbidden in the directions which accompany each bottle.
Prepared by JOHN L. LYON, M. D. Sold by
Druggiatii everywhere,

C.G. CLARK A CO., Gen'l Agents,
For D. S. and Canada.
J. W. PERKIXS If CO.. W r. PHILLIPS i, CO.,
<ia<i II. H. IIJY. Portland, Mo., Wholesale Agent*.

Coe’s Cough Balsam!
No Medicine

ever

known will

cure

Coughs, Colds, Croup, Asthma,

get
genuine.
HEED, CUTLER 01 CO., Bouton, Proprietors.
Large Bottles, #1.00.
Small, 90 cents.
Cod. Liver Oil

RRLIKVR

CONSUMPTIVE COiUlGH I
as

quick

COE’S COUGH

as

BALSAM!

It does not dry up* cough, but

fig-JSUffilS.

putiuutcan

Price

:,B
Ilelnir On'T
»nd

C.G.CLARK

RICHARD
funel9dtf

COLE, Superintendent,

N4.3 Tolman Place.

any on© with
M o' experience
The Presidents, Cashiers, aud TreasurSent tree
er* of three Banks indorse the circular.
with samples. Address the American Steucil Tool

YEAR made by
<n»t> nnn A15—Stencil
Tools.
AJUUj

necessary.

Works, Springfield, Vermont.

ocOUSm

th*
UlaWlU‘lm

Ccntnll

i,fi>ri»l«hy *11 Druggists.
*

CO.. Proprietors, New Usroa, Ct.

IF F. PHILLIPS h CO, J. IF. PFRKIXS h CO,
H. //■ HAY, Purtland Me., Wholesale Aijents.
Ihhfi
eodfcwlyr
August 31.

and

PltFSSI

HAY PRESS 11 —The Side-rowThl* machine la
a cmnmon bam floor;
will press one ton of hay Into 80 cubic feet In SO minutes; no beating, rolling or treading; no injury to
the hay; size of hale 2u in. by 0 in. by .44 In.
No
other machine can press as cheap.
The invention is
one of those
“happy hits” acknowledged to be Just
the thing.
Model and Bale of Hay may be seen at
Blake & Jones’ ( ommercial St. Send for C/fo ular.
Addresa STEPHEN J. AUSTIN, Portland, Me.
Oct 21—codim

arranged for Concerts, Lectures, ExhibiHatHAY *ud COTTON PRESS.
WELL
tions, Levees, &c., may be obtained
applied portable and easily let up iu
tlon to

Shawls, Shawls, Shawls!
be sold cheap at
ANor.
3. d2w»

Periodical

and atilt

on

State

F'PHILLIPS if CO, and
Agents, Portland, Me.

THE GREAT FEMALE REMEDY.

(Sought,

MECHANICS’ HALL.

far

trial

one

New Haven, Conn.
II. II. HAY, W
PKIlklXS if CO.,

Tux Them! and be convinced of tbeir lupeiioritv over
everything also of the kind ever elered to
Col da. Jlooraelor Hronekttia.
note sore Throat, Catarrh nnd inttnenzn
Kumerout testimonials tram the Clergy, and other*, ao•ompanying each box. For >ale by the prine’pai
Draggiate throughout the city.
may27oodtf

Nov 10—d&wtiui

H. H. HAY,
General Agents
Oct 1—dtewim

SUFFERIXO,

C. G. CLARK «fc CO., Proprietors,

OR

I

Bottled expressly for Medicinal use
by REED.
UUTLLL <£ co., who Uavo facilities for
obtaining oil
ot tlie most reliable
quality. Large Bottles, $1,00.

PHILLIPS,'

THAT ARE

Wc beg of you if you are sick, to make just
of it. Prlco One Dollar per bottle.

Influenza, Whooping Cough*

Pure

W. F.

after eating, Hour Stomach, Suit-

Paiiiln the Back and Loins, Ycllowucss otDixsinea*,
the Skin
and Eves, Sick Headache, Coated Tongue, BWoitsLoss ot Appetite, Debility,
Vo
1Coiul'lnl,iL
Monthly Pains, and all Irregularities, Neuralgia

Compound.

I!

Ague
Colic Pains,

Of DIRECT and POWERFUL ACTION.

to the palate, cause no pain, act
promptly, never require Increase ot dose, do not
exhaust, and for elderly persons, females and childTwo taken at night movren, are Just the thing.
the bowels
pnoe the next morning. Warranted
In all cases of Tiles and Falling of the Rectum. We
promise a cure for all symptoms ofthe DvsrxrsiA,
such as

Watchman and Reflector.
The Editor of the Manchester Daily and Weekly
Mirror, in a leader of the liaily, thus u rites of the

PERKINS,

Stomach,
Heartburn,

Sickness at

Fever and

v

the inventor, has the confidence of many who know
him, a confluence which he enjoyed while laboring
usefully many years as a Banti-t minister. His experience as a sufferer led to him to make experiments
which issued in his medical discovery.—Boston

J. W.

tick Headache.

Dysentery,

EXCEPT IN CERTAIN

The White Pine Compound, advertised at length in
columns, Is not only as to its name inviting, but
highly approved medicine. Dr. J. W. Poland,

CUMMINGS, M. D., & CO.,

BOWELS!

For all Female

ble.
Give it a trial ii you would learn the value of a good
and tried medicine, ll is pleasant, safe and sure.

ally.

diseases of the

One Bottle is guaranteed to care the worst case of
Dyspepsia in existouc -, and one dose will instantly
relieve the most aggiavated attacks of

remedy

Sold by all Druggists, and dealers in medieint gen-

a

and a’l

STOMACH AND

ami is safe to me at all times

Kidney Complaints, Diabetes,! >itticulty ol V oid
ing Urine, Bleedfrom the
Kidneys and Bladder, Gravel, and other complaints.
For Piles and Scurvy, it will be fouud very valua-

“The White Pine^Corapound ft advertised at much
length in onr columns, and we are happy to leai u that
the demand for It is inci oasing beyond' all previous
expectations. It the very best medicine for Coughs
and Colds we know of, and no family that has once
used It will be without it. We speak from our own
knowledge, it is snre to kill a cold and pleasant as
sure. The greatest inventions come by accident, and
it is singular that the White Pine Compound made
for Colds and Coughs should prove to he the greatest
remedy for kidney difficulties known. But so it is.—
We cannot doubt it, so many testimonials come to us
from well-known men. Besides the character of Dr.
Poland is such, that we know that he will not countenance what is wrong. For years a Baptist clergyman, studying medicine to find remedies for his
ailments, with a delicate consumptive look, standing
with one foot upon the grave, he made he dl
covery
which has saved himself, and called out from hundreds of others, the strongest testimonial* possible.
Wc have known Dr. Poland for years, and never
knew a more conscientious, honest,
upright man
and are glad to state that wo believe whatever he
says about bis White Fine Compound.**

Remedy

DYSPEPSIA !

Better than any

ui
is a

STRICKLAND'S PILE REMEDY lias cured
thousands ol the worst cases of Blind and Bleeding
It gives immediate relief, and effects a perPiles.
It is warranted to
manent cure. Try it directly.
sale by all Druggists. 50 ets. per bottle.
For
cure.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., .18 Hanover Street,
novlodtim
Boston, Sole Agents tor New England.

Dyspepsia Cure

The World’s Great

THE WHITE PINE COMPOUND
CURES
Sore Throat, ('olds, Coughs, Diphtheria, Bronchitis
Spitting of Blood, and Pulmonary A flections
a

jaul.lS65d&wly

FLUID PREPARATION

TAB BA NT

Is now ottered to the afflicted throughout the country,
after having been proved by the test of eleven years,
•n the New England States, where its merits have
become as well Known as the tree from which, In part,
it derives its virtues.

It is

Ladies desiring may consult one of theii
A lady of experience In constant attend

Coe’s

M sno footer sd only by

COMPOUND,

<

DR.

H. B.—
own sex.
once.

Copaibe

there Is

THE GREAT

for

Infirmary,

LADIES.

Tarrant, Compound Extract qf Cubebs and

If all Steamers and Panama Railroad may be scoured
by esrlv application at this o#oe.
marSOdfcwtf
March 20,1866.

generally.

THE

DR. HUGHES,
by addressing
Ho. 5 Temple Street (corner of Middle), Portland.

Cure for all diseasCertain, and
the Bladder, Kidney, and Urinary Or pane,
18 ofSure,
either in the

W. D. LITTLE, Agent.
Passage TiokeU for California, bv tbs Old Line

Medical

Sold by Druggists every where.

Cubebs and
*
es

Portland. Me

III*. HUGHES particularly nrite* all I-adieu, whc
need a medical adviser, to call at his rooms. No. 0
Temple Street, which they will flncl arranged for theii
especial accommodation.
Dr. U.*» Electic Renovating Medicines are unrivalled in efficacy and superior virtue in regulating all
Female Irregularities. Their action is specific aud
certain of producing relief in a short time.
LADIES will Ana it invaluable In oil cases of ob
structions after all other remedies have been tried in
It is purely vegetable, containing nothing in
vain.
the least injurious to the health, and may be taken
with perfect safety at all times.
Sent to anv part of the country, with full directions

YOU

COMPOUND EXTRACT ON

change Streets lop stairs.)

Street!,

Stomp for Circular.

Electic

•♦There is no such Word as rail.”

LOWEST RATES Of FARE,
And all needful information cheer fully famished.
TaavnLLikS will Snd it greatly to their sdvantage
to procure Through Tickets at the
Por-Jan.i Railway Ticket Office, 31 Ex-

be

-FOR-

“REGULATOR*” <’apt. W 11
Mowkk, will leave Railroad Wharf,
foot of State Street, Portland, every
Tuesday and Friday Evening.at 10 o’clock, connecting with the 3 p m train from Boston.
Returning will leave Kuugor every Monday and
Thursday Morning a 0o’clock, touching at Rock-

ChicaMilwaukee,
Green
bay,
Galena, Oshkosh,
Paul,
Qulooy, bt. LouD, Louisville, Iudisnapolis, Cairo,
fto.. and is prepared to tumlsh Through Tickets
from Portland to ah the principal Cities and Towns
in the leyal States and tho Canadas, at the

a

ARRANGEMENT!
the

will

Dk. J. B. HUGHES,
5 Temple Street [corner of Middle

TO

of sailing until

on

FALL

ex-

Cfluqffidlnt

|y Send

PORTLAND & PENOBSCOT RIVER

LITTLE

J.

correspondence strictly confidential, and

Address:

4 o’oloek
days
C.C. EATON, Agent.
r. X.
mahUtl
Portland, Mareh 20.1846.
Freight reodvod

smm

t„i

all the

Dr.

after

Passport? reqalred.

great Leading
Agent
18 go,
Cincinnati, Clevelaud Detroit,
bt.
LaCrosse,

New

AD

returned, it desired.

Boston.
At Eastport the Steamer “Queen” will oonneet
for St. Andrews, Kobtnston and Calais,with the New
Brnswtok and Canada Railway for Woods'oek aad
8 age Coaches also connect at
Boulton stations.
Eastport lor Machine and Intermediate places.
At St. John the steamer Emperor willconaect, for
Wind) or, Dlghy and Halifax, and with steamers for
Frederic and the St John River.
Through tickets
prooured of the agents or the clerk on board. No

West, South, North-West and the Canadas.
Tor

be forwarded immediately.

Portland, Oct 37th, ISfci.-dU

to

W.

SECOND STAGE OF SEMINAL WEAKNESS.

Returning will leave St. John every Monday and
Thursdays at 8 ▲. X, ter Eastport, Portland and

PORTLAND.

ssem

patient

1 can warrant a perfect cure in such cases, and t
lull and healthy restoration of the urinary organs.
Persons, who cannot personally consult the Dr.,
can do so by writing, in a plain manner, a description
of their diseases, and the appropriate remedies will

St. John.

PRINDLE, Agent,
Exchange Street,

00
A ngust 10—dGm

Go.

On examining the
cannot account lor.
a ropy sediment will often be found,
or albumen
of
semen
small
and sometimes
particles
will appear, or the color will be of a thin mUktak hue,
turbid
«iark
and
a
to
again changing
appearance.
There are many men who die of this difficulty, iguorant of the cause, which is the
the

urinary deposits

holm, will leave Railroad Wharf, toot of Stab- St,
every Mojtdat at 8 o'clock r. h ; and the Bteamer
Nnw UaDMBWiuK, Capt E B. Winchester, will leave
every Thukbdat at6 o’eloek r.x, for Eastportand

Important to Travelers

THE

in

lower via. the <5rand
JIT" Fares from it to
Hailway, than any other route to the West.
1
FLOWERS.
WM.
Gen.
E. P. BEACH,
Agt.
27G Broadway, NewYork. |
EasternAgt.,Bangor.

Trunk

INSURANCE.

LIFE

•On and

For Tickets to all points West & South West,
THE

MIDDLE-AGED MEN.
There arc many men at the age of thirty who ars
troubled with too frequent evacuations from the bladder, olten accompanied by a slight smarting or burning sensation, ami weakening the system In a wannei

TWO TRIPS A WEEK.

Grand Trunk Railway.

TAYLOR, President.
HAMILTON BRUCE, Vice-President.

HINE,

m-

The Company are not responsible for baggage to
"any amount exceeding $50 in value (and that personal) unless uotice is given and p4hl,for at tlie rate of
one passenger lor every $50 »additional value.
C. J. BRYDGES, Managing Director.
H BAILEY, iMcnt Superintendent.
nov2d3t
Portland, Nev. 1, 1865

APPLY TO

Steamship

Calais and

Eastport,

—

CHARLES
C. C.

International

On and after Monday, Nov. Otk, 1863,
C^lpfflrqHjktralns will run as follows:
for 8outh Paris, Lewiston and
Train
Morning

113 p,

W. W. tiher-

FRANCONIA, (Apt. U.
^^^^^"Bhkkwood, will until further notice,
run follows:
Leave Brawn's Wherf,
Portiuud,overy WEDNE8M., and leave Pier
PtV “O.M«RI>Ar,iHf.
*
*«'*. »»W WEDNESDAY
and SATURDAY, nt 4 o’clock P.M.
Those vessels an attod op w'th Une accommodations for passengers, making this ths moat
speedy,
safe and comfortable ronto tbr travellers botwoen
Tor* and Maine
Passage, m state Room,
?•»
M.OO. Cabin pannage 86.00. Meals extra.
Goods torwarded by tbts line to and from MonDeal, Quebec. Raagor, Bath, Augusta, Eastport and
St.John.
Shippers are rsqaested to send their freight to the
Steamer, as early as 3 F. M. on the day that they
leave Portland.
For freight or passage apply to
KMKBYfc FOXTirowK Wharf Portland.
H. B. CROMWELL k CO., Na. 88 West Street,
Row York.
May 89,
dtf
1886._

Jetfgy^SsteamcrHBW

810am

rejoice in perfect health.

end

1

above stated.
Trains will arrive as follows:—
From So. Paris, Lewiston and Auburn,
From Montreal, Quebec Ac.

made to

The splendid end fast Stoamehlpo

^^S5**CHE3APEAKK.iCapt
wood

WINTER ARRANGEMENT.

m o

LINK.

SKMl-WEEKLY

TRAINS.

Auburn at 7 35 A V.
Mail Train for Waterville, Bangor, Gorham. Island
ond, Montreal and Quebec at HOP u
This train connects with Express train for Toronto,
ctroitand Chicago. S eeping Oars attached lroiu
lan d Pond to Quebec and Montreal.
No Baggage can be received or checked after the

and Complexion.

HOW MANY THOUSANDS CAN TESTIFY TO
THIS BY UNHAPPY EXPERIENCE!
Young men troubled with emissions in sleep,—a
complaint generally the result of a bad habit in
youui.—treated scientifically, and a perfect cure warranted or no charge made.
Hardly a day passes but we are consulted by one
or more young man with the above disease, some ol
whom are as weak and emaciated as though they hud
tlw consumption, and by their friends supposed to
All such rases yield to the proper and only
have it.
correct course of treatment, aud in a short time are

New England Screw Steamship Co

jbne23tf

OP

Do not wait tor the consummation that is sure to follow: do not wait tor Unsightly Ulcers, for
Disabled Limbs, tor Loss oi beauty

...

RAILWAY,
Canada*

ALTERATION

Montreal,

Will, until fbrthcr notice, run as
follows:—
Leave Atlantic Wharf, Portland,
every Monday, Tuesday Wednes—-day, Thursday, Friday and Saturday, at 7 o’clock 1*. M and India Wharf, Boston,
every Monday, Tueuday, Weduesday,Thursday, Friday and Saturday, »i5 o’clock P.M,
Fare in I'aliln
$2.00.
Freight taken os usual
jjjf*
The Company are not responsible for baggage to
any amonnt exceeding $50 in value and Lhat personal. unless notice is given and paid for at the rate of
eiio passenger for every $5U0 additional valuo.
L. U1LL1N4I8. Agent.
fob.18,1863 —dtf
Aug 5, 1805.

GRAND TRUNK

INSURANCE,

Marine Insurance on HULLS, CARGOES, and
FREIGHTS, TAKEN SPECIALLY or upon OPEN
POLICIES. The public wUl find it for their interest
to give us a call.

north and east of this line.
C. M. MORSE, Supt.

Watcrville, June 22,1865.

llouses for a term of years, and also upon EVERY
SPECIES of INSURABLE PROPERTY at FAIR
RATES.

MARINE

All who have committed an excess oi any Lind,
whether it be the solitary vice of youth, or the stinging rebuke of misplaced confidence in maturcr years,
SEEK FOR AN ANTIDOTE IN SEASON.
Tim 1’ams and Aches, and lassitude and Nervous
Prostration that may lbllow Impure Coition, are
the barometer to the whole system.

STEAMERS

Forest City, Lewiston and

—

AMscIa

TUB

p.

PORTLAND ijUpESTERO.
rains will leave

FLOUR, GRAIN, SERBS, PROVISIONS, LARI), BUTTER, and WESTERN PRODUCE generally,

Febllodlm llmeodtwfiw

Inducements

Portland, Nov. Uth,

Wm Sturgis, Jr,
Henry K Bogert,

Applications reoeivod by

JOS. ILSLEY.

CASH PAYMENTS

No. 113 Broadway, N. York.

■

November 11, 1865.—dtf

mediately, NO

:

William K Dodgi,
Henry Coil,
Dennis Perkins,
Win C Pickersgiil,
Joseph Uailard, Jr,
Lewis Curtis.
J Ilenry Burgy,
Charles H Russell,
Cornelius Crinuell,
Lowell Hoi brook,
C A Hand,
B Warren Weston,
Watts Sherman,
B J Howland,
Royal Phelps.
Oalsb Bnrstow,
Benj Babcoek,
A P Piilot,
K'letoher Westray,
Dm 161 8 Miller,
Hob B Min turn, Jr,
Joshua J Henry,
tioidon W Burnham,
Frederick Chnunoey,
•eorgeU Hobson,
siavid Lane,
.lames Lsw,
Ciias H Marshall.
mes Bryce,
John D. JonVS, President.
Chahlkb Da wits, Vice-President.
W. U. H. Moose, 2d Vioo-Pres’t.
J. H. Chapman. Acting Sooretary..

nearly
Its original estimated cost was $177,000, exclusive
of the laud; ot this sum about $140,000 have been
expended to bring it to its x*resent stage of progress,
and it is believed that notwithstanding the present
enhanced prices, it can be completed for occupancy
for $75,000, according to the original plans.
For price, terms of sale and other particulars, enquire of

Great

trustees

Denuis,
JR*"1*3
W H H Moore,

so.

LOCKE.

^lw*

•11,188,600

the City ot Portland, Maine, belonging in part to
the Estate of Hon- JOHN M. WOOD, and in part to>
the undersigned, is offered for sale and can be purchased at a GREAT BARGAIN.
It occupies about nineteen thousand square feet of*
land, with an aggravate frontage of five hundred and
seventy-live feet, it is Five Stories High. and contains about two hundred and fifteen apartments for
the use gf guests, besides four capacious stores, and oil
the most approved modern conveniences ft>r a FIRST
CLASS HOTEL.
It was designed by Wii. Washburn, Esq., Architect, of Boston.
Its arrangements fbr Hotel purposes are pronounced by competent judges lo be felly equal to those of
any Hotel in the country. Its construction is most
thorough in all respects; the basement and first
stories being quite fire-proof, and all other part.

name of LOCKE & CO., is this day absolved by mu
tual consent. All accounts to be settled by H. r.

I1 ye»r»

viz:—

in

copartnership heretofore existing between H.
THE
F. Locke and Horatio Staples, under the Arm

Trade, together with Horses, Bread Carts and Baking implements, on reasonable terms il applied for
soon.

in

le—dtf_Second National Bank.

A Ea'tetJGE*aun

A. It B L IE

for Portland at 7 30 a. m. and 2 30

n

rsflgajJgaZl*

Rleven Million

On Middle, Willow and Silver Sia,

THE

For Sale.
Inquire ol

These medicines are kept constantly on band at
H. H. HAY & Co.’s, Wholesale Druggists, Portland;
and Druggists generally throughout the county.
Nov 16—dtf

^tU“

»

IM

over

United States and State of New-York
8took, City, Dank and other Stocks,
f4,974.700
Loans secured by Stocks and otherwise,
3,187,960
Premium Note* and Bills Receivable,
Real Estate, Bond and Mortgagee, and
other securities,
3,140.630
United States Gold Coin,
Mi ,891
Utah in Bank,
288,480

FOR SALE!

tbs
from 8 A.M. tellF.M.
ally,
l,r. H addressee those who are buttering under the
affliction ol private diseases, whether arising from
Impure connection or tlie terrible vice ol' self-abuse.
bis entire time to that particular brunch ot
ibe medical
profession, be leels warranted in Uiak■Axregtsu A uuu IN all Casks, whether of long

Every Trip,

12,668,730

The Company has Assets,

Valuable Hotel Property

good repair. Inquire ot
S. L. CABLLToN, At ioriiey at Law,
novSdtf
No. 8# Middle Street.

«>§t

YOKE.

Insures Against Maiunk and Inland Navi
gatlon Risks.

two stories,

a

Company

William. NEW
January, 1866.
oor.

For Sale.
TONS square Hackmetaek Timber.
IfJUU Also, Ship Knees; Oak, Hackmetaek
and Hardwood Plonk, for sale by
L. TAYLOR, 61 Commercial St.

A Desirable House At Lot for Sale.
The House and Lot on Franklin St., resi-

BRADFORD,

novSTT&Btf

ATLANTIC

THAT SPLENDID UNFINISHED

M.

SONS,

29 Exchange St*

,^AA

QAA

INTERNATIONAL

Against 'Accidents!

the most reliable Companies.
Tlio public arc invited to inspect our Rooms where
all information in regard to Insurance will be given

No. 5 Temple Street,
can be consulted privately, anti wltb
couddeues by tlie afflicted, at oil

—

Freight trains leave Portland and Boston daily.
FRANCIS CHASE, Suvt.
Portland, Nov. 6, I860—dtl

In

nov2dlm.

OUU

0n and after Nov* 6 1903, Prsssnger
leave aa follows:
Leavo Portland for Boston at 8 40 a. u. and 220 r.
rai ns

aug2C'C5Jly

Assets,—$1,500,000.00.

INSURANCE,

Insurance

And

*

if
50
Cape Cranberries:
sale, at the Lowest Market Prices, by
A. T. HALL, No.l A Uk Street.

Apples

SACO & PORTSMOUTH R. R.

AT

M

Steamboat.

dealers in any quantity, at any place of
Supplied
business in tbe city, or by car load on any line of railroad by
EDW. H. BURGIN.
Citv Mills, No. 120 Commercial Street.
November M, 18CS.
dim

choice Eating
OAfJ BARTOCI/i
1OO Barrels Grecnhigr!;

PORTLAND

Maiue.

for

Nov. 15.

this Office.

And all Special Risks taken at the lowest rates.
Particular attention given to insuring all kinds of

Yellow Com,
A prime quality iof nrealfhg, now in store, for sale
car
load
free
on
by
track, at the very lowest market
prices.

Apples!

at

deemed.

For Sale.

v

Twenty Million Dollars in Gold!
Branch,

Assets of the New York

BUSHELS

Meal.

Agent

State

Issued.

from

No. 161 Coinmc rcial Street.

Boat-House for Sale.

THE
sale.

Liverpool, London, and Globe Ins. Co’s,
of London, Eng, Assets over

Exchange

*Meal,

$200,000

New York Life Insurance Co,
Assets over $4,000,000

M.

scliooncr James Broptay.
landing
JUST
Cargo of Schooner Concord.

~i

to

Springfield,

Binding Certificates Given

MoGILVERY, RYAN A DAVIS,

junelC—dtf

of

Travellers Ins. Co. of Hartford, Conn,
Assets $500,000

Prime High Mixed Com,

For

Co,

Assets

Fid BBLS. EXTRA KENNEBEC CRANBEROw RIES for sale low by
< 'Ornor of

Ins.

Charter Oak Insiu-ancc Company,
of Hartford Conn,
Assets $300,000

Cranberries.

THE

seen

Hampden Fire

PORTLAND.

novl3dtf

$1,035,000

Piscataqua Fire and Marine Ins. Co,
of So. Burwlek, Maine,
Capital and Surplus $400,000
Springfield Fire and Marine Ins. Co,
of Springfield, Mass.,
Assets $570,000

to

House Lots lor Sale.
Inquire
land, whero

Assets

No. 63 Commercial St.,

6,100

on

boom foe

RICE & CO.’S
Com mission. House,

*J.

$360,000

Commercial Mutual Marine Ins.
Company of N. Y,

Oider, Butter, Pickles, Buckwheat Hour,
Apples, &c.,

House Lots.
House Lois, comprising 45,0*0 Met ol
Emery, C«sl;man arid Lewis »t. for
W. U. STEPHENSON.
*>.v
;
Portland, Aprd 2G, 1865.—dtf

ELEVEN
Land,
"lie

Assets

Spirits Turpentine,

Uf—dtf

this

by

Ol

“
100
Wilmington Tnr,
“
200
Wilmington Pitch,
“
50
No. 1 Rosin,
«
No. 2 Rosin,
75
030 Boxes Manufactured Tocneco,
4G Cases ManufacturedTubucea,

Not.

Low

Route as ary other.
connect at Bath; and !»«■ Belfast at Augusta, and for Solon, Anson, Norridgewock, Athens and Moose Head Lake at Skowhe^an,
ami for China, South China, East and North Vassallioro’ at Vassalboro’, and for Unity at Kendall's
W. HATCH, Train Mauuuer.
Mill’s.
“
Nov. 6 1865.—dtf
as

Leave Boat

Manhattan Insurance Co, of N. Y,
Assets $1,000,000

250 Barrels Choice Dried Apples,
“
Jackson Potatoes,
500
250
Coffee Crashed Sugars,
lOO
iirunulated Sugar,
“
No. 2 Syrup,
250
“
No. 1 Syrnp,
115
“
50
Fancy Baltimore Floors,
“
50
Kerosene Oil,

of

S. H. McAEPINE,

$1,300,000

Lorillard Insurance Qo, of N. Y,
Assets $1,312,000

Bargains!

stold to make

Fare

PRIVATE MEDICAL ROOMS,

JANEIRO,

M.

$1,204,188,40

$1,518,000

Assets

place for Galves-

LARGE CONSIGNMENTS.
Must

These facts in connection with its well-known character for integrity, oommend this Company to the
consideration of all desiring Life insurance.

$1,430,000

Assets

Merchandise.

be

Real Estate fop Sale.
and Lor No. 37 Middle
Street,

A*

Phoenix Insurance Co., N. Y.,

SITUATED
Sts, 50

Commercial St.

jjow“egau>

f*

Stages for Rockland

CAKE

Metropolitan Insurance Co, N. Y.,

ton, Philadelphia and Richmond.
LITTLEJOHN & CHASE.
No. 4 Central Wharf.
Aug. 2f*—dtf
■'
..X JJ—-J

Great

feature

rep-

bo

B.,

►

are

resented

accommodated
single gentlemen
with board at 54 Cumberland Street.
ANov.
20. dlw*

To bo Let.

distinguishing

Surplus, 204,188,40

Niagara Insurance Co, of N. Y,

Wanted.

137

in all it branches.

Insurance

a

Also in the selection of risks, if. lossn for the last
six years having been from 30 la 70 pr. cl. less
lhf.li a finny other Co. of as long standing.

Life and Accident

Fire, Marine,

a

FOUR STORY

Dollars,

Million

address Tenement,
Oct 10—dtf

can

payment of losses Is
t'ompany,

IT NEVER HAVING LITIGATED A CLAIM!

the State,

in

over

Assets

6mall families, with good water privileges.
WANTID
Please
Box 1503.

In the
oi tide

INSURANCE COMFY

Uulesa called

as

13—d3m

July25 dtf is

Agents,
Exchange St., Portland,

Insurance Agency
LARGEST
Capital represented

An Owner If anted.
of goods was left at this office more than
months ago, which liad been previously ad-

six
APIECE
vertised
lost.

PROMPTNESS

CAN BE FOUND AT HIM

lie
ThomasPernambuco, WHEBEutmost
And Bahia,
hours
and

November, 0, ISOS.

1 IB
Portland for Bath, Lewiston and
Augusta on Saturdays only at 8.U0 P. M.
Portland for Brunswick daily (Sundays excepted)
J
at 5.30 P.M. (Mixed
Train.)
Leave Skowhcgan for Portland and Boston at 8.30
A M., Augusta 10.30 and Bath at 11 JO
Augusta (on Mondays only) lor Portland and Boston at 5 JO A. M„ Bath 6Jo
M
This Is the only route east without break of
gauge
at Portland. Through tickets for all Stations on this
line, also on the Maine Central R. R. can be purchased lu Boston at Eastern or Boston and Maine
Depots. Passengers with through tickets going east
will change cars at the first depot they arrive at lu
Portland, where ample time Is there allowed to dine
(45 minutes) at a first class oating house.
Superior
and well ventilated cars are run with the
through
trains.

Office Mo. 64 Middle Street, Room No. 1.

MAINE.

PUTTER AND PRESSMAN to wanted to take
charge ol a Tailoring establishment in a flour

this way.
The Dividends ot the Charter Oak are equal in
value to those of any Life Co.
Dividends without interest payable in four or five
years, or at death, suffer a remarkable diminution
when reduced to their present value.

St.

Trains leave Portland dally (Sundays
■
W’WPvoxcenhid) for Bail), Lewiston via AnOroncoggiit K. R.), Augusta, Waterville, Kendall’s
aua Intermediate Stations, at

»

Insurance
29

RETURN.

advantages of this system over that of dividends payable after a tern qf' years without interest,
No other Company pays dividends in
are obvious.
The

JOHN E. DOW £ SONS,

Tailor Wanted.

A

Office SO Exchange Street.

Central

a rare
wishing
should call on, ovaddressfl,

make money

will Confirm these Facts.

Comparisons

W. F. CH1SAM, 06 Exchange St.
Portland, Nov. 16—d4w

in

LESS to Insure

Those who really wish to know all the lkcte, vitally
important to their own interests before payin'' out
their money, are invited to call at this office, where
every thcBity Is cheerfully offered to understand the

Makers—HIGHEST

Pant

FEW

Sept

Because it is paying back to Us
members larger Dividends, and
more of them, than any other Co.
in the United States.

whole subject.

nol7dlw*

CUSTOM
prices paid.

2nd,-IT IS THE CHEAPEST;

Boarders Wanted.

Horses for Sale.
the Railroad Stable an Spring street, several
good Horses, suitable for work or liunily use.

AT

GRACE & CO.,
Box 1732.

Post Office.
Nov 16.

to

BENEFIT

Because its net Assets exceed those
of any Life Insurance Co. in the
United States.

family without children, a small genteel tenement, near the centra1 part ol the city.
Address X. Y. Z., Press Office,
augoeodti

an

ous

Oct 14—d&w3m

Brick Store
Commercial and Franklin
BY
THE
Street., at present occupied by Messrs. Jeffer-

as

ipating that tlie fullest expecta ion of my Doctor*1 friends would be realized.
Through my whole sickness I have studied fully the
working of this terrible disease through all its vari-

ings and Books by subEcription.
Address at once, with stamp, WM.
161 Middle St., Portland, Me. P. O.

RIO DE

CALLISQ

THE CHARTEK OAK Life Insurance Company
declares Dividends each year, and pays them at the
payment of the second and each succeding premium,
thus aiding the Insured In meeting their payments by

DR. J. B. HUGHE#

-roE-—

WINTER ARRANGEMENT, 1865-60.

Life Insurance Co.

Wanted.

Store to Let.

Company.

_Medical.

PORTLAND & KENNEBEC R.R. UuitedStatesMail Line

Commencing

Tenement Wanted.

For Sale and to Let.
Stock of Goods for Sale, and Store to rent in
Payson Block, No. 37$ MidcRe St, Apply to' P«
S. W., on the premises, or at house No. 42 Middle St.,
ocCdtt'
Portland, Me.

to ode

botttlo o)

house in the Eastern

THE

Real Estate tor

In the above cases the Medicated Tonic and Life
Invigorator should be taken together. For an adult
a wine glass foil of tho Medicated Tonic throe or foui

to

Coat

thereon.
For particulars

Gentlemen.
Remember that
offer better inducements
and others, tlian auy other
States, to sell fine Steel Engrav-

Wanted.

State and Danforth Sts.,
Now owned and occupied by the subscriber.

the only reliable and gore cure for

or

&

address Box 50# P. O.
Nov 4—dtf

Valuable Meal Estate!

Bradford’s Medicated Tonic!

WM.

ON

composed
handsomely laid out. For particulars,

nue.
very

and is

Ladles

GRACE
EITHER
CO.,
returned Soldiers,

Lost.
Tuesday afternoon, on the read from Portland
to Falmouth, fore side, a lady's Gray Paislev
Long Sliawl, with bright colored border. Tbe finder
will be suitably rewarded by leaving the same at the

09.
povlOdOw*

For Kale.
Evergreen Cemetery,

Wanted,

Agents

Location

any’fa

as

Life Insurance

IMMEDIATE

and sell-

further particulars address P. O. Box No.
I '“j?or
PortS1^-

A

Somewhat Yaoue.—A few years ago, in

“

run

with

Wisely”

1st,-IT IS THE SAFEST;

353i Congress Htrest,
(up ST Aina.)

nov20dlw*

Steamboats.

Portland to Skonke|M via WalervUle
and Kendall’s Mills*

au

T70UI1 Steady Energetic Men immediately,
Apply to
W. W. KETCHAM.

ntHE three-etorv Brick House (No, TO, corner of
X Danforth ana Tate Streets. It Las all tbo modern improvements and is in excellent condition.
Tlio house can be examined any day.
For terms, &c., applv to
&UFUS E. WOOD,
No. 10 Control Wliarl.
Portland, Nov. 8,1885—istf

OAK

CHARTER

SHOULD INSURE THEIR LIVES

RICE A CO.,
63 Commercial St.

S.

r

House lor Sale.

Drive back tin mists oi morn;
But where’s the light to cleave the cloud
That wraps the heart forlorn?
The swallow seeks her neat again,
Home com?s the wandering bee;
But when, Oh, gentl; love, wilt thou
Return again to me?
David Taylor.

Is

100 tons

Wanted.

H> INGRAHAM,
1U1 Middle Street.

p

WHO

Wanted.
Two Schooners from BO to
burthen to load for Boston.

UAl^i^TLe two-story Brick Home N». S3 ^ore St.

The silver points of dawning day

fob

“Act

Nov 17-dtf

I hear you yetwhon winds are warm,
And Summer plumeB the pine;
1 see you In in those twilight hours
Where once your lips were mine,
As suubet sends its softest rays
On umbered Autumn's leaves;
So Memory yields her saddest light
To him who loves and grieves.

THOSE

-nr the-

dim with

Too Much Metal

WHY

of the 15th

SALE

FOR

Railroads.

Insurance.

REASONS*"

TWO

Three Hundred Dollars Reward.
£1 TOLBN.from the store of 0. K. Babb, on tbe night

Valuable Heal Estate

Return again to me?

Insurance.
_

er

